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Vaudeville Follies 
The Theatre Awards 
Adult Puppets
Australia’s magazine 
of the performing arts 
July 1977 $1.95
Has the honor to announce that it will give a performance at the above Theatre, v
tMONDAY, 1st JUNE, 1803,
* IN' A ll?  OF TUB h u iL f§ N G  FUND OF T IIE  ~  '  'r
EASTERN'HILL VOLUNTEER ORDERLY■ ROOM
UNDER THE DISTINGUISHED PATRONAGE OF
l b  Uvtclicntn ibc (btfbemar, S ir ¥)cmn larhtn, |L O h ,
(P resident of the Club ;)
TheI I on. the C hief S ecretary, JOHN O’SHANASSY, Esq.; The H on. the Attorney-general, R. D. IRELAND, Es< 
-s The H on. the Treasurer, W. C. HAINES, E sq. ;
The Right-worsliipful THE MAYOR; COLONEL ANDERSON, Commanding Volunteers, and Officers of the STAFJ 
Captains RAVEN and SPRENT, and Officers and M em bers  of the VOLUNTEER CORPS.
THE EXCELLENT
I T HI b l l m Vü ÈBfii á li v i
WILL PERFORM SELECTIONS DURING THE ENTERTAINMENT.
The performance will commence with Tom Taylor’s Comedy, in three acts, entitledTHE VICTIMS
OR, T H E  R E A L  AND T H E  ID E A L .
Mr. Merry weather (a stock broker)................... Mr. J ohn F innamgkk Mr. Rowley (an India merchant)....................... Mr. J. B. Phi
Mr. Fitzherbert (a literary gentleman) Mr. S. H. Banks Mr. Joshua Butterby (his friend and humble admirer) Mr. W. H .Metcalfe
Mr. Hornblower (an editor) ............... Mr. J. R. Wilson Mr. Muddlemist (a metaphysician)....................Mr. Lloyd
Mr. Curdle (a statist)................................... Mr. Mansergii Carfnflle (Merryweather’s butler) ..............Mr. Manye
Skimmer (Merryweather’s footman).................................................................... Mr. D evereux
Mrs. Merryweather....................................................Miss Rose Edouin Mrs. Fitzherbert..............................................Miss Dolly Gre
Miss Crane (a strong-minded woman).......Mrs. Stoneham Satchell (Mrs. Merryweather’s maid).......Miss Marian D unn
Mrs. Sharp........................................Miss Leake Mary Bustle................................ Miss Docy Stew art
OVERTURE TO “ NORM A” - - - - - -  COLLINGWOOD BAND.
After which Mr, W. H. WILLIAMS will sing a new Patriotic Song,
Music by J. R. SOTHERN, Esq.; Words by Mr. S. H. BANKS, of the Collingwood Rifles: dedicated to the Colonel Commandant
and Volunteers of Victoria.
SELECTION OF IRISH  MELODIES - - - - - -  COLLINGWOOD BAND.
To conclude with Leman Rede’s Farce, in two acts,
H IS FIR ST  CHAMPAGNE!
Mr. Morton....................................................Mr. W. D evereux Horatio Craven, A.M............................. ........................Mr. W. II. Metcal
Captain Smith........................... Mr. Waters Richard Watt........................... Mr. J. B. Philp
Terence O’Connelly.................................................... Mr. Mansergii Glump............................................................ Mr. J ohn Finnamore
Tramp.....................................................................................Mr. H. P. Ricketts
Mrs. Morton................................. . . ............Mrs Stoneham Emily..................................... .............. Miss Marian D ui
Harriet Bygrove.............. ................................. Miss Leake Mary Grubb........................................Miss J ulia Matthews
Doors open at Seven; to commence at Half-past Seven.
P R I C E S  OF A D M I S S I O N :  Dress Circle, 5s.; Stalls, 3s.; Boxes, 2s.; Pit, 1
The Box Office will be open on the Saturday previous to and on the day of performance, from 11 to 3 o’clock.
K ir  No seats reserved after the rising of the curtain.
J. B. PHILP, Eon. Set.
W H WILLIAMS. Mnsio and Ornamental Printer. 23 Little Bourke Street east.
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Theatre Australia
Editor: Robert Page 
Executive Editor: Lucy Wagner 
Associate Editor: Bruce Knappett 
Assistant: Jayne Farrell
The two biggest events that have taken place in 
the theatre world of late are the tight, exact and 
exacting production of A Chorus Line, and the 
annual Australian National Playwrights’ 
Conference, where new writers have the chance 
to assess and work on their plays in workshop 
with top actors and directors. One of the at­
tributes these two things have in common is the 
encouragement they have given (the ANPC 
over Five years) and are giving to the theatre of 
this country.
A Chorus Line has had one of the most 
enthusiastic press responses of any musical for 
years. Though the mâtiné audiences may 
wonder where the glittering costumes were for 
the first hour and a bit, and the intellectuals 
may complain about the schmaltzy story, 
there’s no doubt about it, they’ve done it. 
Australian dancers have made a show as 
professional as any in the world; their dancing is 
immaculate — despite malicious pre-May 
rumours that of course they’d never be able to 
cope with such complex overseas choreography. 
The greatest encouragement of all, though, is 
perhaps the fact that Edgley and Brodziak are 
willing to risk hundreds of thousands of dollars 
on bringing this show, which has assumed 
world-wide importance, to Australia with an 
Australian cast. Risk-taking in the theatre can 
result in dismal failure or exciting innovation; 
without it there is only static mediocrity. 
Because of their success, musical theatre here 
may flourish once more.
Indigenous musical theatre received a rap­
turous reception at the ANPC in the form of 
Tim Gooding’s Rock’ola, a rock opera about 
the suicide of the Australian rock generation in 
the Enola Gay, the plane that dropped the 
bomb on Hiroshima. Robin Ramsay, Jacki 
Weaver, Kris McQuade and Chris Haywood 
sang, danced and acted their way through the 
piece, moving and devastating the audience even 
without set, costume or music. It is the ability to 
give an airing to this sort of original Australian 
work that makes the conference a major force 
in the theatre. This year the Australia Council 
knocked back any funding for it at all on the 
First application, and after much persuasion 
gave a small amount later. The ANPC should, 
and would like, optimumly to be entirely self- 
sufficient, but until such time as it can be, it 
must receive funding as a self-evidently vital 
institution.
The conference has probably at least broken 
even this year — thanks in part to the astute and 
efficient administration of Bill Shanahan of the 
Old Tote — and the support it has received 
from many sources has encouraged the com­
mittee to work towards the ANPC becoming a 
permanent and year-round business (as well as 
the annual meeting), working for playwrights, 
perhaps as a writers’ agency, with theatre com­
panies and for new Australian drama, in 
whatever way it can. It has started to do this by 
making several resolutions along these lines, for 
which it will be lobbying with the appropriate 
people.
Several of the resolutions made by the 
professionals and observers attending, related 
to things the theatres themselves could hold out 
for if they all worked together, rather than view­
ing each other only in terms of rivalry. The set­
ting up of a fund for instance, to Finance 
workshops of new Australian works, from each 
theatre paying in two per cent royalties on all 
out-of-copyright writers. It was also suggested 
that they band together and agree only to pay a 
five per cent royalty rate for all overseas plays; 
English writers in particular are asking a great 
deal more, and if anyone should be receiving 
high royalties, it is Australian writers, who will 
not be taking the money out of the country. 
Again on the subject of imports, it was agreed 
that the conference should ask all theatre com­
panies to restrict their bringing in of overseas 
directors and actors to one each year, and ask 
the Australia Council and other funding bodies 
not to finance the travel of imported directors 
and performers. In subsidies to theatre com­
panies the funding agencies will be asked to ear­
mark a speciFic amount that will have to be used 
to produce Australian plays.
An addition to the conference this year was a 
Film and TV school working at the studios of the 
local TV station. This appeared to be successful, 
but had problems integrating with the theatrical 
side of the operation. Perhaps this is symp­
tomatic of the industries in general, and the 
resolution passed on the matter was that TV 
and Film production should try to use directors 
from the live theatre and vice versa to en­
courage cross-fertilisation between the two 
media. There was a strong feeling, too, that 
regional TV stations should be encouraged to 
make dramas locally and could be helped a 
lot by their community theatres. Inside, 
Richard Wherrett gives the artistic director’s 
report of the 1977 conference.
A good many theatre critics attended the last 
weekend of the Playwrights’ Conference and 
one of the issues discussed was that of impar­
tiality in critics and how far it could be taken, 
arising from the correspondence which now 
appears on the Letters page.
Jacki Weaver (on this month’s cover) says 
what she thinks the ANPC does for Australian 
theatre, and award winner (Best Actor, NSW) 
John Gaden explains why he felt it necessary to 
leave Australia for a time and assess overseas 
theatre for himself.
All the National Professional Theatre Award 
winners for 1976 following their announcement 
at the end of May in Canberra, appear on page 
25. Were they the ones you picked?
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SYMPATHY ESTABLISHED
JACKI WEAVER, actress: “I don’t care 
what John Osborne says, the Playwrights’ 
Conference is terrific; it can’t help but be 
valuable for all concerned — writers ob­
viously, but actors, directors and observers 
too. I think something I've gained from it 
is sympathy: I’ve talked to a lot of people 
whom I otherwise never would. It’s a great 
leveller, with everyone living together for 
two weeks in the university hall. It has 
suddenly made me realise, too, that people 
like Richard [Wherrett] and myself have 
become establishm ent figures, and 
younger actors and directors are talking to 
us in the same idealistic way as we used to 
to others!
“ Ive now been in the business 15 years 
— since I was 15 — and I’ve never been 
out of work or had to get another job. I see 
myself acting always; I don’t want to 
direct. And if I have to work, and I always 
have had to, that’s the best thing for me.
“The next thing is, of course, Three 
Sisters at the Tote, which is a wonderful 
play. I’ve never wanted to play one of the 
sisters, never felt I’m the type, but Natasha 
is so awful. I will have to understand her, 
feel for her, and make her awfufness very 
subtle — probably lots of people in the 
audience will be just like her.”
WE’LL DO IT
GRAEME BLUNDELL, Hoopla Produc­
tions: “We open on 1 July with Benjamin 
Franklin which should provide us with 
some running capital. At the same time 
we’re going to start a late-night show, the 
new Heathcote (AC/DC) Williams’s play, 
Hancock’s Last Half-Hour, and lunchtime 
theatre, perhaps with Peter Cummins. We 
hope to put on Rivka Hartman’s play 
Dream Girl, which I was very impressed 
with at the Playwrights’ Conference. We
have backing from the Victorian Arts 
Ministry for the venue, three years’ lease 
of Melbourne Playbox Theatre, and 
applications in everywhere for further run­
ning grants.
“ We plan, too, to be doing regular 
workshop readings along the lines of the 
Playwrights’ Conference, as a two-weekly 
event for the public. The Age newspaper 
may be coming in on this. Other things will 
be music performances, theatre music at 
off-times, performances of Berg or 
Brecht/Weill songs, satirical revues late at 
night, changing sketches and writers con­
stantly. And children’s theatre. You name 
i t . . .”
WIDER AUDIENCES 
FOR WORKSHOPS
VICTOR EMILJANOW, Bondi Pavilion 
Theatre: “ It seems a good idea that the 
work done at the National Playwrights’ 
Conference should be seen by an audience 
outside the confines of the conference who 
would be made aware of the latest trends in 
Australian playwriting.
“The Bondi Pavilion Theatre will act as 
the host for a number of the plays 
workshopped at the conference for a short 
demonstration season beginning in late 
June. As many of the original casts as are 
available will be used. Details will be wide­
ly publicized.”
DON’T MAKE WAVES, MATE_______
John Tasker will be directing Don't Piddle 
Against the Wind, Mate by Kenneth Ross, 
going on at Jane Street, Sydney, in July. 
The play was workshopped at the 
Playwrights’ Conference and had a short 
run at the Space, Adelaide, in June.
JOHN TASKER: “The myth of Australia 
as a land of rugged individualism is a long 
time dying despite everyday proof that this 
country is conformist to a degree, where 
individualist, the reformist, and even the 
eccentric is viewed with hostile suspicion.
“ In Don’t Piddle Against the Wind, 
Mate, the protagonist’s refusal to pay a 
union social levy is simply a catalyst set­
ting his fellow-workers and family against 
a man who insists on making his own
decisions on his own life.
“To see this play as about ‘union- 
bashing’ is to evade the major issues 
Kenneth Ross has raised. At first reading, 
the union-bashing aspect struck me most 
— I think all directors and actors tend to 
see the problems of a play first — but, on 
re-reading, I find it is an important play, as 
it is dealing with bigger issues than any 
Australian playwright has tackled recent­
ly-
“ It is the individual against society; it 
questions mateship and the family struc­
ture.
“ The older Australia of the main 
character is contrasted with the younger 
conformists who are trapped in their con­
formism. They can’t take stands because 
of the way of life they have been taught to 
lead; the motto emblazoned on Australia’s 
escutcheon at present is ‘Don’t Make 
Waves’. But all the characters are utterly 
sympathetic. A woman often does have to 
suffer for her man’s actions — look at 
strikers' wives.”
BEATLES FOR PERTH
WILTON MORLEY, managing director, 
Parachute Productions: “What we have in­
itially done is to take on an old 1,200-seat 
Perth theatre which used to be a cinema 
where Dorothy Hewett’s father put on 
shows. [See “The Crystal Palace Starts a 
New Life” in this issue of Theatre 
Australia.] It is the only alternative com­
mercial venue in Perth; Edgley’s sold Her 
Majesty’s to the Government and now it’s 
being renovated and won’t be ready for 
two years.
“Same Time Next Year and Benjamin 
Franklin have been whacking successes, 
among other reasons partly because 
Subiaco, where the Regal stands, is a tren­
dy suburb a bit like Balmain in Sydney, 
and also because my partners in this, 
Interstar, are rock promoters and they can 
attract a lot of young people (though Ben­
jamin attracts young people anyway).
“ Now we find we're running up against 
the same problem that J. C. Williamson’s 
did: the difficulty of keeping the theatre 
going with shows. Most shows are large- 
size, and therefore too expensive. If you 
don’t get one-handers or two-handers, I 
don’t know what you do. I’m planning to 
mount some shows at the Regal and then 
take them on tour. I hope to do that with 
John, Paul, George, RingO and Bert, the 
Beatles show, in September.
“ I think Perth people would respond 
very well to that; they’re just like people 
everywhere, but they always get everything 
about three years late. Kenn Brodziak is
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also interested in the venue and would like 
to bring over anything suitable he has.”
PRAM DIVERSIFICATION
JOHN TIMLIN, Australian Performing 
Group: “ We see it as dissemination of the 
product — very much the kind of thing 
that was talked about in the Industries 
Assistance Commission report. We're 
hoping for a wider audience for theatre 
music, or rock circus, which is what Soap­
box Circus is.
“ We've taken an aggressive stand on the 
contract of their record (released under the 
label APG Records on 6 June), and so will 
get a much better return than the usual five 
per cent royalties. We are taking a finan­
cial risk, but the response so far has been 
very good.
“That’s just a start. Also in the sound 
field we're doing a radio series called 
Domestic Contradiction for 2JJ and a 
Hills Family Show for them too. I don’t 
know what else will come out of that in the 
way of records or whatever.
“ We're making a film of Dimboola, and 
are negotiating with two TV channels 
about a national series of The Hills', we 
have to decide who will do it best — the 
product has to be really good. It’s a ques­
tion of m axim ising response and 
audiences.”
DEAD END?
MIKE MORRIS, director (who has 
recently returned to Perth from the East 15 
Drama School in London and is now tem­
porarily lecturing at WAIT): “New York 
was theatrically alive; I saw some very in­
teresting, excellent new work by new 
young directors and writers — especially 
the work of two writers, David Rabe and 
Chris Durang. Durang had a bitter, cool 
and funny play on the theme of the Viet- 
namisation of New Jersey. So alive . . .
“ But London — sad, dead. Nothing 
new. I exclude The Royal Court. The West 
End is moribund. The only vitality there is 
in the work of various ensemble players. 
The much-vaunted new National was as 
boring as hell; a nice building, but 
otherwise boring.
“ I’m convinced that small companies 
and the development of small community 
groups is the way theatre is going and the 
only way it will remain viable in Britain.”
ARMIDALE OTHELLO
DENNIS BIGGINS: “ The Armidale 
Theatre Project sponsored by the Old Tote 
Theatre Company and the Australian 
Theatre for Young People has been 
operating since February, although little or 
no news of its activities has appeared in the 
media. A fully professional company — 
six actors, a director and a manager — 
based in Armidale serves the New England 
and the NSW North-East region with 
plays, workshops and seminars.
“ If its production of Othello (presented
in May in the Drama Theatre of the 
University of New England) is anything to 
go by, the company is doing work of high 
calibre. With a minuscule cast (two women, 
five men — one of them manager Jake 
Newby) and an almost bare stage (a rear 
wall of grey-painted flats with two 
doorways), director Raymond Omodei 
achieved an electrifying version of the play 
noteworthy for its unfussiness and for its 
attention to Shakespeare's verse.
“ One hopes that the project will succeed 
— the company is certainly offering the 
Armidale region fine professional theatre 
as part of its share of the cultural subsidy.”
WE SOLVE PROBLEMS
CHRISTINE DUNSTON, Staging Con­
sultants: I’ve started Staging Consultants 
because I've been around for 12 years as a 
stage producer and director and there has 
always been an incredible lack in this area. 
And since J. C. Williamson's left Sydney 
there has been nowhere even to hire fur­
niture props.
“We will solve any problems; from a 
phone call about where a particular prop 
or article can be located, to supplying the 
set and props for an entire production. We 
have a pool of 50 technicians in all fields 
whom I can call on. If sets require 
building, we will hire workshop space and 
so cut down on overheads.
“ We’re starting with very little and 
building up as the jobs come in. Staging 
Consultants will also act as an agency for 
technicians, which is a very new thing in 
theatre, though there is already one for 
film people.
“ I have worked for the MTC, Nimrod, 
M arian Street, Independent, Alpha 
Children's Theatre and Canberra Rep, and 
I hope to be working closely with all the 
theatre companies.
“Ours should be an innovatory ap­
proach because I've also just spent six 
months observing staging and lighting 
techniques in 18 countries, and much of 
this is quite new to Australia.
“And I’m used to working on all sorts of 
ranges of budgets!”
DESIGNING FOR FRED
WENDY DICKSON, designer (winner of 
the Best Designer award and art director
of The Chant o f Jimmy Blacksmith): “ I 
haven't actually started working yet; apart 
from research, we're still location hunting.
“We’ve been driving around New South 
Wales in the Jimmy Governor area, but 
we’ve been rather held up by floods.
“Of course, it’s very exciting to be work­
ing with Fred Schepisi on such a major 
film — and it is huge. I think there are 69 
locations; it will be shot over 17 weeks with 
a pretty large cast — many black. It is a 
period film — 1900 — but not self­
consciously so; Fred wants it to be more 
documentary in style, just cutting in on 
people's lives.
“ In the past I've designed both sets and 
costumes, which is very taxing; here Bruce 
Finlayson will be the costume designer, 
though we'll work very closely.
“There is a lot of difference between 
designing for the stage and for film, and 
I've only recently been able to exploit the 
difference. The camera selects in film, so, 
as a designer, you can’t make such a com­
plete statement, and you don't have any 
abstract control over interpretation. Film 
has to be realistic, but you can be much 
more detailed.
“ Each has its own appeal; I like the con­
tainment of working in theatre, and the 
greater physical ease of film. It’s much the 
same relationship with the actors, though 
perhaps you are more able to design to suit 
their personalities in film.”
WELCOME BACK
ERIC DUCKWORTH, Music Loft 
Theatre Restaurant: "'The Gloria Dawn 
Show will be a welcome-back to revue for 
Gloria Dawn. She started in revue in 1965 
at the Philip Street Theatre — the show 
was called A Cuppa Tea, a Bex and a 
Good Lie Down — and it ran for 14 
months between Sydney and Melbourne.
“ It’s nice that she will be back with 
William Orr again. The show opens at the 
end of July and will run until January; I 
think it will be a great success. ”
EXTRAORDINARY ITEM
DAVID COLVILLE, director of publicity, 
Australian Opera: “On the second-last 
page of the Australian Opera’s annual 
report for 1976 a note headed ‘Extra­
ordinary Item’ states that the AO has had 
to write off $205,000 owed to it by the 
Australia Council since 1971, which 
related to a subsidy shortfall arising from a 
change in funding by the council from a 
financial year ending 30 June to a calendar 
year basis.
“The Opera has also had to increase ex­
penditure because of reduced funding to 
the Trust, which has had to retrench 12 
members of its opera orchestra.
“ We have simply had to take the 
retrenched members of the orchestra back 
and add them to our payroll; an extra 12 
people to pay throughout the season means 
a great deal of money, but we can't 
possibly allow the drop in artistic stan­
dards that would otherwise occur.”
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CRITICS CRITICISED
The director of the Melbourne Theatre 
Company, John Sumner, has written to the 
editor of Theatre Australia, Robert Page, 
questioning the impartiality of some of this 
journal’s critics.
Correspondence between Mr Sumner 
and Mr Page is published here. A letter 
from Garrie Hutchinson to Mr Sumner is 
also included. Mr Hutchinson is one of the 
critics Mr Sumner mentioned.
the A.P.G. A contentious choice, as he 
is a playwright (more of that later), and 
adopts a fairly strident tone when 
reviewing.
Mr Garrie Hutchinson — theatre critic for 
The Australian (after much other such 
work), poet, advertising man and part of 
the management structure of Hoopla 
Productions.
Radio, for one, would have to resign his 
position on The Age. Indeed, we are con­
cerned about the possible ethical questions 
that this might raise and Mr Hibberd 
(similarly concerned) is to review The Club 
only if his response is positive, with Mr 
Hutchinson ready to step into the breach if 
it is not. Why (though this is not your ques­
tion) ask Mr Hibberd to do it at all? The 
answer, then, is that craftsmen are the best 
judges of other craftsmen’s work. Ex­
aminers in trades, educational es­
tablishments and even dog shows are not 
impartial writers.
I might add that Steve Gooch (writer), 
Charles Marowitz (writer and director), 
Alan Seymour (writer and producer) and 
Martin Esslin (radio producer), to name 
just a few that spring immediately to mind, 
write, or have written, for Plays and 
Players.
The argument, then, for finding people 
with “no theatrical allegiances” seems to 
me one difficult to implement and, what is 
more, damaging to the standards of 
theatre criticism and writing in general if it 
were.
Further, I find your remark in relation 
to other companies as “rival” at best sad 
and at worst potentially offensive. My con­
cern is that implicit in this is the notion of 
vindictive bias winning through, because of 
vested interest, over honest response. Such 
an implication would seem to be endorsed 
by your remark that “our procedure” 
(which I have already disputed as being 
such) is “ethically unsound” .
I must simply sa^ that our critics are ap­
pointed wholly with regard to their ability 
(in our opinion and relative to others 
available) to give an in-depth, considered 
and articulate response to what they see in 
the theatre. That they take with them cer­
tain predilections is unavoidable but is a 
part of human nature, not “affiliations” .
If there are any specific instances of this 
latter not being the case, i.e. of bias 
because of vested in terest taking 
precedence over honest response, then I 
would be pleased to consider them and on 
such grounds a critic would be dismissed. 
Otherwise, our true policy remains as it is.
Thank you for giving me the oppor­
tunity to make that policy clear.
Yours sincerely, 
Robert Page, 
Editor, 
Theatre Australia
18th May, 1977
The Editor,
“Theatre Australia”
Dear Sir,
Your current policy of appointing critics 
affiliated with particular theatrical com­
panies to assess the productions of rival 
companies in the same city seems to us an 
unfair and ethically unsound procedure.
We ask that reviewers of Melbourne 
Theatre Company productions should be 
impartial journalists, with no theatrical 
allegiances, and we look forward to hear­
ing of your future choice in the matter.
Yours faithfully, 
John Sumner, 
Director,
Melbourne Theatre Company
24th May, 1977
Mr John Sumner,
Director,
Melbourne Theatre Company.
Dear Mr Sumner,
Thank you for your letter of 18th May 
commenting upon what you interpret, I 
think wrongly, as our policy in respect of 
our appointed critics.
We have four critics in Melbourne:
Mr Raymond Stanley — theatre writer 
and journalist {The Stage and Variety), 
though one not “impartial” but with 
considerable predilections; I don’t think 
I do him any disservice by saying that 
by and large he is anti the A.P.G. way- 
of-doing.
Ms Suzanne Spunner — theatre critic 
Melbourne Times and C.A.E. lecturer; I 
detect a preference for the La Mama 
style.
Mr Jack Hibberd — according to our in­
formation no longer “affiliated” with
Reviewing this list, then, I can find only 
one of our critics to be presently “affiliated 
with (a) particular theatre compan(y)” . 
That involvement seems so far to have 
engaged him in the direction of one play at 
Grant Street. Has the implicit objection to 
him been raised with The Australian?
On the one hand, I find little evidence 
(and certainly no intent) of a “current 
policy" of appointing critics with af­
filiations to particular theatre companies, 
and on the other hand, would refuse, in 
particular cases, to be restricted from the 
use of people acquainted with, even 
fervently concerned with, the theatre in a 
vain attempt solely to employ “ impartial 
journalists” .
So far this year Mr Hibberd has review­
ed The School for Scandal and The Game 
o f Love and Chance, Mr Hutchinson 
Other Times and The Fall Guy, Katharine 
Brisbane The Doll trilogy, and Mr Stanley 
Juno and the Paycock: This I take to be a 
healthy mix of response to the M.T.C., and 
probably more varied than any other 
theatre company has enjoyed.
Is Mr David Marr, Arts Editor of the 
National Times, to be disbarred from 
writing criticism because of his recent 
production for (and continuing interest in) 
S.U.D.S., which was “commercially” 
presented at the Seymour Centre? Or is 
Mr Cramphorn to be silenced for his af­
filiations de temps en temps with the 
Nimrod, the Tote and N.I.D.A.?
And what of Ms Brisbane’s affiliations 
with her stable of writers at Currency 
Press? Is arguably Australia’s best critic 
never to lift a pen again because of that?
You refer only to connections with 
theatre companies but a stronger case may 
be made about writers, such as Mr 
Hibberd (and elsewhere Mr Buzo, Ms 
Hewett, Mr Blair and untold numbers of 
others who are not so well known), but if 
such an argument prevailed, then Mr
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31st May, 1977
Mr Robert Page,
Theatre Australia.
Dear Mr Page,
In reply to your letter of 24th May.
Our objection to your choice of critics 
relates to those people directly connected 
with the management of companies. We 
do not object to critics in any dual capacity 
as playwrights, publishers, actors or play 
directors, providing they have no possible 
vested interest in the success or failure of 
the productions they are criticising. Ad­
mittedly, sometimes this is a delicate field 
of choice, but a generally impartial view­
point ought to be the journalistic deciding 
factor, in any case of doubt.
At the time of Jack Hibberd writing the 
critiques of The School for Scandal and 
The Game o f Love and Chance, he was 
definitely connected with the running of 
the Pram Factory. We have seen no formal 
announcement of his having severed his 
connections with that organisation; in lieu 
of this, we must assume that his commit­
ment to the group continues.
Garrie Hutchinson, likewise, is definite­
ly connected with the management of 
Hoopla Productions. Therefore we con­
sider that Garrie continuing to act as a 
critic of other Melbourne companies is un­
ethical. (Yes, we have raised the matter 
with the Editor of The Australian , and 
his answer has been to appoint another 
critic.)
Of the six critiques mentioned in your 
letter, four of them were written by Jack 
Hibberd and Garrie Hutchinson. A fifth 
was the review of The Doll Trilogy by 
Katharine Brisbane. As Currency Press, 
with which Miss Brisbane is associated, is 
shortly to publish the Trilogy, this again 
seems to us a less than correct choice. 
(Even though it may be argued to have 
worked for our advantage.)
What we are asking is that critics 
deputed to review Melbourne Theatre 
Company presentations should be as clear­
ly non-partisan as possible. We do not 
regard Jack Hibberd and Garrie Hutchin­
son as being in this category, and we are 
not prepared to invite either of these critics 
to assess future productions.
Yours sincerely, 
John Sumner, 
Director,
Melbourne Theatre Company
June 1, 1977
Mr John Sumner,
Director,
Melbourne Theatre Company
Dear John,
I can’t say that I am very enthusiastic 
about the way you have taken it upon 
yourself to make complicated what was a 
very straightforward situation. What has 
resulted from your action is a good deal of 
reaction from a number of people in the 
theatre, and the press. Your interference in 
my case has meant that the activities of 
others, such as Radic, Glickfeld and 
Robinson have been brought into question, 
as well as those of yourself. Many people 
find it difficult to discriminate in principle 
between a person writing a play for a 
major company whilst a critic; running a 
major company whilst being a member of 
funding organisations; and running a 
theatre whilst being a critic.
In any event it had been my intention to 
resign from the Australian on June 30, 
which information you could have dis­
covered by telephone. I would have hoped 
we were acquainted sufficiently for you to 
do so.
On the other hand, I do not intend to 
cease writing for Theatre Australia, which 
has a function dissimilar to that of a daily 
newspaper.
I hope we can maintain the friendly and 
co-operative relations we had at the time 
of our season at Grant Street.
Yours sincerely, 
GARRIE HUTCHINSON
a n n  McDo n a l d  
COLLEGE OF DANCING
(Est. 1926)
Ballet (R.A.D.) Examinations
in all grades, pre-preliminary 
to solo seal.
Full-time day classes also
Classes and Private Tuition
Ballroom, Latin American,
Old Time, Social, Theatrical, 
Modern, Jazz and Classical.
The Greenwood Hall Complex 
196 Liverpool Road,
Burwood. N.S.W. 2134 
Phone 74 6362 (A.H. 428 1694)
A fun show to celebrate the Anniversary of
the Queen’s Silver Jubilee
Tues. Wed. Thurs. Frid. at 8.30 p.m.
Sat. at 9.00 p.m.
Reservations: (02) 498 7552 
Excellent Theatre Party Concessions 
available.
Rose Street, 
Ferntree Gully, 
Victoria 
(03) 796 8624 
(03) 758 3964
Smal l . . .  
But you 
just can't 
miss us
MAIM
THEATRE AND RESTAURANT
498 3166
Hurry! Must finish July 9 
Georges Feydeau’s Spicy French Farce 
THE HAPPY HUNTER 
Tuesday to Saturday 8.15, Sunday 4.30 
Dinner from 6.30 Tuesday to Saturday 
OPENING FRIDAY JULY 15 
Barry Lovett, Phillip Hinton, 
Louise Pajo, Trevor Kent and 
Kerry Walker in 
CONFUSIONS 
by Alan Ayckbourne 
Directed by Ted Craig
2 MARIAN ST., KILLARA
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F A M O U S  R E V U E  CO.
M rs. GRACE SOR1IE a n d  BOBBY LE BRUN p r e se n t  . . .+ 3 BIG R E V U E S ^
“OUT OF THIS WORLD”
“OLYMPIC DAMES” — — “TOPSY TURVY”
PAT KENNY
(The Personality Girl)
MAX BLAKE (Vocalist)
TREVOR YOUNG
(Vibraphonist)
DENNIS DAVID, Parisian Puppeteer
SKIT AND SKAT
(Coloured Harmony)
VAL JELLAY 
(Charming Soubrette)
RITA AND ROBERTO
(Stars of the Dance)
(The Act Beautiful)
AT THE MATINEES:
“MOTHER GOOSE”
A DELIGHTFUL PANTOMIME
For Location, Box Plan and Changes of Programme 
see LOCAL PRESS and RADIO — Popular Prices
NT Vaudeville Follies H
LtoR: Doreen, N ina,Noia, Pat,Pam  & Sue. Sortie's,1957.
Peter Kenna tells of 
some terrifying 
moments in 
tent shows and such
The night The Hills Family Show opened 
at Sydney’s Bondi Pavilion Theatre, 
Winston Hills tore down the promenade 
outside screaming the terrible message 
that his Granny had probably been taken 
by the waves. Then he had a violent argu­
ment with his father in the foyer and dis­
appeared into the lavatory. Later in the 
evening he was to be accused by his sister 
Antigone of being a compulsive bed- 
wetter. She had been dipping in the ocean 
herself and wasn’t able to remove one of 
her Frogman’s flippers. She appeared in
Peter Kenna was born in Balmain, Sydney, in 
1930. After a variety of jobs, he became well 
known as a radio actor. He came to prominence 
as a playwright in 1959 with his third play, The 
Slaughter o f Saint Teresas Day. Other plays in­
clude Talk to the Moon, Muriel’s Virtues, 
Listen Closely, A Hard God and Trespassers 
will be Prosecuted, which have all been prod­
uced in Australia.
the opening number with it flopping 
grotesquely beside the smart little high- 
heeled sandal she wore on her other foot. 
Of course the orchestra didn’t arrive at all 
and a rather squiffy Fitzroy Hills was 
driven to coaxing the audience into 
providing the overture of booms, tings and 
abba-dabba-dabbas to entertain itself. . .
The Pram Factory was in town giving 
weight to the rumour that it is arguably the 
most exciting theatre company in Aus­
tralia.
Not all of the show comes off, mind you, 
but the zest of the acting is always there to 
bounce you over the boring bits. A lot of 
people talk about Ensemble Acting, and 
many of them think they’re doing it; when 
you see the Pram Factory at work there’s 
no doubt in your mind that, at last, you're 
watching the real thing.
However, the purpose of this piece is not 
to crit the show. I’ve been asked to write 
about it in relation to real Australian 
Variety which, as it is expressed in The 
Hills Family Show, is now, alas, all but 
dead. But looking back into even our most 
recent past, one discovers there existed 
quite a few troupes in The Hills tradition. 
Bigger and more polished, of course, and, 
thank God, not as disaster-prone, but 
basically aiming for the same thing: to 
provide clean, family entertainment for 
simple people whose tastes differed con­
siderably from those of the more blase
capital-city dwellers.
Sorlie’s is the name that comes im­
mediately to mind. Until 1966 they travell­
ed the agricultural show route, following 
the sun in a big tent that could pack well 
over a thousand people under its four-king- 
pole spread; never playing on the 
showground but in the town, because they 
considered themselves a cut above the raf­
fish sideshow people. Sorlie was a Negro 
married to an arresting, very fair woman 
named Grace. Every performance, she 
would stand at the entrance to the tent 
“tearing tickets” attired in a formal 
evening-gown and wearing drop ear-rings 
so heavily encrusted with diamonds they 
permanently lengthened the lobes of her 
ears. Below them, pinned to the dress, was 
a matching diamond brooch in the shape 
of a crocodile. From time to time, some 
very famous Australian artists worked for 
Sorlie’s: Peter Finch and Gloria Dawn, to 
name two.
But for a real family show you have to 
turn to Barton’s Follies. Roy Barton 
managed the business side of the venture, 
but his brother and sister were the show’s 
comedian and comedienne, and his 
daughter danced. Eventually she married a 
dancer, which increased the family’s in­
volvement in the evening’s entertainment. 
Also, The Great Levante, a very popular 
illusionist, had a show in which his 
daughter danced. M ack’s, L ittle’s,
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Coleman’s, Cole’s: the shows varied in size 
but operated all over the country. 
Sometimes they were pegged side by side 
in opposition to each other.
During the late twenties, my eldest 
brother, James, worked as a tent boxer 
with Roy Bell’s troupe. During a “time 
out” he was walking the roads of the Darl­
ing Downs and came upon a small circus 
and rodeo run by the Clinton Brothers and 
attached himself to them for a while. They 
played only the minor hamlets of the area, 
leaving the good-sized towns (and possibly 
more critical audiences) to the big con­
cerns such as Wirth’s and Sole Brothers. 
On arriving at a place, they would put up 
their “sides” (a circle of hessian or canvas 
without a top), and then sit down with 
their musical instruments to draw a crowd. 
Harry Clinton played a euphonium,
i® i
Missus the drums, Clarrie a clarinet and 
Uncle Tom a cornet. The show’s clown 
and buck-jum p rider, a half-caste 
Aboriginal nicknamed Red Harry, assisted 
on the gumleaf. When the audience did 
arrive, the pretty, 16-year-old Daphne 
Clinton was ready at her knock-’em-down 
stand and she and James sold balls and 
presented boxes of chocolates to the lucky 
winners until the family was ready to start 
the show inside. Daphne then joined them 
as the major attraction. She would fly the 
trapeze, walk the slack-wire and perform 
acrobatics poised on the backs of cantering 
horses while her proud father, the 
ringmaster, extolled her talents to the 
audience.
MT Vaudeville F o llies'll
THE ARNEDIS
Patrons, Sortie's,1957.
Gloria Dawn’s grandparents on her 
mother’s side were circus people too and 
their daughters Toots, Gaga and Zilla 
(Gloria’s mother) worked with them in 
various acts. Later the three girls went into 
Variety as The Weatherly Sisters. They 
performed an acrobatic-contortionist 
number wherein Zilla appeared out of a 
silver waterlily dressed as a Frog, Toots 
fluttered on as a Firefly and Gaga got 
there somehow as a Crocodile.
But to return to The Hills, the chief 
delight of their show is in the disasters 
which lie in wait to trip them up, offstage 
and on. They are the stuff of nightmares
><C
for all entertainers and you can only laugh 
about them afterwards because you’re so 
damn glad they’re over. Granny (Fanny 
Hills), the only real pro in the family, falls 
out of her wheelchair on to her face 
necessitating the show’s intermission. 
Bluey, the 13-year-old child prodigy, has 
his music confused by Fitzroy during a 
piano solo and presents the audience with a 
pastiche of half-minute snatches of nearly 
every popular classic you can name — 
some of them played with the music upside 
down. It was these pretended disasters, and 
sometimes touching incidents, in the show 
which decided me to ask those I inter­
viewed for this article to recall their own 
terrifying or pleasurable moment in the 
theatre.
Gloria Dawn was playing Cinderella in 
panto once and appeared at the top of the 
staircase in the ballroom scene looking just 
like Cinderella should look on arriving to 
meet Prince Charming. She was wearing a 
crinoline of soft, flouncy frills. When she 
began to move, she realised something was 
wrong and correctly surmised that part of 
her skirt had caught on a nail. However, 
the rule is: “Never look back. Keep smil­
ing. Go forward.” She did — and arrived 
at Prince Charming’s side with just the 
frame of the crinoline and a petticoat on 
the lower part of her body.
I once saw a production of Cinderella in 
which the Fairy Godmother appeared in 
the kitchen throwing magic about like con­
fetti. A twirl of her wand and Cinderella’s 
rags became a glittering ball-dress. She 
changed the pumpkin into a coach and the 
mice into footmen. Leaving in triumph, 
she discovered the door was jammed and 
she couldn’t get out!
Gloria Dawn
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Stanley Holloway weighed in with a 
story about a matinee in the English 
provinces during the tour of The Co- 
optomists. Apparently the town they were 
playing had never heard of the show’s 
phenomenal six-year run in the West 
End. There were exactly a dozen people 
scattered about the auditorium when they 
began their opening number. Half way 
through this, an usher appeared leading a 
late-comer down the aisle. “ For God’s 
sake,” one of the actors shouted at him 
from the stage, “Don’t seat that man! 
He’ll make thirteen.”
Thurza Rogers, once the ingenue in 
Pavlova’s company, also appeared in the 
London production of Max Reinhardt’s 
The Miracle. The interior of the theatre 
was transformed into a cathedral and all 
the usherettes were dressed as nuns. So too 
were many of the players, of course, in­
cluding Thurza, who had to make her en­
trance from the foyer and move down the 
aisle up on to the stage. At one perfor­
mance, a late-comer mistook her for an
the man grabbed it and pushed it at the 
child while it shouted, “ If you don’t stop 
swinging on that pole I’ll swing from your 
bloody neck!” The child fell backwards 
open-mouthed and then began screaming. 
They could still hear him screaming even 
after he had reached the security of the sur­
rounding bush.
And G ranny falling out of her 
wheelchair reminded me of a story told me 
by a cousin, Myra Morgan. She was with 
Coleman’s Follies about the same time
BOBBY LE BRUN
usherette and followed her blindly until she 
found herself, dripping silver-fox and trail­
ing crepe-de-chine, slap-bang in the middle 
of a Medieval melodrama, with no idea in 
the world of how to get out of it. Mr 
Reinhardt was the inventor of Total 
Theatre.
Fitzroy Hills’s ventriloquist act, during 
which he goes to sleep and the doll cries
i z m
★  ★  ★  ★  ★
Stanley Holloway
out for someone to rescue him before he 
falls off his controller's knee, reminded me 
of two ventriloquist stories, again told me 
by my brother James. He once walked the 
tracks of the outback with a man who 
carried a doll in his swag and “showed” 
wherever he met a group of people. 
Another ventriloquist he knew operated in 
a small tent on the showgrounds. On one 
occasion, they were playing a far-flung 
outpost where the children were unused to 
seeing other white people, let alone a talk­
ing doll. One of the children was swinging 
from the tent’s supporting pole and ignor­
ing the ventriloquist’s appeal for him not 
to do so. The act hadn’t begun yet and the 
doll was lying lifeless on a table. Suddenly,
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A  Don’t 
Forget Our Slogan:
IT’S ALWAYS 
A GOOD SHOW 
AT SORLIE’S
MTVaudeville Follies *98
Dummies: Hills Ibmily Show
LUCKY GRILLS
(Atomic Comic)
onstage. One night a skater turned the 
wrong way in a production number and 
they all went down like ninepins. Out of 
nowhere 15 pairs of screaming teeth 
materialised.
And on and on the stories go — only 
lack of space silences me. Opera, Ballet, 
Drama, Variety: no one is safe. There is 
already a crop of disaster stories building 
up around the club scene. I’ll conclude 
with one of these. It’s also the ultimate 
“ Ugly Ocker” anecdote.
A while ago a very well-known Negro 
singer was performing at an RSL club in 
Sydney before an audience totally un­
interested in his act. They talked among 
themselves, shouted drink orders to the 
waiters and played the poker-machines 
loudly. He left the stage in some distress, 
to be followed by a comedian who fared 
even less well because he was rather 
noticably effeminate in manner. They 
turned their attention to him all right, and 
chaos ensued. Finally, the club s enter­
tainments officer was forced to run out on 
to the stage and present them with an 
ultimatum: “ Listen, you mongrels,” he 
shouted. “Give the Poof a go or I’ll bring 
the Boong back.”
on the night before the St James was to 
open, he called her over after her own show 
to “sing luck” into the building. She stood 
on the bare stage and, without an accom­
panist and with only Sir Ben and a few 
workmen in the stalls, she put all her heart 
and hope into “Charmaine” for him.
Ronnie Hay, the choreographer and a 
stalwart of Variety through nearly four 
decades, remembers staging a Deep South 
number at the Tivoli (“My dear, there 
were Mammies swinging from the 
rafters” ) featuring Evie Hayes and real 
rain, which was supposed to fall from the
flies into a trough frontstage. But it didn’t. 
It missed, and all the “ Darkies” were 
transformed into bedraggled “Whites” 
before the eyes of a startled audience.
Ray Cook, at present musical-directing 
A Chorus Line in London, has a whole bag 
of disaster stories. My favourite is the one 
about the ice-show he was playing piano 
for which used ultra-violet light in one of 
the numbers. You know, things glow in the 
dark. Well, so do your teeth, so you have 
to keep your mouth closed while you’re
James was with Bell. Her act was an 
acrobatic waltz performed in unison with 
another girl before a frontcloth while a 
scene was being changed. It included a 
series of “slow tinskes” , which means 
simply turning over backwards continually 
supported by your hands. Anyway, one 
night Myra failed to estimate correctly the 
space available to her and “slow-tinske- 
ed” herself right off the edge of the stage 
and into the percussion section of the 
orchestra.
Queenie Paul clocked in with a nicely 
tender moment. She was playing the 
National in Sydney (now the Mayfair 
Cinema) for Sir Ben Fuller, who at the 
same time was about to open the St James 
(now demolished). Every show she had 
been in for him had been a success and so,
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‘I want to try to sort out where my artistic roots are . .
THE HEAD AND THE HEART
John Gaden, one of 
our finest actors, tells 
Theatre A ustralia 
why he has decided to 
go abroad
Question: Let’s start with you; John 
Gaden, the documentable man.
Gaden: I was brought up in Sydney — 
Double Bay. I'm 35. Educated in Sydney, 
Sydney University. I did mostly theatre 
there, and studied arts and law from 1959 
to 1966. It was a very happy time. Univer­
sity drama was going through a terrifically 
high point, a very active time: SUDS 
began to pioneer theatre of the absurd in 
Australia; Pinter was pioneered there with 
good productions of The Birthday Party, 
and others. That’s where I got my groun­
ding, and it’s been a good and bad thing. A 
bad thing because for a long time I had 
quite an ivory-tower idea of theatre; I was 
a little contemptuous of popular culture, 
which I’m not now. We’re a very material 
society; a lot of people spend their lives 
getting and spending, especially with the 
death of the Church, which happened here 
in a big way towards the end of the fifties, 
and I think theatre provides that sort of 
community expression now. People can 
come into a theatre from their three 
bedrooms and two cars and laugh or cry at 
something that doesn’t normally touch 
them.
Q: Would you actually correlate the rise 
of the theatre with the fall of the Church? 
Gaden: No, but it’s an interesting thought! 
It’s significant that a lot of our best theatre 
people had a strong Catholic upbringing: 
John Bell, Peter Carroll, Neil Fitzpatrick, 
Ron Blair, Peter Kenna . . . John was very 
devout at university — not that I mean his 
acting and directing styles are Catholic. 
But there is something about what the 
Church gave people, a life beyond the 
getting-and-spending one, and a sense of 
theatre I suppose. We seem to need this as 
a group, and TV can never quite do this, as 
it’s a more private experience while theatre 
is communal.
Q: Were you religious?
Gaden: Yes, very.
Q: And now?
Gaden: No, I suppose I’m agnostic really. 
I don’t know, and 1 doubt strongly, but 
until I was 17 I was deeply religious.
Q: Nimrod Theatre started in 1971 with a 
kernel of people who were all at the univer­
sity together, went their separate ways and 
came back together. What did you do in 
the intervening five years?
Gaden: I got into the business. John 
Tasker, who was the director of the South 
Australian Theatre Company, had applied 
for people to come for the Young 
Elizabethan tour. Peter Butler, who'd been 
at university with me, was the classical 
music arranger for the ABC and happened 
to be looking over Tasker’s shoulder as he 
was looking at my photograph. And Peter 
said, “That’s John Gaden; I’ve seen him in 
things at the university — he’s good.” So I
got the job. Everything’s led on from there. 
I did two Young Elizabethan tours around 
South Australia, worked for six months at 
Theatre 62 when John Edmonton was run­
ning it, playing all leads, including Lear — 
the full bit — which was an amazing way 
to work. Then a NSW tour playing a 
dragon, six months at St M artin’s, 
Melbourne, when it was run by Irene 
Mitchell, and when I first worked with 
B a rb ara  S tep h en s . I m et Sandy 
[McGregor] there, too, whom I lived with 
— and have just stopped living with — for 
six years. They didn’t pay rehearsal money 
in those days; when I arrived, I was living 
in a tiny flat in North Carlton and I had 
literally no money. I had to walk from 
North Carlton to St Martin’s, which was 
right the other side of town, and back 
every day, and work in a car-wash before 
and after hours. A very character-building 
time!
Q: You must have been very convinced 
that the business was going to be good to 
you?
Gaden: I suppose I was, though I honestly 
never thought of it in those terms. You 
know you’ve got a certain talent, but I just 
wanted to work in those days. I’ve worked 
almost continuously since I went into the 
business; a lot of it’s been work I’d rather 
not have done, but I’ve never stopped.
It was then that I went to Perth and join­
ed a company Aarne Neeme had formed in 
the Octagon Theatre on the university 
campus. At the end of that time, Guthrie 
came to Perth; he’d been out here doing 
Oedipus in Sydney and A ll’s Well in
John Gaden played Henry Carr for the second 
time in this year’s revival of the Nimrod 
production of Travesties, and his performance 
was received with great acclaim. To help him 
with his trip abroad, Nimrod gave him a benefit 
night, which was attended by most of the 
luminaries of Sydney theatre.
■
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Melbourne, and he came because he had 
an association with the Octagon, which 
he’d helped to design. He did three one- 
week readings; The Voice o f God, The 
Voice o f History and The Voice o f Love. 
He played the Voice of God, of course, 
which was wonderful. I was in The Voice 
o f History, and we really hit it off. It really 
wasn’t an arse-licking situation; I just fell 
in love with him, I think. And I think it 
was he who got me placed in Oedipus when 
it went on tour — I took over as Chorus 
Leader.
From then, I went into The Crucible as 
Proctor, for the Tote, joined the Tote 
Company at the Parade and stayed with 
them till 1974-75 through into the Opera 
House period. It was a good company. We 
worked hard and did a lot of plays; 
Richard II  at the Opera House; Love for 
Love-, Bill Gaskell’s version of Love’s 
Labours Lost; a new play by Michael Bod- 
dy called Cradle o f Hercules-, and back at 
the Tote, John’s [John Bell’s] productions 
of The Good Woman o f  Setzuan, How 
Could you Believe me When I Said I ’d Be 
your Valet when you Know I ’ve Been a 
Liar all my Life?, Tartuffe, The Taming o f 
the Shrew-, George Ogilvie’s Vanya-, 
Trelawney o f the Wells, and so it goes on. 
An amazingly busy time. I did odd things 
for the MTC, like the Lawler play The 
Man who Shot the Albatross, with Frank 
Thring and Leo McKern — that was a 
pretty bad experience — which really led 
up to the period of going back to Nimrod.
First I went to Melbourne for the six- 
month voice course with Rowena Balos: 
June to November 1975. That was a big 
turning-point for me; I decided to do the 
course because I didn’t know that I wanted 
to go on being an actor. Certainly I didn’t 
want to go on being an actor in Australia 
— not because I felt bitter, but because I 
didn’t feel stretched any more. The course 
with Rowena revivified me. It was hard 
work, five days a week, 10 till five. Long 
and often frustrating, but I came out of it 
feeling really excited. I felt I had some­
where to go for the rest of my career in 
theatre.
Q: You teach it now, don’t you?
Gaden: Yes. Sometimes well, sometimes 
not so well. It’s basically a method of voice 
production, not just speech elocution, but 
where the impulse for a sound comes from, 
how it gets out of the body, how we 
organise it, orchestrate it, or don’t, in let­
ting it go. It has a good deal to do with the 
kind of actor who can just be, rather than 
represent, so it’s closely geared to the 
Method and Stanislavsky, though not con­
sciously so. The basic technical source in­
volves using energy normally put into ten­
sion in other areas; both the release of 
sound and the physical being and experien­
cing on stage. It doesn’t suit everyone, but 
it suited me as a very tense person and a 
very tense actor. I went straight out of that 
and into Travesties, and I don’t think I 
could have done anything better, as it re­
quired me to come immediately into con­
tact with difficult areas of the work; what 
do you do with plays that aren’t your dead 
naturalism? I feel Travesties was a great
step forward for me.
Q: In the 18 months you’ve been at 
Nimrod you’ve come in some sense to 
epitomise the best of the Nimrod style. 
Were you happier there than at the Tote? 
Gaden: I ’ve certainly been happy at 
Nimrod — because I’ve been playing some
pretty nice roles — not that that always 
makes one happy. And because I like 
working continuously, although I have 
learned now that I’m going to have to start 
cutting down because I’ve found, whether 
it’s a phenomenon of old age or a greater 
amount of input to a production, that I 
can’t maintain the workload and that pace, 
performing and rehearsing at the same 
time. When I came to start work on Young 
Mo I felt, “I’m so fucked I have no energy 
to put into this; I can’t work.” And it was 
only in the third week that I pressed the 
panic button and came up with some ideas. 
I don’t like working that way, and it was a 
lesson to me. I’ve got to start pacing and 
spacing myself a little more. I think the 
more experience you get the harder it gets; 
harder to make your choices and decisions.
While, like anyone in any organisation, 
I have my criticisms of Nimrod, I want to 
continue working there because I think it’s 
a theatre that, because of its financial 
structure, size limitations and lack of suf­
ficient subsidy, cannot get away with simp­
ly presentation. They have to rely on in­
vention and the quality of the productions 
to put bums on seats. I think that the more 
established theatre companies like the 
Tote and the MTC are getting into areas 
where they are catering to their sub­
scribers, and there’s nothing particularly 
wrong with that except that it doesn’t seem 
very exciting or involving. Conditions for 
actors are better, but I think what has been 
lost is that immediate need to get audiences. 
Q: So Nimrod’s on the tightrope and the 
Tote and the MTC in the safety net?
Gaden: Much more on the tightrope, and 
you feel it there as an actor. I’m very much 
concerned with how many people are in 
every night. I’m also very concerned about 
the fact that I think our rehearsal periods 
there are a week too short in every case, 
but I understand why they have to be. 
Ultimately I’m convinced that a good 
theatre operates on personalities.
Q : What about these Poms coming over? 
Gaden: I think a line has to be drawn, but 
it’s very hard to know where. Stuff like 
Dead-Eyed Dicks are second-rate pieces 
being flogged off to the public. We’re 
treated as a place for out-of-work British 
actors to come and make a little money, 
and they take that money away and do 
nothing for the theatre. The Trust say they 
only offer management services, but I 
know people who’ve approached them for 
these services for local productions, and 
been refused. Why isn’t the Royal being 
filled with the local product — commercial 
airings for the Nimrod Much Ado, A 
Handful o f Friends, Old Tote Melba?
Q: The Trust apparently lost money on 
Kid Stakes.
Gaden: Losing money’s a great pity, but I 
would have thought that, according to 
their charter, they’re not primarily a 
money-making concern. Of course, if 
there’s no money they can’t promote 
theatre, but there’s no evidence that 
they’re making a planned — and I mean 
planned — investment in Australian 
theatre.
We must have things like the RSC, 
Grotowski, Marcel Marceau because 
drama is an international as much as a 
national thing. It’s important to see what 
other countries are doing because it’s a 
slightly altered state of consciousness. Per­
sonally I don’t want The Pleasure o f His 
Company, but there’s a hell of a lot of peo­
ple who do, and who am I to say they 
shouldn’t have it?
Q: Should the line, then, be qualitative or 
quantitative?
Gaden: It’s a confusing area. My im­
mediate concern is: Look how much im­
ported stuff is coming out here. It doesn’t 
look to be of very high quality, but again 
who am I to say that? I balk at drawing a 
qualitative line, but at a time when theatre 
is languishing in Australia, we’re not going 
to revive that interest by saying we can’t do 
this, but,overseas people can.
There’s also the problem for us out here 
of having our heads in the Old World and 
our hearts in the New World. We’re 
caught up in that bind by tradition; in 
theatre we’re intellectually in the Old 
World of English rep and the English 
literary tradition, from the basic sources of 
Shakespeare right through the canon of 
English drama. I am fifth-generation 
Australian; yet what turned me on to 
th e a tre  was not S u m m e r  o f  the  
Seventeenth Doll or Louis Esson, but 
Chekhov, Restoration drama, Jonson, 
Marlowe. Faustus and Tamburlaine par­
ticularly were the things that made me 
want to become an actor. I’ve run into a 
terrible problem with seeing or doing 
Shakespeare in Australia because, well, at
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the moment it’s always like a foreign 
language. The big risk in making it accessi­
ble (as John did so well with Much Ado) is 
that you often make it colloquial and lose 
the spirit, and I have felt that we’ve been 
doing a pale shadow of the plays: Readers 
Digest versions even if we’ve been doing 
them uncut.
We’re still a colonial country, perhaps 
the last in the world, whether we like it or 
not, and we think that if it comes from 
elsewhere by the people who “ know” , then 
it’s better. The colonial cringe exists 
through all the echelons of the arts, and it 
certainly exists in me. That’s one reason 
why I want to go away and look at it. But 
we shouldn’t encourage people when we 
know that the work we’re seeing is often, 
inferior drama. It may be lightly enter­
taining, but you must get priorities right 
and theatre’s top priority is what it can do. 
Light entertainment is done better by TV; 
the only way we’re going to survive is to 
keep pushing the boundaries of what we 
can do. We’re certainly not going to sur­
vive as light entertainment, and nor should 
we hope to.
Q: You could argue that David William­
son’s plays have little concern for the 
actor-audience relationship, that Buzo and 
Williamson are stuck in the picture-frame 
theatre, and that that could be better done 
on TV.
Gaden: It couldn’t because it’s too em­
barrassing. One of the strengths of David’s 
work is it goes straight to people’s guts. 
That’s why they laugh a lot. Williamson 
and Buzo are exploring — not in the same 
way as Travesties or Young Mo, but in one 
of the other functions of theatre, that of 
presenting people face to face. That’s why 
David’s plays are always so eminently 
theatrical; he dares on stage to explore 
situations which can embarrass and con­
front. I don’t think you ever come out of 
his plays feeling comfortable. They seem 
to generate a lot of social discussion about 
who we are, what we’re like, who the mid­
dle class is, what our hopes and aspirations 
are. What our spirit really is.
Q: He’s in the absolute forefront of social 
thinking and the theatrical act is a confron­
tation and very intimate.
Gaden: Yes, and by and large I don’t 
think TV can do that. One of the things I 
heard Guthrie drop in an interview — he’d 
been asked “Why theatre in this age of 
mass communication?”; he said, “ Because 
theatre has a sense of occasion”, which is 
why there may be riots in the theatre, or 
mass weeping, mass laughter. I think 
David’s and other Australian plays have 
that quality, so I wouldn’t say for a mo­
ment they were just as suitable to film or 
TV.
Q: You are very much a theatre actor. 
Why is that?
Gaden: I am, probably more by accident 
than design. Partly because I need, and 
have wanted, to keep working, and theatre 
offers me continuity of work. I’m not good 
at free-lancing; I get deeply depressed and 
lost, and I continually need theatre. And 
that continuity of work in theatre has 
largely prevented me from hanging out for
work in film and TV. If I want to break 
into that area it means I’m going to have 
to take time off to do it. An actor like 
Johnny Hargreaves, who is now becoming 
a film actor, spends a hell of a lot of time 
on the dole, and it’s one of the few ways of 
ensuring he will get film parts — being 
available. I was offered work in Picture 
Show Man and things like that, but I 
couldn’t do it. It goes back to Between 
Wars; I was offered the part that Arthur 
finally played, but I couldn’t do it because 
I was on contract to the Tote for ‘Tis Pity 
She's a Whore. Now, had I been free to do 
that, I might have taken a different direc­
tion. I probably would have, but I'm not 
bitter or sorry about that. Of course, I’d 
like to work in film, particularly film, and 
I guess I will do one day.
Q: The star system. You’ve become a 
name; some people will go to a show 
because you are in it. What about the 
Australian star system? Do you think it 
would help?
Gaden: We couldn’t have the Hollywood 
star system here where people could be 
created by a huge PR machine, because 
here, if you’re going to be a star in theatre, 
you have to deliver the goods, and not just 
once but all the time. Here you’re as good 
as you’re last production.
Q: You’re more exposed here?
Gaden: Yes. I believe in a star system 
because I believe there are some people 
who can deliver the goods all the time, 
and people will want to come and see 
them, so of course a star system begins to 
happen. But I also believe very firmly that 
a theatre that operates by saying, “We’ll 
get X, Y or Z; they’re big names, so it’ll be 
all right” — that’s been shown time and 
time again not to work.
Q: Is there anything in the Australian 
character against a star system, with 
phrases like “ poppy-lopping” kicked 
about?
Gaden: I frankly don’t believe this. Who 
are the Australian stars you can think of 
off the top of your head? John, Reg 
Livermore, Barry Humphries, Frank 
Thring? They’ll all have their detractors, 
but they have an enormous following, and 
they have it because they deliver the goods. 
People will very quickly snipe if you have a 
failure, but I think they will anywhere. I 
don’t feel we’re less tolerant to failure than 
anyone else. You build up a relationship 
with an audience; I feel I have with the 
Nimrod audience.
Q: Do you want to make it overseas — to 
act overseas?
Gaden: Of course I would love to work in 
England. But, you see, making it — and I 
really think I’m being honest about this — 
in terms of success, money, name, has 
never been all that important to me. It’s 
important to me only because I can extend 
into bigger and better roles. If you’re 
working at the top, you can work with 
better people, better directors. But I do not 
want the big-name status, the money and 
the cars. I don’t even want a place in 
history, however minor. But I certainly 
want to keep working and success is the 
best way to do it.
Q: There’s a sort of humility to John 
Gaden, and you’re always an obviously 
hard-working actor. How far do you de­
pend on technique?
Gaden: I find it very hard to work in any 
other way than at full stretch, which means 
involving myself totally. Sometimes I go 
on to automatic pilot and realise the laughs 
have been coming in for the last five 
minutes but I wasn’t there. That’s a 
phenomenon of tiredness, and I don’t like it, 
which is why I’ve got to cut down the load 
a little bit. I would like, and I think I’m 
becoming, as an actor, more arrogant and 
less pleading with an audience. Quite often 
the lack of the right kind of arrogance can 
make one too involved with presentation 
and not enough involved with oneself on 
stage. I certainly don’t want to be arrogant 
in the sense of being contemptuous of an 
audience. The honesty’s important.
Q: How much do you take out of yourself 
on stage?
Gaden: The more I work, the more for me 
I realise that I have to use myself. 
Whatever moves through me, and however 
it transforms me, I'm the instrument. 
Though I wouldn’t describe myself as a 
Method actor, I think all good acting has 
very much to do with the Method. 
Stanislavsky was only taking what he 
thought to be good acting and analysing it. 
But I do use myself more and more, so it’s 
very important to me what kind of person I 
am — how the state of my conscience is, 
where I live, how I behave. It’s important 
to know where I'm at as an actor and a 
person — and the two I find increasingly 
indissoluble. So this conflict I mentioned 
about the head and the heart has become a 
very big one, and is one reason why I'm go­
ing away, probably the main one. I want to 
try to sort out where my artistic roots are 
because I feel that only when I get my head 
and my heart totally together can I really 
utter.
Q: Going away is an immense leap into 
the unknown. You’ve got work, lead roles 
here; so why leave now?
Gaden: It’s the need to stop for a time. I 
find I work cyclically. The last cycle 
stemmed from the Rowena Balos course in 
Melbourne; now there’s another one begin­
ning. I work in great bursts of energy and 
then I find I need to stop and reassess and 
re-evaluate. I need distance sometimes. I 
also feel it’s no good talking and thinking 
about the British, American and Polish 
theatre; I must go and see them and sort 
them out for myself. The fact of going is 
frightening because I’ve never travelled. 
When Nimrod decided to give me this 
benefit night, I was absolutely knocked 
out; you know you have friends, but I 
didn’t know what people really felt about 
me — and that’s been almost too much. I 
do get a bit weepy every now and then. I 
think, “Why am I going away and leaving 
all that?” Well, I’m coming back. The 
benefit has brought together a whole lot of 
ideas and feelings about being in Australia 
which have never been so strong before. 
It’s certainly going to make it very difficult 
to stay away for any time. Which is 
perhaps a good thing! ■
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Preview of an ‘adult’ production in the 
Tasmanian Puppet Theatre’s new home
Launt Thompson
SIX PUPPETS IN SEARCH 
OF A GENRE
LAUNT THOM PSON is a naturalised 
Australian who in 1960 graduated from the 
American Academy of Dramatic Art. He spent 
the next 15 years working as an actor/director 
in the U.S. and Australia, including much youth 
■work, and work in regional theatres in the U.S. 
as well as off Broadway. TV work in Australia
includes Homicide, Linkmen, The Don Lane 
Show and commercials. From August 1970 to 
November 1972, he was director of the Tasma­
nian Youth Theatre and Allied Arts Centre and 
has written and directed programmes for the 
Tasmanian Theatre Company’s TIE team. At 
present he is teaching drama at Taroona High.
If we could cross Euripides with Tristan 
Tzara, F. T. Marinetti and Georg Kaiser, 
we would probably end up with someone 
like Nigel Triffitt. Turn this macabre 
maestro loose in the Tasmanian Puppet 
Theatre’s new warehouse and theatre, and 
the result would be Momma, an electric 
seance of six puppets in search of a genre. 
A new genre is what Momma is all about. 
It didn't happen overnight and it has a long 
way to go before it becomes established as 
a major movement, but it’s here and it 
deserves notice.
I accepted the invitation to review 
Momma with a liberal amount of ap­
prehension; it was billed as an adult 
puppet-show (whatever that is!). I expected 
some sort of cross-fertilisation between 
America Hurrah! and Oh, Calcutta. My 
prurient interest was even more aroused 
when I arrived at the theatre. The Tasma­
nian Puppet Theatre is located in 
Salamanca Place, a battery of warehouses 
near Hobart’s Constitution Dock. I had to 
enter the theatre through a small opening 
in a large corrugated-iron door. Inside, I
was told I would be viewing a private per­
formance and under no circumstances was 
I to use the toilets — they hadn’t been 
completed. The foyer of the theatre is on 
the first floor and takes up nearly half the 
building. There were several other guests 
wandering around. Somehow they didn’t 
look the type that would take a joyous 
delight in puppetry. After the traditional 
token glass of wine, we were ushered into 
the theatre and it was a theatre — in the 
legitimate sense, not the puppet sense.
I settled into my seat and relaxed. It was 
a near-perfect little theatre; intimate, but 
not claustrophobic. I was pleased for my 
friend Peter Wilson, artistic director and 
founder of the Tasmanian Puppet Theatre. 
He has been waiting for a long time for a 
theatre of his own. For more than seven 
years, he and his complement of puppets 
and puppeteers have shunted from one end 
of Tasmania to the other, playing in over­
crowded school-rooms and over-ventilated 
halls. Peter began his career performing 
one-man shows, and when he formed the 
Puppet Theatre, he was viewed as
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Momma
Left: Momma. 
‘A cornucopia 
of illusion.’
something of an upstart crowing about an 
idea: insisting that there was more to 
puppetry than “ kiddie’s entertainment!” 
He has at least achieved some poetic 
justice by opening his new premises with a 
programme orientated towards adults.
Left-handedly, Peter is indebted to the 
Marionette Theatre of Australia for his 
success. From the time he opened his First 
major production, Hansel and Gretel, in 
1971, there was always someone who 
would hold up the spectre of Peter 
Scriven's Tintookies for comparison. In 
those early days the Marionette Theatre of 
Australia had Peter Scriven’s reputation 
and the assured financial and ideological 
support of the Elizabethan Theatre Trust. 
Peter Wilson had a small grant, a part- 
time job and lots of guts. In 1972, Peter 
was awarded a Churchill Fellowship which 
provided him with the opportunity to study 
the techniques of puppetry in Japan, 
Russia, Czechoslovakia, Germany, 
England and the United States. The in­
fluence of this tour on Peter’s work is 
clearly shown by the veritable menagerie
of puppets that hang from the walls and 
ceiling of the Tasmanian Puppet Theatre’s 
new second-floor workshop: a mute 
testimony to 12 major productions and 
countless minor ones. The spectre may still 
be behind Peter, but he hasn’t had the time 
or inclination to look back. He has been 
too busy turning an out-of-pocket dream 
into a company that now employs a 
business administrator and eight full-time 
puppeteers. For myself, after having seen a 
performance of Momma, I find it difficult 
to believe that the Tasmanian Puppet 
Theatre could be over-shadowed by any 
company.
Momma is, in every sense an integrated 
production. The set, designed by Jennifef 
Davidson, not only creates the a t­
mosphere; it takes an active part in the 
performance. The stage is dominated by an 
11-foot circular disc that rotates during the 
show. One side of the disc is a large, 
animated caricature of a womn’s face sur­
rounded by an array of coloured circus 
globes. Above the disc, on the next floor 
(the ceiling has been removed), is an ex-
Alby the 
Albatross and 
his operator 
from
Rub A Dub Dub
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Above:
Takeshi Hoshino, 
guest director 
of Big Noise, 
left
Spiv
from
Rub A Dub Dub
tended platform used as an acting area for 
a puppeteer-cum-magician; a Chaplines- 
que figure in a bowler hat who seems to ex­
ert control over the performance below. 
Behind him was a large flashing red heart 
that opened to reveal a waggon-wheel of 
red and white fluorescent lights that gave 
way when he made his exit. The upper 
stage seemed (seemed is the only word that 
can be used, as there is no dialogue or plot) 
to represent a conscious world; a rough, 
burlesque life that intimidated the sen­
sitive, subliminal world that occupied the 
lower stage. Four gleaming aluminium 
ladders connected the two floors and were 
used by the performers for entrances and 
exits.
The show is a cornucopia of illusion. 
Props and set-pieces appear and disappear, 
curtain shades descend from above and 
rise from the floor and become animated 
to make a passing comment, a table is set 
for two and a rose appears. The massive 
face on the disc belches smoke and her 
great mouth opens to become the showcase 
for a satirical night-club diva. There is
even a traditional Punch and Judy show 
with a revealing ending and multifarious 
symbolic cut-outs, all combining to make 
an episodic visual collage. The show has a 
typical Triffittness about it; an over- 
indulgent involvement with Dada and the 
Futurists and the refusal to make a prosaic 
comment. But the show is not a hodge­
podge; all the pieces fit, adhered by a well- 
disciplined technique.
The action centres around a faceless, 
child-size figure removed from a recess in 
the centre of the stage and controlled by 
three puppeteers dressed in black velvet. 
All the puppeteers were dressed alike; 
more for dignity than disguise, as they 
often bared their faces. Seeming to float in 
the air, the faceless child re-creates a sym­
bolic journey of birth and discovery while 
being observed and sometimes accosted by 
elements of the burlesque life on the stage 
above. The ordeal becomes too much for 
her, and she eventually expires and is 
about to be given up to oblivion when her 
limp body is retrieved by a giant, grotes­
que, hag-like creature that timidly creeps
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out of the darkness. The hag is joined by 
five other creatures of equal size (well over 
seven feet!), who prod and investigate the 
limp body and, after a mock discussion, 
recede back into the darkness. The old hag 
is left alone clutching her lifeless prize, 
searching pathetically for someone or 
something to answer for its premature 
death. The child is then taken from the hag 
and ceremoniously delivered to the upper 
stage. The hag returns to obscurity and the 
play ends with a visual epilogue. Through­
out the play, the action is qualified by the 
music of Pink Floyd, Isao Tomita, Brian 
Eno and King Crimson.
Momma has more to offer than a visual 
experience. The combination of music, 
puppetry and mime bears a close 
resemblance to classical poetry. The per­
formers (to refer to them as puppeteers 
would not only be unjust; it would be un­
fair discrimination) made their entrances 
and exits in slow, controlled movements. I 
had no desire to distance them aesthetical­
ly from the performance because they were 
as much a part of the performance as any 
of the other devices that were used. They 
often inter-acted with their puppets and 
their deliberate, patient motion .set up a ten­
sion between the rhythm and the metre of 
the piece. When it seemed the strain would 
be too much, it was released by the 
Chaplinesque figure on the parapet high 
above the stage. He created illusion upon 
illusion until he exploded himself into a 
bouquet of hearts and streamers.
M omma  is like a Dorian ode, a 
dithyramb that is sometimes gauche, 
sometimes eloquent. Its metre is quan­
titative rather than accentual, and is 
measured by the time it takes to complete 
an action and not by the stress placed on its 
individual components. It’s all very con­
trolled and very professional. To me, the 
most impressive and awesome part of the 
programme was the appearance of the 
giant hag-like puppets that floated in and 
out of the darkness like buskin-soled 
tragedians. They spoke no dialogue, but 
their movements, timed to the music of 
Isao Tomita, provided them with an 
abstract language. They were sad and lone­
ly creatures and easily gained the empathy 
of the audience. There is no doubt that 
Momma's appeal rests on the emotional 
rather than intellectual experience of the 
audience, but to refer to Momma as a 
"puppet show’’ is a gross misnomer. It is 
clearly a contemporary attempt at a 
classical mode.
In retrospect, Momma is the obvious 
culmination of the Tasmanian Puppet 
Theatre’s search for a style. Over the years 
the theatre has tried and perfected many 
techniques only to discard them in favour 
of a new challenge. Peter insists that con­
tinual experimentation is necessary if the 
Puppet Theatre is to survive:
“The search and exploration for new 
techniques is our style,” he says. 
“Although we tour interstate at least once 
a year, Tasmanian audiences are still our 
bread-and-butter. Tasmania has such a 
small population it doesn’t take long to 
saturate the State. When this happens, the
production becomes obsolete. We have to 
keep trying out new ideas to keep our 
audience support — especially in schools.” 
What started as a search may end up as 
a Sisyphean toil, but Peter is not dis­
couraged: “Puppetry is the theatre of the 
impossible. There are no conventions that 
constrict the form. The sky’s the limit!” 
The implications of Peter’s philosophy 
weigh heavily on his puppeteers, who have 
to be something of a mélange.” “They 
have to be good actors, as well as 
craftsmen and manipulators. The energy 
of the puppet must come from the 
puppeteer . . . they are not separate, dis­
tinct entities; one pre-supposes the other, 
which is why, in most of our shows, both 
are on display. A good puppeteer is as ex­
citing to watch as a good puppet.”
Momma is a kaleidoscope of the 
techniques perfected by the Puppet 
Theatre over the years: “ Bunraku” , a style 
Peter first attempted with Tales o f the 
Bushland in 1972, and more recently with 
Big Nose, which was created and directed 
by Takeshi Hoshino. Peter met Takeshi, 
who is a director with the P.U.K. Theatre 
in Tokyo, during his fellowship tour, and 
invited him to come to Australia to work 
with his company. Following this, Peter 
duplicated the style with a production of 
Rub-a-dub-dub. In 1974, Peter put his 
puppeteers behind large masks for a 
production of The North Wind and the 
Sun and many of his productions have 
used Black Theatre effects. Peter doesn’t 
hesitate to use traditional rod puppets or 
marionettes if the production demands it, 
but he is always searching for different 
ways to re-define their limits. “There is 
always something different . . . something 
new to be learnt from the theatre.”
In conversation, Peter makes no distinc­
tion between the art-form of puppetry and 
the legitimate theatre, which is perhaps 
one of the reasons he has been so 
successful. He refuses to be trapped into 
defining the limits of his medium or setting 
up specifications for puppetry and 
prematurely aborting his persistent search 
for new frontiers of the genre. ■
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National What
Theatre the critics
Awards say :
Spears
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Wherrett
Dickson
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Norman Kessell: Gordon Chater and John 
Gaden, who tied for the Best Actor award 
in New South Wales, both won for their 
work in Nimrod productions — Chater for 
his stunning one-man performance in 
Steve J. Spears’ The Elocution o f Benjamin 
Franklin and Gaden (see the article “The 
Head and the Heart” in this issue of 
Theatre Australia) for a tour de force as 
Henry Carr in Tom Stoppard’s Travesties.
English-born Gordon Chater is one of 
the best known actors in Australia. He 
came here to appear in a J.C. Williamson 
comedy, but quickly established himself as 
an outstanding review artist. With his 
television and film work he had begun to 
move away from the theatre until he made 
his electrifying comeback as Robert 
O’Brien in The Elocution o f Benjamin 
Franklin.
Robyn Nevin’s Best Actress award was 
almost certainly for her splendid perfor­
mance as Blanche du Bois in Tennessee 
Williams’ A Streetcar Named Desire, but 
it is also a tribute to the sheer consistency 
of her work throughout the year, with 
highly distinctive performances in such 
varied roles for the Old Tote as Lavinia in 
Eugene O’Neill’s Mourning Becomes 
Electra, Beth in Simon Gray’s Otherwise 
Engaged and Girlie Pogson in Patrick 
White’s Season at Sarsaparilla.
John Bell and Richard Wherrett, joint 
winners of the Best Director award, are, 
together with Ken Horler, the artistic 
directors of the Nimrod Theatre. Bell won 
for his splendidly innovative production of 
Much Ado About Nothing; Wherrett for 
his brilliant staging of The Elocution o f  
Benjamin Franklin. Wherrett, who also 
directed last year’s Old Tote production of 
A Streetcar Named Desire, is a Bachelor 
of Arts from Sydney University.
John Bell has recently directed such 
successes as Ron Blair’s The Christian 
Brother, and David Williamson’s The 
Removalists and A Handful o f Friends. 
His award-winning production of Much 
Ado About Nothing also shared the 1975 
National Critics’ Award.
Wendy Dickson won the New South 
Wales Designer award; her award-winning 
design was for A Streetcar Named Desire 
for the Old Tote.
For 24-year-old playwright Steve J. 
Spears the first National Professional 
Theatre Awards must count as a triumph. 
He won the Best New Talent award, while 
the Best New Play award went to his The 
Elocution o f  Benjamin Franklin and this 
was also the vehicle for the Best Actor and 
Best Director awards.
The Nimrod Theatre production is now 
on an Australia-wide tour, with New 
Zealand, Hong Kong and Japan to follow. 
His play is also set for production in Lon­
don and New York.
Spears has been a professional writer for 
three years and his works include Stud, a 
historical rock show; Africa, a vaudeville 
piece about racism, and Young Mo, which 
had its premiere at the 1975 Adelaide 
Festival, with a revised version staged at 
the Nimrod this year.
S A
Tony Baker: Jude Kuring may have mixed 
feelings about her selection as the Actress 
of the Year in South Australia since she 
always insists to interviewers that she is an 
actor not an actress. Still, she is un­
deniably a fine acting person, and the sex­
ist category at least allows for recognition 
of another polished actor, Edwin Hodge­
man.
In Ms Kuring’s case, the judges must 
have been influenced not only by her work 
for the South Australian Theatre Com­
pany, and notably in And Miss Reardon 
Drinks A Little, but also for her leading 
role in the Carolina Chisel Show. This 
feminist and assertively propagandist 
revue was uneven in performance, but 
nonetheless one of the most notable 
theatrical events of the year.
Mr Hodgeman’s award is his second in 
recent times. He also picked up the Critics’ 
Circle Presentation in South Australia. 
Both awards are a reflection of his con­
tribution to theatre down the years, but 
especially  for his perform ance as 
Methuselah in The Last o f The Knuckle- 
men, one of the SATC’s undoubted 
successes of the year.
Choice of George Ogilvie as director of 
the year is both obvious and pleasing. He 
had his share of critics during his tenure as 
artistic director of the SATC, but what 
artistic director worthy of the title hasn’t? 
His achievement from 1972, when he took 
over (until his departure early this year), 
was a solid one, not only in individual 
productions but in giving the company 
shape and style and seeing it settled into its 
new permanent home in The Playhouse.
In the manner of Ms Kuring, he might 
equally have qualified as actor of the year. 
His last active job with the SATC was to 
play a clown in the Christmas Show. He 
did so with a skill that was reminiscent of 
Keaton. And talking of clowns . . . Young 
Mo may not be Steve Spears’ best play — 
Benjamin Franklin surely takes the 
honours so far — but it is an excellent ex­
ample of perhaps the most remarkable 
facet of this young playwright’s talent: his 
capacity to understand and illuminate 
areas of experience one would have 
thought foreign to him.
Add recognition of Shaun Gurton, now, 
like Kuring, Ogilvie and Spears, departed 
the local scene, for the imaginative 
theatricality of his sets and you have 
awards that are bestowed on individuals 
who deserve them and on a discrete era in 
South Australian theatre.
Ogilvie
Hodgeman
Kuring
Gurton
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Ridewood
Gillies
awarded Best Actress and Best New 
Talent in Queensland. The latter award is 
interesting because her presence, sense of 
timing, developed vocal tone, and that 
wonderful weathered look suggest she 
might have been round “when Roscius was 
an actor” . Not surprising that her awards 
were for Entertaining Mr Sloane and The 
House o f Barnada Alba.
David Clendinning’s award was for the 
name part in The Misanthrope, one of 
those tours-de-force, as he also produced 
and directed the show. This is good Clen- 
dinning territory because he has a secure 
sense of style, a rare feeling for the delights 
of language, and an appreciation of the 
witty and facile French mind.
Best Director went to Joe MacColum 
for the Queensland Theatre Company 
production of The Department. Joe is a 
director who looks for the passion of a 
piece. With many actors, especially inex­
perienced ones, this is risky because it easi­
ly over-balances into melodrama. When it 
works, however, it really fires. Drama is 
drama; and actors and audience alike 
respond to the demands.
Another award goes to the QTC for Best 
Designer. James Ridewood has piled up 
considerable experience in the past few 
years with external work in opera and 
ballet, and his award was for general 
highly consistent achievement. He uses the 
resources of the QTC without ex­
travagance, he presents the actors with 
highly workable spaces, he delights the eye 
of his audience, and, in the tussle with the 
SGIO Theatre stage, he is holding his own 
— no mean compliment.
V I Cl
Garrie Hutchinson: Interestingly, the Vic­
torian awards have been almost scooped 
by A ustra lian  Perform ing G roup 
members, who won four out of six. The 
win of Max Gillies, (Best Actor) is well 
deserved after a decade of tremendously 
skilled and consistently excellent work. 
Most recently he has been seen as Monk 
O'Neill in Hibberd’s A Stretch o f the 
Imagination, as the compere/ventrilo- 
quist in The Hills Family Show and in
various roles in A Toast To Melba.
Evelyn Krape (Best Actress) has also 
appeared in the last two, but especially as 
Melba in A Toast To. This was a virtuoso 
performance, combining terrific singing, 
fine physical acting and a miracle of age­
ing.
After that, it’s fairly clear why Jack 
Hibberd wins Best New Play, with A Toast 
To Melba. It fulfils his strict requirements 
of what a popular play should be.
Best Director, Mick Rodger is easily the 
most consistently interesting director in 
Melbourne, showing what a little imagina­
tion and rapport with actors can achieve. 
He also had a hand in the re-staging of lost 
plays like Marivaux’s Games o f Love and 
Chance, and Arden o f Faversham (Anon.)
Best Designer was a bit of a surprise in 
Carol Porter, but her work, on Handke’s 
My Foot My Tutor was functional and 
quite beautiful too.
In the New Talent department, Liddy 
Clark took the honours. Far from being a 
neophyte, she is an accomplished actress, 
as evidenced by her work in The Four­
some, City Sugar and Obsessive Behaviour 
in Small Spaces.
Margot Luke: Aarne Neeme (Best Direc­
tor) is at his best in the Australian idiom. 
The 1976 productions included William­
son’s A Handful o f Friends and Kenna's 
Slaughter o f St Teresa’s Day with The 
Last o f  the Knucklemen probably bringing 
out best Neeme's gift for welding actors 
into an ensemble. Most popular success of 
the season was Bennett’s Habeas Corpus.
Bill Dowd (Best Designer), excels in 
spacious and gracious sets, and showed 
versatility in A Man for All Seasons 
(spacious), The Gentle Hook (gracious), 
Arsenic and Old Lace (sinister) and The 
Last o f the Knucklemen (spartan clutter). 
Earlier successes included memorably 
gorgeous Hello Dolly designs.
Martin Jones (Best New Talent) is a 
graduate of the Western Australian 
Theatre Arts Course at WAIT. Jones has 
made a smooth transition into professional 
theatre. Whereas in student production he 
was invariably outstanding in mature 
roles, he now shows a flair for comedy, and 
was recently seen in Shaw’s Man o f  
Destiny at the Hole-in-the-Wall.
Best Play was Malcolm Keith’s adap­
tation of Kafka’s The Trial. Astonishingly 
versatile, Keith is better known as an actor 
(Hamlet and Kaspar being his outstanding 
roles in 1976), also as an arranger of spec­
tacular sword-fighting in Hamlet. He also 
adapted Orwell’s Anim al Farm for 
theatre.
Rodger
Porter
Clark
Keith
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BEST ACTOR
BEST ACTRESS
Gordon Chater 
John Gaden
Robyn Nevin
David Clendinning Edwin Hodgeman
Pat Thompson Jude Kuring
Max Gillies
Evelyn Krape
BEST DIRECTOR John Bell Richard Wherrett Joe MacCollum George Ogilvie Mick Rodger Aarne Neeme
BEST DESIGNER Wendy Dickson James Ridewood Shaun Gurton Carol Porter Bill Dowd
BEST NEW TALENT Steve Spears Pat Thompson Steve Spears Liddy Clarke Martin Jones
BEST NEW PLAY Benjamin Franklin The Department Young Mo A Toast to Melba Animal Farm/ 
The Trial
Richard Wherrett
The Playwrights’ 
Conference
The Australian National Playwrights’ 
Conference has I believe a twofold func­
tion, which I argued at its opening on the 
15 May, and in the summing-up two weeks 
later:
1 To encourage new writers and new 
writing from established writers.
2 To provide the means by which the 
profession as a whole can come together to 
resolve mutual problems and inspire new 
activity.
I believe the value of the conference to 
be immeasurable, for these reasons:
1 The encouragement of A ustralian 
writing is the means by which we come to 
understand ourselves as people and as a 
nation. This, I expect, would not be 
questioned. This year, of the 85 
playwrights who submitted work, eight 
had their plays workshopped for five days 
(five hours a day), with a final public 
reading and discussion; eight had public 
readings of their work, with a discussion 
following and a summation by the artistic 
director; and roughly 20 participated as 
observers attending all rehearsals and 
seminars, with directors and visiting per­
sonnel always available for explanation 
and elaboration.
At times, over the five conferences, 
more established authors such as Alan 
Seymour, Dorothy Hewett, Alma de 
Groen, Roger Pulvers and Steve J. Spears 
have experimented in new territory.
How can the value of this be measured? 
The facts are that roughly a third of the 
plays workshopped have proceeded to
production. And there are cases where 
writers such as Mary Gage and Kenneth 
Ross, have progressed from (a) observer 
participation to (b) having a play 
workshopped, to (c) having a play produc­
ed (Mary Gage’s Everyone’s a General at 
the Perth Playhouse, and Ken Ross’s The 
Breaker at the MTC and Don’t Piddle 
Against the Wind, Mate at Jane Street). 
For the rest, the proof lies in the future. It 
is an act of faith; but I know this: at 
Nimrod two years ago, we never knew 
where the next Australian play was coming 
from; today we are planned two months 
ahead, and the competition is red-hot.
The conference has undoubtedly con­
tributed to this growth in quality. This 
year, options on four of the plays 
workshopped were taken out at the con­
ference.
2 The seminars provide the focus for the 
profession as a whole to come together. 
There were 10 this year, one and a half 
hours’ discussion each on all manner of 
issues. It is important to remember that 
resolutions need not be made at the 
seminar for the seminars to prove con­
structive. Discussion continues before and 
after the event, and the concentrated 
nature of conference, by which one is, as it 
were, captive to the situation, demands 
that answers be sought on the issues raised 
and that all sorts of new questions be 
posed.
I do not mean this to sound heavy, 
precious or academic. It is relentless and 
immensely stimulating. It is simultaneous­
ly as valuable an activity as the workshop­
ping and the most difficult to articulate.
I was delighted to welcome this year 
Ray Lawler, Peter Oyston, Katharine 
Brisbane, Bob Ellis, Graeme Blundell, 
John Bell, Anne Fraser, Ken Southgate, 
Ken Horler, Terry Clarke, A rthur 
Dignam, G arrie Hutchinson, Mick 
Rodger, Tony Ingersent, Hilary Linstead, 
Philip Parsons, Doreen Warburton, Paul 
lies, Bill Redmond, Hilary Furlong, Alex
Buzo, to name but a few.
I was also pleased to welcome Snoo 
Wilson and John Osborne. It is important 
to realise, of the overseas guests, two 
things:
1 They function to provide an outside 
point of reference, in this case an English 
one.
2 They are paid for indirectly by outside 
funds, not by conference subsidy.
It is a lottery, of course — it is impossi­
ble to determine the contribution they can 
make. John Osborne, I believe, was not in­
terested in us in the first place, and 
arguably had no right to accept the invita­
tion. The subsequent bad publicity I am at 
pains here, obviously, to kill. Snoo Wilson, 
on the other hand, was generous, percep­
tive, open and positive, with a great deal to 
offer from the English experience.
It was also a great pleasure to welcome 
14 critics from across the nation for the 
final three days, a means by which we 
could encourage the concept of their being 
an integral part of the profession. All the 
more sad it is that some persist in mis­
understanding the conference’s aims and 
value. Of the 14, four only (Len Radic, 
Melbourne, the Age, Taffy Davis, Sydney, 
The Sun, John Kirby, Adelaide, the Sun­
day Mail and David Marr, National 
Times) sought out either Bill Shanahan, 
the administrator, or myself for comment 
— a judgement of what this conference 
was about would surely demand that. Yet, 
without research or discussion, Frances 
Kelly's “impression” in the Australian 
argues that the conference was “waste­
ful” . I find this deeply disturbing.
Finally, I was delighted that the con­
ference concluded with the inaugural 
presentation of the National Professional 
Theatre Awards. While awards in televi­
sion and film proliferate confusingly, an 
award in the theatre by which the profes­
sion itself can vote for and acknowledge 
quality I believe to be extremely worth 
while. ■
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Judi Farr in Bananas
‘Stimulating, tender, 
funny, but 
slightly shallow’
GOING BANANAS
BOB ELLIS
Going Bananas. Nimrod Theatre Downstairs, 
Sydney. Opened 6 May 1977. Director, Richard 
Wherrett; lighting designer/stage manager, Neil 
Simpson.
Bananas by Richard Bradshaw. Mr Darwin, 
Robert Davis; Mrs Darwin, Judi Farr; Charlie, 
Stephen' Thomas; Julie, Herself.
The Coroner’s Report by John Summons. Irene, 
Judi Farr; The Man, Ralph Cotterill.
The Flaw by Mil Perrin. The Wife, Judi Farr; 
The Husband, Ralph Cotterill; The Visitor, 
Robert Davis.
Going Bananas, an entertaining, sleek and, 
on the whole, worthy evening of short 
plays mellifluously staged by Richard 
W herrett at the N im rod T heatre 
Downstairs, fell a little short, I think, of 
being a formidable occasion. Each writer 
showed a lot of promise and the audience 
had a whale of a time, but the overall effect 
was warmly forgettable.
Not, of course, that you can do that 
much, in the absence of a brilliant idea, 
with three or four actors, no set and 45 
minutes of time. Richard Bradshaw did a 
good deal with masks and monkey suits in 
Bananas, a semi-allegorical extended revue 
sketch about a dim suburban couple whose 
unkempt, bearded son proposes to marry a 
gorilla, and brings her around for an even­
ing meal of bananas, plus furniture 
smashing and pawing at the audience. In 
order to make her less nervous, the parents
put on monkey masks, and the rivetting 
theatrical effect of this, which would go 
down quite well in deepest Poland, 
together with one of the dialogues about 
the probable attributes of the grand­
children, and the disarming, endearing 
effect of the small space, elevated it for 
minutes on end into something more ex­
alted than its most frequent level, that of a 
Paul Hogan sketch. The performances 
were good, in particular Stephen Thomas 
as the intense, idealistic, degenerate son. 
The audience hooted with laughter, but it 
seemed too heavily reminiscent of the 
nightclub song in Cabaret about marrying 
a gorilla (“ If you could see her through my 
eyes,/She wouldn't be Jewish at all”) for 
me to applaud its originality.
The second play, The Coroner’s Report 
by John Summons, was rather more 
original and surprising, not so much in 
conception (it takes place in one of those 
blank, posthumous ante-rooms to the 
Great Void), but in the tenderness of the 
characterisation of the central personage, 
a warm-hearted virgin spinster recalling 
the long course of her doomful trajectory, 
from self-sacrifice to self-sacrifice, that 
brought her to this dull quietus. Judi Farr’s 
extraordinary performance was full of that 
sort of sacramental auntie-ish glow which 
many of us will find familiar from the 
women of a former generation. The 
prurient inquiries of the ghostly in­
terrogator seemed in the face of this 
radiance downright impertinent.
The most successful play (because it’s 
uproariously funny) is The Flaw by Mil 
Perrin. It deals with the fantasy world into 
which a vulgar workingman retreats upon 
being fired from his job. In his fantasy 
world, he is appointed chairman of the 
board, owns a Rolls-Royce, has a beautiful 
wife, is elegantly cuckolded, and falls into 
a suicidal despair. The theatrical styles 
vary wildly and the best, a Noel Coward 
adultery triangle, gets from Bob Davis and 
Ralph Cotterill some of the wittiest perfor­
mances I’ve seen in this style-starved coun­
try. Cotterill, in particular, especially in 
his recurring rabid attacks on the fur­
niture, biting the carpet, smashing the 
chairs, chewing up and swallowing un­
welcome telegrams, and at one point leav­
ing the theatre altogether and reeling 
around in the parking lot outside, dis­
played that sort of disciplined brash 
courage that is usually seen in only the 
most famous and ennobled actors.
On the whole, a good and stimulating, 
tender and funny, but slightly shallow 
evening, well worth having seen and a 
great boon no doubt to three potentially 
worthwhile writers.
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‘The play served 
the purpose of 
confirming 
attitudes for a 
partisan audience’
THE CAKE MAN
REXCRAMPHORN
The Cake Man by Robert J. Merritt. Presented 
by the Aboriginal Arts Board of the Australia 
Council in association with Robert Merritt and 
Brian Syron. Bondi Pavilion, Bondi, N.S.W. 
Opened 29 April 1977. Director, George 
Ogilvie; designer, Wendy Dickson; music com­
posed by Michael Carlos; film segments 
directed by Gillian Armstrong; lighting design, 
Simon Jenkins; production manager, Christine 
Duncan.
M other, Ruby, Justine Saunders; Son, 
Pumpkinhead, Teddy Phillips, Shona Bernard; 
Father, Sweet William, Brian Syron; Priest, 
Manager, George Shevtsov; Soldier, Inspector, 
Robert Faggetter; Civilian, Max Cullen.
When I went to see The Cake Man I had 
not read the play, but I had high expec­
tations related to the director (George 
Ogilvie), the designer (Wendy Dickson), 
and the cast (which included Brian Syron 
and Max Cullen). I knew that the play had 
originally been workshopped at the Black 
Theatre Arts Centre, was about black 
Australians and had been written by one. I 
probably, without having formulated the 
idea, expected something fairly startling 
and tough in the area of protest against 
social injustice (like Leroi Jones’s Dutch­
man, say). The reasons for the partial 
disappointment of these expectations are 
hard to disentangle and are not all related 
in a direct way to those responsible 
for the production. In an attempt to disen­
tangle them and, simultaneously, to cast 
some light on the incidental factors which 
can contribute to one’s attitude to a 
production, I had better take things in 
chronological order on the evening in ques­
tion.
First of all, before even approaching the 
theatre, there’s the problem of the expec­
tations. They are unconsidered and il­
logical. Must this play, because it is 
something of a first (certainly in my ex­
perience), state the whole case against 
social injustice to black people in 
Australia? Must it be expressed in the 
terms (emotional outrage) that I somehow 
expect? Must it look revolutionary, 
provide answers . . . ? Such preconceptions 
are manifestly unfair, but they are, 
nevertheless, part of the unconscious at­
titude I bring with me.
Then, still before the play begins, there’s 
the experience of the other members of the 
audience and the auditorium. For some 
reason I always find the Bondi Pavilion 
Theatre slightly depressing and the fact
that audience who assemble will only total 
about 40 makes it even more so. I sit in my 
seat wondering why I don't like watching 
the rest of the audience filing in and 
obscurely wishing they could enter from 
the back of the auditorium, not the front. 
The small thrust stage seems to have been 
raised since I saw it last, but it still seems 
to have nothing to thrust from, being back­
ed up against a dead wall which gives no 
feeling of back-stage depths and poten­
tialities. As a theatre space it gives me a 
feeling of cardboard-thinness and school- 
hall make-believe. Sitting in the audience 
makes me feel part of a meekly defiant 
minority — like Christians in pagan 
Rome, perhaps.
Retreating into the programme, I am 
told that “ With his childhood experiences 
of Mission life, Robert has written a 
powerful and dramatic message that 
should be seen by all Australians, black 
and white. Through his skilful writing, 
Robert has not allowed the strong 
sociological message of his play to 
overwhelm its dramatic values.” I find 
myself speculating on the people who have 
found their way to this theatre to see this 
play and guessing that most of them are 
ready to be socked between the eyes by the 
sociological message and stand in no need 
of reassurances about literary merit.
The play begins with a short prelude in 
which an archetypal aboriginal family unit 
(father, mother, son) is violated by an 
equally abstract group of white men 
(priest, soldier, civilian). Fet me get it clear 
that, ultimately, I thought Brian Syron 
gave a fine performance as Sweet William, 
but this initial appearance, looking not at 
all like a hunter in loincloth and body 
make-up, thumping his goanna down 
behind an “ abstract” rock, did nothing for 
me, in the way of getting the evening off to 
a convincing start. What do I mean by 
convincing? Well, Brian Syron, clothed 
and in the character of Sweet William, 
talking directly to the audience, is convin­
cing and so are the film segments at the 
end of the play. I guess you could make the 
sort of statement that’s intended here con­
vincing on film. The exaggerated figures of 
the priest, soldier, and civilian, however, 
appear in super-theatrical style: silhouette 
from  re a r-p ro je c tio n  is ab ru p tly  
transformed into the real figures by the 
removal of a small screen. The screen jerks 
a bit on its track. In this theatre I feel too 
close to overlook such details, yet not close 
enough to forgive them. But since the 
whole nature of the space seems to resist 
anything in the way of a theatrical coup, it 
is something of a triumph for director and 
designer to have brought it off at all.
Feft for dead, the archetypal father has 
articles of clothing thrown to him. With 
some puzzlement he puts them on, 
transforming to the Sweet William of the 
subsequent plot-line. This section, which 
might have been a fully developed savage- 
discovering-sandshoes - and - working-out- 
how-to-wear-trousers routine, is treated 
with somewhat anxious-seeming haste — 
the puzzlement is only a token — giving 
the impression of a certain lack of faith in
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the idea. It is, after all, only a transition. 
But there is something unsatisfactory 
about the compromise.
Sweet William is a present-day, 
drunken, down-and-out black in Sydney. 
In a long monologue of jokes (“ my imita­
tion of an aboriginal crow: black, black, 
black . . . ” ), pointedly allegorical stories 
(“ how the emu lost its wings”), and 
rhetorical questions (“ what do you want 
from me?”), Sweet William comes across 
as a good blend of naturalistic observation 
and authorial wit, intelligence, and charm. 
Brian Syron does this extremely well in a 
voice that manages to sound right and 
maintain clarity — a difficult feat of vocal 
accommodation which is only matched by 
the skill of the writing in doing the same 
thing. He then proceeds to entertain us 
with a flashback account of how he came 
to Sydney. A small set is assembled by 
black-clad stage-hands. At this point I 
began to register that the play is presented 
in almost as many styles as there are sec­
tions. I wondered if this had always been 
the author’s intention, or whether it was 
the result of workshopping, the choice of 
the director, or merely generally ex­
peditious. The set represents the kitchen of 
the shanty in which William and Ruby and 
their two children live (in Cowra, I think). 
The scene that ensues establishes his drink­
ing as a sympton of humiliation, disorien­
tation, and cultural deprivation; her faith 
in him and her irritating dependence on the 
Bible; the son’s lack of respect for his 
father; the poverty-stricken sickness of the 
younger child. All this is conveyed in the 
realistic tradition of mainstream Aus­
tralian drama, but thematic connections 
with the earlier abstract section (the 
“gift” of Christianity, the faiher/son 
relationship . . .) are made clear. When in­
terval comes, the pattern has been es-
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tablished with such completeness that 
there seems little for the second half to do.
In it, however, the story is completed: 
William decides to go to Sydney to make a 
start and to try to find a better home for 
Ruby and the kids. The other part of the 
action is concerned with the son's thefts of 
coal, which bring down the wrath of the 
civilian/manager/inspector nexus. Max 
Cullen does some fine work with the 
civilian's dialogue, making it stylishly real 
and highly idiosyncratic, and seeming to 
enjoy the character's change of heart. 
(Having seen the conditions in the shanty 
and the sickness of the baby, he forgives 
the thefts and gives the family food, in­
cluding a great big cake which rounds out 
the cake-man theme, a piece of “ latter-day 
mythology’’ according to which there will 
some day be cake for black kids as well as 
white.’’) In fact the whole of this domestic 
section works well — Brian Syron is ably 
supported by Justine Saunders’ anxious, 
submissive Ruby, a role made sympathetic 
by enlivening flashes of warmth, un­
derstanding and faith-in-her-man. The 
family is completed by an unusually con­
vincing child actor (I saw Teddy Phillips, I 
think). My only doubts about the section 
are related to the level of realism — the 
shiny tin-can cups, the theatrically paint- 
splashed table seemed immeasurably cuter 
and cosier than the realities I have seen in 
Alice Springs. On film, of course, you can 
have it for real, and even a real baby in the 
crib. When the film sections, which came 
up next, appeared, I began to wonder, 
retrospectively, whether the whole play 
might be better rethought as film.
William’s fate in Sydney is swiftly con­
veyed in the first film section (these were 
directed by Gillian Armstrong), which 
shows him involved in a paddy-waggon 
arrest outside a Redfern pub. After this, he 
returns in,person and tells us a final story 
about being camped out at night with 
white men on a property and seeing a 
beautiful black female spirit (she is 
simultaneously shown on film coming 
towards us through scrubby trees) who 
remained unseen to the white men and 
can, indeed, never be seen by them. (The 
logic of our seeing her, even on film, is not 
quite clear to me.) The play ends on an ex­
alted and passionate note of appeal for the 
return of this black vision, and it was 
enthusiastically received by both the black 
and white members of the audience, the 
former having been pleasantly and 
vociferously involved (on the identifying 
level especially — rather like a Bankstown 
audience at FJ Holden) throughout, 
though not more so than some of the white 
audience members, who also groaned in 
recognition of the exaggerated white 
opressors.
Clearly the play served the purpose of 
confirming attitudes and beliefs for a par­
tisan audience. I found this enthusiasm 
almost alienating since I had watched the 
play coolly, without feeling either 
emotionally involved or intellectually ex­
tended, and had to resist rejecting the play 
on the simple level of its “preaching to the 
converted’’. But then how could it ever get
to an unconverted audience? Perhaps as a 
film, if it could get backing and commer­
cial release. Although, in retrospect, I 
could not feel that the play had been par­
ticularly strong in either its message or its 
“dramatic values” , equally I could not 
conclude that any aspect of the play or 
production was glaringly wrong or ar­
tistically unacceptable. Rather my 
coolness seemed to have arisen from the 
niggling external details, questions of form 
and style, minor alienations and disap­
pointed preconceptions set out above.
I still find it surprising that the low-key 
d om estic  rea lism  and rev u e-lik e  
theatricality which characterise the work 
of many white Australian writers should 
also characterise this play. But again, this 
surprise is naive. The theatre itself is a 
white European tradition. In choosing to 
write for it, a black author is probably 
automatically compromising his vision. 
But it makes William’s plea at the end of 
the play for an authentic black vision seem 
doubly doomed.
A production that 
‘conveys a rare 
sense that the 
play itself is 
being allowed 
to speak’
HAMLET
HELEN VAN DER POORTEN
Hamlet by William Shakespeare. Hunter Valley 
Theatre Company, Hunter Theatre, Newcastle. 
Opened 27 May 1977. Directed, and set design­
ed by Terence Clarke; lighting and technical 
design, Patrick Whelan.
Hamlet, Alan Becher; Francisco, Courtier, 
Reynaldo, Second player, Osric, Chris Benaud; 
G ertrude, Pat Bishop; Fourth  P layer, 
Norwegian C aptain, Michael Caulfield; 
Horatio, Fifth Player, Soldier, Tom Considine; 
Ophelia, Claire Crowther; Courtier, Third' 
Player, Sailor, Damien Lee; Bernardo,
Guildenstern, Fortinbras, Priest, Neil Redfern; 
Courtier, Stephanie Robinson; Ghost of old 
Hamlet, Claudius, Vic Rooney; Marcellus, 
Rosencrantz, Gravedigger, Ambassador, An­
drew Sharp; Laertes, Player, John Stone; 
Polonius, Soldier, Gravedigger, Ambassador, 
Michael Taper; Courtier, Margie Wright.
Terence Clarke’s vigorous production of 
Hamlet at the Hunter Theatre is quite 
rem arkably lacking in gimmickry. 
Without wishing to sound naive, I would 
say that it conveys a rare sense that the 
play itself is being allowed to speak. Mind 
you, the words of the first scene were lost 
somewhere in the art-deco caverns of the 
impossible Hunter Theatre, with the result 
that the all-too-subtly-lit Ghost inspired 
more mirth than terror in the audience. 
One effect of this was that the initial focus 
was upon Claudius and the Court rather 
than on Hamlet's problem. Vic Rooney’s 
articulate and virile King easily over­
shadowed Alan Becher’s morbidly intro­
spective Prince for the early part of the 
play, dramatising one of the perennial 
difficulties with Hamlet. When one con­
sidered Pat Bishop’s delicious Gertrude, 
too, it was hard to imagine that she had 
spawned the Prince, and there were too 
many occasions early in the play when 
Polonius, played with superb timing by 
Michael Taper, showed his wit to be 
superior to Hamlet’s by taking the 
audience into his confidence.
But the strength of this production is not 
revealed in the early scenes at all, and 
Becher’s Hamlet soon shows both his wit 
and his control over the “actor-audience” 
relationships of the play. By the time of 
“what a rogue and peasant slave am I” , his 
soliloquies were being heard in silence by 
an otherwise raucous audience, and this 
related well to the development of the 
actors-acting theme in this interpretation 
of Hamlet. The play burst into life with the 
arrival of a theatricalised comedy-team, 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern in the form 
of Andrew Sharpe and Neil Redfern, and 
from this time the motifs of seeming and 
being, deception and reality, became domi­
nant. Terence Clarke contrived also to 
“stage” the Nunnery scene as a play, with 
Polonius and Claudius as the alienating 
audience — an extraordinarily lucid and
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moving account of this scene. The “ac­
ting” here seemed to set the pace and tone 
for the subsequent Mousetrap scene in 
which Claudius’s conscience is caught.
I should say at this point that Terence 
Clarke’s fine set for the play illuminated 
the “theatrical” pretence of which I speak. 
A precariously raked platform with steps 
leading down from it, the set evoked the 
earliest skene of the Greek theatre — a 
rigidly demanding focal-point. The back of 
the platform was so constructed as to allow 
characters to “appear” suddenly and 
ominously over the top of the set. In the 
Play scene the function of the set was 
clearly defined in terms of the purpose of 
this scene, which is presumably to focus 
attention on Claudius and the Queen, and 
on Hamlet’s pleasure in manipulating 
them. By putting the court on the skene 
and the actors on the downstage floor, the 
play simply provided a foreground for the 
real and silent drama on the upper stage. 
My only doubts about the visual qualities 
of the production relate to the very erratic 
lighting, and to the tedious and conven­
tionally unnecessary underlighting, usually 
evident in the scenes of greatest inaudi­
bility.
Aside from the mentioned inaudibility, 
the lucidity of the production was in­
‘ . . . with perhaps a 
few reservations,
I can go along 
with most of 
the superlatives’
A CHORUS LINE
RAYMOND STANLEY
A Chorus Line. Book by James Kirkwood and 
Nicholas Dante; music, Marvin Hamlisch; 
lyrics, Edward Kleban. Presented by J.C. 
Williamson Productions Ltd. (Kenn Brodziak, 
managing director) and Michael Edgley Inter­
national Pty. Ltd. by arrangement with the New 
York Shakespeare Festival (Joseph Papp, 
producer) and Plum Productions. Her Ma­
jesty’s, Sydney. Opened 21 May 1977. Original 
production conceived, choreographed and 
directed by Michael Bennet; co-choreographer, 
Bob Avian. Choreography and direction 
recreated for Australia by Bayyork Lee and Jeff 
Hamlin. Executive producers, Robert Ginn and 
Paul H. Riomfalvy. Setting, Robin Wagner; 
costumes, Theoni V. Aldredge; lighting, Tharon 
Musser; musical director, Noel Smith; technical 
director, Sue Nattrass; orchestrations by Bill 
Byers, Hershy Kay, Jonathan Tunick; music 
consultant for Australian production, Fran 
Liebergall.
With David Atkins; Angela Ayers; Tony Bartuc- 
cio; Leigh Chambers; Cheryl Clark; Ross 
Coleman; Pi Douglass; Camille Edwards; 
Pamela Gibbons; Glenice Nock; Raymond 
Nock; Patricia O’Carroll; Scott Pearson; 
Michelle Randell; Joel Rogo; Mariette Rups; 
Julie Ryles; Kris Schumacher; Antony Simons; 
Greg Sims; Lynne Maree Smith; Claude R. 
Tessier; Peita Toppano; Geoffrey Unkovich; 
Keiri von Nida; Jack Webster.
terrupted by a few portrayals. Tom Con- 
sidine’s somewhat Ocker Horatio seemed 
to have stepped straight from his excellent 
rendition of Les Darcy in the company’s 
previous production, A Sporting Double. 
The officers who first sight the Ghost 
speak in much the same luke-warm stage- 
Australian, and I felt that some more 
vigorous attempt at rendering the language 
would have given the opening the desired 
conviction. Claire Crowther’s rather 
mannered Ophelia combined ostentatious 
coyness in her sanity with ebullient sexual­
ity in her insanity, and I felt that the up­
roarious laughter occasioned by her mad 
scene, in which her face was powdered 
white as a geisha’s, was ill-judged, es­
pecially as it carried the implication of the 
same “method” as we saw in Hamlet’s 
earlier feigned madness.
Finally, the excitement of the con­
cluding scenes seemed retrospectively to 
invite more excitement earlier in the 
production, but I feel certain that this ini­
tial tameness is entirely the fault of the 
great barn which Clarke’s cast is forced to 
storm. A sensitive and clear rendition like 
this needs an appropriate space, and it is 
the greatest single obstacle to success for 
this fine company that there is no such 
space.
Rarely does a musical arrive in Australia 
which, having been showered with endless 
superlatives by critics and audiences alike 
in its country of origin, is obviously all set 
to repeat the process here.
A peak was set in the late 1950s by My 
Fair Lady, which ran so long in Melbourne 
that a second company had to be formed 
for Sydney. For the next decade, almost 
every musical brought forth hopes of being 
another My Fair Lady and, although some 
did quite well at the box office, the Lerner- 
Loewe musical still provided the yardstick.
Then, in 1968, came a very different 
type of musical, Hair. It was blockbuster 
No. 2, followed four years later by another 
musical with a difference, Jesus Christ 
Superstar. Now comes A Chorus Line, the 
one with perhaps the biggest reputation of 
all preceding it.
For months the publicity machine has 
been churning out stories about the 
musical, which in turn have sparked off 
others, and a Chorus Line fever has been in 
the air, reaching gigantic proportions not 
achieved by its predecessors.
Fanning this publicity wave have been 
the facts of its never having an empty seat 
at any of its several American productions, 
the costliest musical in Australia at half a 
million dollars, three weeks of paid 
previews, and the taking at the box office 
of about a million dollars by opening 
night. Inevitably it becomes the musical to 
see and the next step — overseas at least, 
and possibly here soon — tickets sold on 
the black market.
Finally comes the official opening night 
and with it either confirmation of all that 
one has heard about the show — or else 
disillusionment, or maybe perhaps just a 
slight feeling of disappointment. Amid all
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this, a mere reviewer has either to draw 
upon some of the superlatives already used 
to describe the show, or look around for a 
new angle, one if possible not yet covered. 
In the face of all one has heard, it is very, 
very hard to view it objectively.
One’s first — perhaps over-riding — im­
pression at the opening night in Sydney 
was the constant thunder of applause that 
echoed again and again throughout the 
theatre after each number. Surely one has 
never heard so much applause before on an 
opening night? Yet one of the management 
heads candidly admits it was not quite as 
great as at some of the previews, and direc­
tor Jeff Hamlin says applause is nearly 
always heard at such a pitch at all perfor­
mances of A Chorus Line throughout the 
world — and if it is not, then there must be 
something lacking in the performance.
By now the story of the show must be 
familiar: A Broadway director auditioning 
from an initial 24 for eight dancers to 
appear in a musical. Just what kind of a 
musical it is and what it is about is never 
revealed.
The dancers — who, as far as one can 
discern, as they dance to clockwork preci­
sion, at first glance are of near-equal talent 
— are soon narrowed down to 17. Then 
come the sometimes harrowing moments, 
when each is made to relate biographical 
details and demonstrate his or her abilities.
At first one is awed by the talent on dis­
play and realises the unenviable task the 
director has to face in making his choices. 
One watches points carefully, though, and 
notes this one has the edge over that one in 
dancing, one performer can carry a tune 
just that much better, and another oozes 
personality, whereas so-and-so seems more 
introverted.
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And comes the question: just how much 
is deliberately put on for the performance, 
how much for what a role calls for do cer­
tain cast members fall short? An impossi­
ble job to convince the audience that the 
right dancers have been finally selected — 
or is the director’s judgement to be shown 
up, and this is all part of the ploy? On 
opening night I certainly did not agree with 
the director’s final talent line-up, not on 
the performances given. So herein lies the 
danger of presenting a show like this: can 
all members of the cast maintain their per­
formances to the exact degree required? 
Perhaps this is why many who saw the 
show overseas maintained it could never be 
properly staged in Australia.
Miraculously, it does hold together in 
Australia and, with perhaps a few tiny 
reservations, I can go along with most of 
the superlatives which have been rained on 
the musical. In my opinion, though, some 
of the performances are somewhat muted 
by histrionic abilities not quite on a par 
with dancing and singing.
To me it is a riveting show, howbeit a 
somewhat computerised one. With its 
high-powered dance numbers, passable 
tunes, superb lighting and revolving-mirror 
effects, it is all calculated to hypnotise. Oc­
casionally it sags, particularly around the
middle, which an interval might have ob­
viated. There are, too, some rather 
schmaltzy moments — which would ob­
viously have greater appeal in America — 
that could have been deleted or maybe con­
densed with advantage for the Australian 
production. I particularly refer to the 
segments involving the homosexual, Paul.
The final scene, when the 17 auditionees, 
plus the director and his assistant Larry, 
dance swiftly around the stage in 
glamorous attire, as opposed to their 
hitherto rehearsal clothes, is stunning, but 
appears to bear little relation to the action 
which has gone before, except to provide a 
curtain call. Had it been the eight finally 
selected and supposedly showing them at a 
later date in actual performance, it would 
have been understandable. It does, 
however, make a definite high-level finale 
to the show, so one cannot really object. 
But for a musical which otherwise is so 
realistic . . .!
Just as Hair and Jesus Christ Superstar 
have spawned what are now some of 
Australia’s leading talents, so a few years 
hence some of our leading performers will 
trace the turning-points in their careers 
back to A Chorus Line. Of that I have no 
doubt.
With few exceptions, the cast generates 
a very high level of talent indeed; but there
are two whom I would place above all 
others. One is Scott Pearson, who plays 
the director Zach, the puppet-master 
whose voice and personality dominate 
throughout. The other is Pamela Gibbons 
who has demonstrated before — notably 
as dumb blondes in No, No, Nanette and 
Irene (to me she and Noel Ferrier were the 
only good things about that saccharine 
musical) — that she has star potential as 
the hard-boiled sheila. Now Gibbons can 
take her rightful place right beside Dawn 
and Perryman.
It is certainly going to be a tough job for 
the cast to keep up the standard of perfor­
mance. And apart from those on stage, one 
must also pay tribute to the backstage 
workers, who ensure that everything is 
working to perfection. Not easy, one im­
agines, for such a show.
Yes, despite my quibbles, I really did 
enjoy A Chorus Line. It is obviously a 
great musical and can be heartily 
recommended to all and sundry. I can’t 
wait for an opportunity to view it again.
A Chorus Line could well follow the 
precedents set by My Fair Lady and 
Godspell with the formation of a second 
company. Perhaps more importantly: how 
is it going to affect the future of other 
musicals in Australia? After this show, it 
will be doubly difficult to promote others. 
What could possibly top it?
‘Is this . . . part of 
some diabolical 
plot to prove that 
. . . Australian 
plays really are 
bloody awful?’
UNSPEAKABLE ACTS
DOROTHY HEWETT
Unspeakable Acts by Colin Free. Old Tote 
Theatre Company, Parade Theatre, Ken­
sington, NSW. Opened 1 June 1977. Director, 
Peter Collingwood; designer, Yoshi Tosa; music 
composed by John Rose.
The Ultimate Obscenity. Cello, Don Pascoe; 
Posh Jim, Ron Haddrick; Winkleman, Reg 
Gillam; Meeghan, Redmond Phillips; Bates, 
Shane Porteous.
Dr Brain’s Body. Myra, Catherine Wilkin; 
Medulla, Brian Blain; Chuck, Shane Porteous; 
Logan, Ron Haddrick.
How is it even possible to take Unspeak­
able Acts at the Tote seriously, or to write 
about these two radio plays masquerading 
at the Parade as theatre?
Is this the Tote’s final death blow to the 
Australian play, part of some diabolical 
plot to prove that they were right all the 
time, and Australian plays really are 
bloody awful? It kept reminding me of the 
MTC “alternative theatre season” at 
Grant Street last year, an experiment 
which appeared to be “designed to fail” .
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And yet it was only too apparent that all 
was on the up-and-up, and the Tote really 
did think this was the best they could offer 
the patrons (and this at a time when 
Richard Wherrett of the Nimrod has gone 
on record as saying that the backlog of 
good Australian plays means the Nimrod 
can no longer hope to cope with produc­
tion).
With mounting disbelief, I read the 
programme notes and heard how director 
Peter Collingwood had written a very nice 
letter to Colin Free, musing, “ I don't sup­
pose you’re writing for theatre these 
days?” It was as if 1967-8 had never even 
happened at La Mama, the Pram and the 
old Nimrod, let alone the 10 years since 
that first great flowering. Oh dear old 
Tote! Where have you been all the days of 
our lives? And what a funny old expensive 
heartbreak hobby you turned out to be!
Anyway, as the story goes, Colin Free 
exhumed and rewrote two radio plays, 
changed the titles round a bit, and, hey 
presto, the Tote had another token Aussie 
season. Flow it does take one back!
Remember the old Australian play 
seasons when the audience turned up 
dutifully to take their medicine once or 
twice a year, and it was all paid for by the 
Gulbenkian Foundation?
Dr Brain’s Body, a kind of creaking 
science-fiction melodrama, was the first of 
the double bill. It was about a technical 
virgin called Myra and a technical stud 
called Chuck who once made love in the 
married quarters at Tawny Springs, a top- 
secret U.S. installation base examining 
solar energy, now wrapped in 15 acres of 
plastic.
Chuck, supposedly dead, turns up as an 
invisible bandaged man. Shane Porteous 
does his best under the gauze and the 
rhetoric, and Brian Blain, as the scientific 
Svengali, tries to invest the character with 
sinister presence, swopping black-glove 
ritual acts with Chuck. (Surely this 
couldn’t mean anything as obvious as it 
seemed to mean!) Colin Free says the play 
draws on “a long-sustained interest in 
Surrealism and Pop Art, and takes inspira­
tion from Christo’s earth-wrapped sculp­
tures” .
“After that I need a good stiff whisky,” 
said the man beside me.
“Bellbird was better,” said the man in 
the seat behind.
Lacklustrely the audience filed back 
after interval for The Ultimate Obscenity. 
It wasn’t. It was marginally better than Dr 
Brain’s Body, all those good actors acting 
their socks off; Reg Gillam, with a 
Pygmalion dustman’s laugh, using every 
trick of an old pro to invest Winkleman, 
the ex-porno-writer-fallen-on-evil-days, 
with some kind of wild, manic life, and 
Redmond Phillips giving the stock 
drunken Judge a Dickensian kind of 
energy.
But, swamped with “ literary phrases” , 
word-play, and clumsy alliteration, it was 
all such weirdly old-fashioned, musty, late- 
middle-aged stuff . . . “ fifteen bob for a 
naughty behind the rotunda!”
How one longed for a Hibberd, a Buzo
or a Romeril!
“Okay for a pleasant Saturday arvo on 
Aunty ABC,” said a friend.
But then of course that is not what the 
theatre is all about, and the ultimate 
obscenity is to think it is.
Engrossing shows 
for the young 
and very young
PUPPETS AND PANTOMIMES
ALISON JONES
Bees Hey (combination of glove puppets, 
shadow puppets, marionettes and black 
theatre), devised and directed by Peter Iliffe. 
The Puppet People, Recording Hall, Opera 
House, Sydney.
Treasure Island (for marionettes), devised, 
directed and performed by The Puppetarians 
(David and Sue Sabben). Marian Street 
Theatre, Sydney.
Little Red Riding Hood (pantomime), devised 
and directed by Peter Williams. St James 
Playhouse, Sydney.
Jocelyn Woof, Graeme Richards, Margot Lloyd, 
Michele Chappie, Peter Williams, Virginia Por- 
tingale.
Do-it-Yourself Pantomime, devised by Jack 
Mannix. PACT Co-operative, St Andrew’s 
Chapter House, Sydney.___________________
Puppets and pantomimes — two entirely 
different styles of puppet shows, both 
engrossing. Bees Hey relies on music and 
movement, with no use of the spoken 
word. The punning title tells it all: the 
music is that of Bizet (the Carmen suite in 
the dramatic Shchedrin orchestration 
using only strings and percussion) and the 
“ story” is about bees, very large ones 
manipulated in black theatre.
The events in the life of the hive are sur­
prisingly varied and dramatic: nectar 
gathering interrupted by a fierce storm, a 
fight against a praying mantis (its ap­
proach suggested by the use of a shadow 
puppet), the birth of a new queen and a 
battle between the two queens leading to 
the haughty departure of the old one. The 
movements of the puppets are expressive 
and the action is well matched to the 
changing moods of the music to convey a 
wide range of emotions.
One of the dangers of puppet shows is a 
tendency to a rambling story-line and in­
anity of dialogue. Bees Hey avoids these 
pitfalls by eschewing words and relying on 
pure visual impact backed by music. 
Treasure Island avoids them by using a 
known story and having most of its 
dialogue already provided, the same 
technique used by the Puppetarians in their 
previous show, The Trueborn King.
The choice of an existing story for a 
puppet play doesn’t by any means imply 
that the puppeteers are taking the easy way 
out. A lot of pruning, selecting and arrang­
ing has obviously taken place, and the 
result is a successful adaptation of a dif­
ficult story. Exception might be taken to 
some of the elements chosen, but the main 
thing is that the story-line is kept clear and
simple.
Particularly good was the way the con­
ventions of children's theatre were used to 
further the understanding of the story and 
not as distracting interpolations. The habit 
puppets have of addressing their audience, 
combined with the encouragement of 
audience participation, made it easy to 
bridge difficult gaps in the narrative and 
reinforce possible obscure points and so 
make sure that even the very young got 
something out of the story. The two 
puppeteers provided a convincing range of 
13 voices for their marionettes and all the 
characters were distinctive and iden­
tifiable.
Both of these shows could be enjoyed by 
older children and even adults, but Little 
Red Riding Hood is obviously directed at 
the very young: short, simple and lively. 
The basic fairy story is a good one for pan­
tomime use, as both the dame (grandma in 
boxing gloves and red satin shorts to go 
with her night attire) and the villain are 
built in. In this role Peter Williams made a 
nicely sinister wolf, with a touch of self- 
sendup in his limp-wristed, American- 
accented portrayal.
Wellknown songs were fitted into the 
scenario, either straight or adapted — 
“ Hernando’s Hideaway” made a good 
slinky signature-piece for the wolf. Some 
of the funny business fitted in well with the 
action, too, as when the wolf s knocking at 
the door turned into a combination 
“ knock-knock” and wild chase around the 
auditorium after grandma.
PACT’S “do-it-yourself pantomime” 
was something else again. It can’t really be 
considered as a spectator sport, as the 
adults are regarded mainly as the means of 
getting the children to the site (though 
some pleasure can be gained by watching 
your little ones cavorting around wearing 
horses’ heads or combining to form dan­
cing seven-legged spiders). The whole idea 
of the exercise is child involvement, both 
on a casual basis and a semi-permanent 
one, as all are welcome. The permanent 
cast are all under 20, most still at school.
The basic structure, insofar as there is 
one, involves a set of wildly assorted 
characters in search of a pantomime, with 
the audience joining in all over the place 
(all in together on the same bare floor): 
singing, marching, gallumphing, holding 
up an “ instant inflatable plastic beanstalk” 
which changed into an “ instant inflatable 
plastic ogre” , which they then fell upon 
and killed — all directed by a fairy with a 
whistle, a useful prop in the circumstances. 
Long for adult spectators, but obviously 
hugely enjoyed by the participating 
children.
It would be interesting to know how 
much spin-off there is from all this child 
entertainment; whether it all goes any 
further than the actual performance. Cer­
tainly, in our household, which is even nor­
mally a hotbed of do-it-yourself drama, 
opera and puppetry, these holiday perfor­
mances have provoked a frenzy of instant 
pantomime with recognisable elements 
from all productions, as well as distinctive­
ly original ideas. ■
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Theatre/Tasmania
From a theatrical 
point of view, a 
fine production 
— b u t. . .
COUNT DRACULA 
KARL HUBERT
Count Dracula by Ted Tiller. Tasmanian 
Theatre Company, Theatre Royal, Hobart. 
Opened 19 April 1977. Director, John Unicomb; 
designer, Sue Russel.
Count Dracula, Gavin Hamilton; Mina Murray, 
Claire Williams; Jonathan Harker, Harry 
Scott; Professor Helsing, Raymond Duparc; 
Sybil Seward, Hazel Alger; with Max Osbiston, 
Ross Skiffmgton, Peter Fisher, Scot Duhig.
One of the intangibles a theatre company 
must take into account when selecting a 
play for production is audience taste, or 
rather the change it may be undergoing. It 
may be found that the most careful 
analysis fails to show up changes.
An example is the recent production by 
the Tasmanian Theatre Company of Ted
A dangerous moment! Vampires cast no 
reflection in a mirror. Raymond Duparc as 
Professor Van Helsing, Gavin Hamilton as 
Count Dracula.
Tiller’s Count Dracula.
Dracula was intended as an exercise in 
audience-building. It was intended to at­
tract, in particular, young people who, 
nourished by often questionable television 
fare, would want to see spectacular theatre 
wiih a dash of horror.
It did not quite work out as planned, and 
this apparently for two reasons; The 
“enlightened" young generation does not 
believe in vampires, while regular theatre­
goers in Tasmania apparently prefer to see 
more conventional fare: for instance, a 
good thriller by Agatha Christie.
It cannot be ruled out that another title 
could have made some difference. Counts 
from the region beyond Hungary have lost 
their appeal; their use in contemporary 
theatre could, at best, be that of characters 
to be ridiculed.
And there was evidence that the younger 
members of the audiences saw Dracula in 
this light. To them he was a figure of fun, a 
third-rate comic.
From the purely theatrical point of view
"You are falling asleep. Deeper and deeper 
to sleep." Hazel Alger and Gavin Hamilton
Dracula was a fine production. Techni­
cally, it is a difficult piece to stage, with 
its manifestations and materialisations and 
its magic tricks.
It must have been quite difficult to 
engage an actor who also is an ac­
complished magician. Producer John 
Unicomb brought to H obart Gavin 
Hamilton, and the choice was an excellent 
one. (Half-way through the Hobart season, 
Mr Hamilton became quite ill, but kept 
going with the help of anti-biotics.)
Claire Williams played Mina, and she 
proved another good choice. She was 
equally convincing as the new victim of 
Dracula, the fiancée of Jonathan (Harry 
Scott), and as one who comes close to be­
ing a vampire. Here, she moved provoc­
atively, almost indecently; a moment later 
she was the fearful Mina.
Mr Hamilton played Dracula as big as 
the mythical dragon and when he sucked 
blood, he did so with gusto, producing 
noises which resembled those made by a 
Chinese of the old school “drinking” his 
sharkfin soup.
Raymond Duparc, as Heinrich van 
Helsing brought a touch of humour into 
the sombre atmosphere and his acting 
assured audiences that justice would 
prevail in the end.
Sue Russel’s set worked. It was of sub­
dued elegance and provided a sense of 
space, much more, in fact than is available 
on the stage of the venerable Theatre 
Royal. ■
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Theatre/ACT
The transfer to an 
Australian setting 
‘was only a 
transfer in name’
THREE SISTERS
ROGER PULVERS
Three Sisters by Anton Cheknov,, adapted by 
Ross McGregor and Ralph Goldstein. Canberra 
Repertory Theatre at Theatre Three, Canberra. 
Opened 12 May 1977. D irector, Ross 
McGregor; Set designer, Russell Brown; 
costume designer, Maureen Newman; lighting 
designer, Sandie Wright:
Olive, Margaret de Mestre; Martha, Joyce 
Macfarlane; Irene, Jeanne Wilkie; Andrew 
Prowse, Warwick Ongley; Dr Cholmondeley, 
Michael Wilson; Nicholas Kronen, Steve Payne; 
Captain Salter, John Fitzpatrick; Teddy Cullen, 
Brian O'Brien; Mavis, Bernadette Vincent; An­
nie, Stella Wilkie; Fergy, Phil Mackenzie; 
Fredericks, John Honey; Rowley, Ernest 
Stefan; Maid, Mandy Brown; Nanny, Joan 
Rust; Clutterbuck’s Driver, Bill Martin, Derek 
Norton; Side-show people, Megan Donnelly, 
Janet Mackey.
It is a bold and interesting move to transfer 
a play, and the old jokes that a dacha is 
never a humpy are just cynical old hat. 
There are all sorts of reasons for moving a 
play geographically, most of them to do
with audience-familiarity in accent and 
context. I do not agree with the Rep 
programme, however, that “the universali­
ty of Chekhov’s obversations of the human 
condition in Three Sisters has often been 
obscured by the play's specifically Russian 
setting” . Unfamiliar detail hardly ever 
obscures universality. If anything, it 
reminds us that people in different places, 
despite unusual customs, are really just 
like us.
But the transfer was only a transfer in 
name. It should have been done more 
radically, more wholly, not just by chang­
ing names, references to objects and in­
cidents. The entire social context of the 
play has to make sense if it is going to 
work in Australia as an Australian play. 
This didn't happen in the Canberra Rep 
production. The soldiers of Three Sisters 
are of that unique Russian stock, “the 
superfluous man” . For decades the 
military had been the repository of poets, 
pipe-dreamers, and ulfulfilled philos- 
opers. Taken to the bush, their intellec- 
tualism and Byronic longing appeared 
wholly foreign. If you are going to do this, 
then you must alter the script to fit the 
local context, or not do it at all. And the 
institution of the duel that is so important 
to the play and to 19th-century Russia just 
wasn’t practised here to the same extent. It 
was conspicuously wrong in the pro­
duction.
While in parts the play struck a nice
languid rhythm that is necessary in any 
production of Chekhov, there arose a glar­
ing problem in the conception — or mis­
conception — of naturalism here. The set 
was one of those sprawling extravaganzas 
that place detail beside meticulous detail 
without taking into account workability. 
Most of the latter half of the play, for in­
stance, was played far to one side. At worst 
this meant that the people on the other side 
couldn’t see. At best it was a stiff neck.
The biggest problem with an ultra- 
realistic set of antique decor like this one is 
the acting style it imposes on actors. They 
tend to pose and overstylise in that special 
kind of “stage realism” that is miles away 
from its model in life. This worked against 
Chekhov, whose aim it was to wrench the 
overstylised melodramatics from drama.
Strangely, in this production, the sisters 
didn’t manage to establish themselves at 
any depth. This is sad, because the play is 
really a psychological portrait of them. 
Jeanne Wilkie as Irene (Irena), however, 
did manage to convey that special naivety 
and silliness that is in the character and in 
those Russian heroines of that age. The 
other two sisters were too much alike in 
stage personality. This, I feel, is the fault 
of the director for not establishing them as 
separate and different from the beginning. 
In the end, one of the sisters, Joyce Mac­
farlane, rode on a wave of melodrama un­
til, at the climax, she posed stiffly in the 
“weeping position” , and all the subtlety 
went down the drain.
The men were good, although this threw 
the balance of the piece altogether. Ralph 
Goldstein, a wonderful nervous nijinsky 
who might fly off the handlebars at any 
moment; Warwick Ongley, falling to 
pieces scene by scene; Brian O’Brien, the 
teacher, warm quiet and funny; and Steve 
Payne — all absolutely created that no­
hope generation of misunderstood talents 
isolated amidst provincial ignorance, 
idealists with grand schemes and wild pipe- 
dreams. And this despite the fact that, as 
portrayed, they really didn’t make sense up 
there in Queensland. It is a tribute to 
actors and director.
The production struck the right tone at 
moments, but in general had an uninspir­
ing conventionality about it. Where the 
mood should have been quiet intense 
frustration, there was often flatness. 
Where some of the portrayals were kicking 
with life, others, especially two of the 
sisters, were two-dimensional. And the 
melodrama at the end worked against 
Chekhov's gift of leaving us hanging in 
mid-air with nothing resolved save a mood. 
The men were strong though. As if the play 
were called Three Soldiers.
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‘There is irony in 
the play . . . 
there is also a 
bitter anger 
and ugliness’
AMPUTATION
KATHARINE BRISBANE
Amputation by Jens Bjoerneboe; translated by 
Solrun Hoaas. Australian National University 
Arts Centre, Canberra. Opened 10 May 1977. 
Director, Roger Pulvers.
Supreme Court surgeon Prof. Fortinbras, Ken 
Gardiner; Nurse Lucrezia, Marguerite Wells; 
Social Surgeon Prof. Hieronymous Vivaldi, 
Gary Pritchard; Male Nurse Adolf, Harry 
Schmidt; Patient A Morris Forgetmenot, 
Malcolm Sullivan; Patient B Medical Student, 
Marcella O’Hare._________________________
Roger Pulvers in Canberra seems to have 
set out on a one-man crusade to raise the 
consciousness of theatre people and 
theatre-going audiences to the work of 
some of the compelling minds in the con­
temporary theatre of which we are at pre­
sent deprived by the language barrier.
A linguist, playwright and novelist, by 
one of those unlikely accidents of life 
Pulver’s special areas of interest in 
language and literature are Japanese, 
Polish and Norwegian. His own writing is 
oddly influenced in form by the three 
cultures and his own native America. An 
example is his early play Yamashita, 
chosen for workshopping at the recent 
Australian National Playwrights’ Con­
ference in Canberra: it deals by analogy 
with Japanese involvement in the Second
World War.
For a national translation conference 
held in Canberra during May, Pulvers in­
troduced to Australian audiences at the 
Arts Centre, the work of a stark Nor­
wegian writer, Jens Bjoerneboe. It is 
translated into unobtrusive, easily flowing 
English by Solrun Hoaas. Bjoernboe died 
by his own hand last year. To judge from 
the brief descriptions available to us of the 
recurrent theme of social injustice in his 
work, the anger that informs it and the 
way he seems to use images of physical 
violence to demonstrate depredations upon 
the spiritual nature of man, one gains the 
picture of a sensitive, Ibsen-like poet with 
a deep anger against the new and greater 
inhumanities that have arisen since the 
time of the great Norwegian dramatist.
A glimpse of the gentleness of Bjoern­
boe, his poet’s joy at the small incidents of 
nature, his humour and irony, was given at 
the beginning of the programme with a 
selection of poems from his collection, 
Ashes, Wind and Earth. A handful of 
lyrical poems on the natural world is mix­
ed with ironic statements about the good 
prison life does a man, a nonsense-verse 
national anthem and a ballad of the North 
Sea in which a family, faced with the dis­
aster of Father dying at sea, resolves the 
situation by pickling him in a herring 
barrel for the rest of the voyage. Too late 
they discover that the barrel, stamped with 
the Firm’s insignia, has been sold along 
with the rest of the consignment. Sadly 
they conduct a funeral service over 80 kilos 
of herring, while on the other side of the 
world a Hindu is executed for the 
mysterious murder of a man in a herring 
barrel.
This latter jovial work is an introduction 
to his play Amputation, which occupies the 
rest of the evening. There is irony in the 
play, and grotesquerie: there is also a bitter 
anger and ugliness.
Amputation is a satire: the setting is an 
operating-theatre and we are introduced 
first to Nurse Lucrezia, who explains the 
privilege in store for us. This is to meet 
and observe at work the distinguished 
surgeons Social Surgeon Professor 
Hieronymous Vivaldi, and Supreme Court 
Surgeon Professor Fortinbras. Their job, 
we discover, is to “normalise” any uncom­
fortable individuality which may be mak­
ing untidy the ideal well-ordered society; 
and they demonstrate their “ psycho- 
surgical” method, which in the play con­
sists of sarcasm and knees in the groin, and 
finally injections and amputations. Such is 
Bjoernboe’s view of social democratic 
political and judicial systems.
A fine example of their ideal “normal” 
ex-patient is Adolf, who is put through a 
process of self-denouncement and abase­
ment until he becomes the mouthpiece of 
his interrogators. Sister Lucrezia re-enacts 
her recollections of freedom: when she and 
her lover discovered the erotic excitement 
of whispering subversive slogans to each 
other in the act of love. Bjoernboe’s State, 
however, does believe (unlike Trudeau) 
that it has a place in the bedrooms of the 
nation and Lucrezia and her lover are
arrested and learn conformity.
Bjoernboe’s anger is apparent, but it has 
the great dramatic saving grace of wit. His 
points are simple — how the enforcement 
of majority opinion is the corruption of the 
sensibilities and how such reinforcement 
can only be made through fear — and he 
makes them with the Brechtian method of 
repetition.
The telling central scene is a moving 
contract between two virginal teenagers 
who meet briefly in friendship. Their shy 
exchanges are brutally interrupted by her 
parents who cross-examine them on 
politics and contraceptives. The scene is 
conducted by the same rules as the sur­
geons’ interrogation of Adolf. In both the 
betrayal of innocence is complete.
Roger Pulvers has a good team of 
Canberra actors with which to realise the 
play. Ken Gardiner and Gary Prichard 
play the statuesque surgeons; Marguerite 
Wells, a nice comedy actress, plays Nurse 
Lucrezia; Harry Schmidt a defeated Adolf 
and Malcolm Sullivan and Marcella 
O’Hare the touching pair of innocents.
The production is smooth and lucid. I 
would, however, question Pulvers’s deci­
sion to excise the grotesque brutalities of 
the original script, as he describes them, in 
the interests of our own surviving sen­
sibilities. He claims that kicks in the groin, 
buckets of blood and severed limbs un­
derneath the operating-table and circular 
saws in the hands of the surgeons, we 
would find comic, ineffective and in poor 
taste. And I am sure we would, as we 
would find grand guignol in poor taste and 
incredible.
It seems to me, however, that it is the 
purpose of this angry playwright to offend 
our taste, to trick us into laughing at 
horrors, only to turn sick at the im­
plications of our own reaction. In this he 
has much in common with the post-war 
generation of German and Eastern Euro­
pean writers, directors, poets and painters, 
who have attempted through horror and 
accusation to confront us with that con­
suming guilt which was Europe’s legacy 
from the Second World War.
Jens Bjoerneboe’s own life and death 
seem to bear witness to the artist’s respon­
sibility for that legacy. An excerpt from his 
novel We Who Loved America, quoted in 
the Amputation programme, is evidence of 
that view:
“This is the world crisis today: that 
politics have no relation to what is human. 
The truth is that all our culture, all of 
European culture, is created by criminals, 
drunks, syphilitics, the mentally ill, epilep­
tics, narcotic addicts, homosexuals, or at 
any rate sufferers from tuberculosis! It is 
not the so-called healthy forces that create 
a culture. It is not the skiers and the gym 
teachers who create a culture. Moreover, 
in most cases, this ‘illness’ is healthier than 
the usual, robust healthiness . . .
“Just as life itself, culture demands a 
speck of uncleanliness and at least a 
minimum of microbes in order to emerge, 
just as reproduction demands a tiny bit of 
indecency in order to continue . . . ”
Isn’t it the truth?
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Act /  o f The Fall Guy appeared in the June 
issue of Theatre Australia. In Act I Hughie and 
Sean, a homosexual couple, meet Jack by 
chance in a pub. Jack has for 28 years partnered 
Gordon in a comedy act, but the partnership has 
broken up. Jack (in Gordon's presence) suggests 
that Hughie should become his new partner and 
Hughie accepts.
Jack's flat.
Jack, elated, is rehearsing his new act. On 
the table, in a line, stand three unmatched 
glasses and a full bottle o f whisky in a 
brown-paper bag. A half-empty whisky 
bottle and a glass o f  whisky stand on the 
stage next to Jack’s armchair.
Jack: “ Ladies and gentlemen, Jack 
Harvey, the one-armed bandit.” No. 
“ Ladies and gentlemen, presenting the 
one-armed bandit, your very own JACK 
HARVEY AND FRIEND;”
Jack goes into a buttock-wriggling dance 
routine, swinging his left arm energetical­
ly. The effect is far from comic. Singing 
falsetto.
“All the nice boys love a sailor, All the 
nice boys love a tar. All the nice boys love 
a sailor, Well you know what sailors are!” 
(Drops laughing into his chair.) Aw dear! 
Jumps to his feet and sings the last line to a 
different dance routine. Stops, simpering. 
“Good evening, ladies and genitalmen.” 
No. “Good evening, boys and girls. My 
name’s Duncan, but you can call me Dun- 
ny. This is my friend Cecil. And this is 
Cecil, my very best friend.”
Smiles with satisfaction. Sits down, lakes a 
drink, falls into thought. Simpering.
“Oo, but I love sailors, don’t you! All 
those bell-bottoms! Nothing like a bell- 
bottom, is there!
Sits trying to think o f another joke. 
Bell-bottoms . . . bell-bottoms? . . . 
funnels? Na. Bell-bottoms? Tail-shaft? Na. 
Bell-bottoms, funnels, propeller? (Pause.) 
Nelson. Nelson! (Jumps up.) “Ooo yes, 
I've been struck on sailors since I was this 
high. That's what happened to my arm. I 
used to pray every night, y’know! Please 
God, make me like Nelson.”
Falls laughing into his chair.
Aw dear! There’s life in the old bugger yet.
(Stands up.) “ Ladies and gentlemen, 
presenting . . .”
The doorbell rings. Jack’s face lights up 
and he runs towards the doorway.
Good on y’son! (Goes out. Offstage.) 
Come in! Come in! (Jack ushers in an un­
comfortable Sean.) Where’s Hughie?
Sean: Jack, about last night. I think 
I should explain . . . Hughie, well 
Hughie. . .
Jack interrupts, elbowing Sean and nod­
ding towards the wrapped bottle.
Jack: Ay, look what I got him! (Rushes to 
the table, pulls the bottle out o f its paper 
bag.) Eight years old. Teach you buggers 
to drink me out of house and home. 
Aw, there's gonna be some fun here 
tonight! Wanna drop? Na, better wait for 
Hughie. You can have a shot of the other 
stuff. . .
Sean: No thanks . . .
Jack: What’s the matter? Hangover? 
Come on, hair a the dog . . .
Sean (unwillingly): All right.
Jack: Knew I could twist your arm!
Jack retrieves his glass and the opened 
whisky bottle. Pours out two drinks.
Sean: Just a small one thanks . . .  I . . .  er 
. . . (Lying.) I haven't eaten today. Gives 
me a headache when I haven't eaten.
Jack: Bullshit! Do y’the world a good. 
Here. Cheers!
Sean: Cheers.
Jack: Tell y’what, I’ll make you a 
sandwich. Woulda bought some grub if I'd 
thought of it.
Sean: No thanks; it doesn’t matter.
Jack: How about fish and chips? I’ll go up 
the street. Haven’t had a meal myself to­
day.
Sean: Thanks, but . . . Jack, I want to talk 
to you . . .
Jack: Plenty of time for talking when 
Hughie gets here. Now sit down, put your 
feet up and have your drink. Now whadya 
want? Want two bits of fish? What about 
Hughie? What'll he have? (The doorbell 
rings.) There he is the bugger! (Rushes out. 
Offstage sarcastically.) Well! You'd better 
come in. (Gordon enters followed by a 
triumphant Jack.) Aw, incidentally, I hope 
I didn’t ruin your beauty sleep last night. 
Gordon: No, you didn’t.
Jack: Well, that’s a relief. Old Myra said 
you were worn out. You met Sean, didn’t 
y’? Just getting together to sort out the act. 
Gordon (calmly): Ah yeah.
Jack: Yeah.
Gordon (noticing the full whisky bottle): 
Good whisky. Doing yourself proud. Who 
bought this, you or him?
Jack: I did — to celebrate the new act, 
matterafact. Joinin’ us for some fish and 
chips? S’pose you don't act that sorta thing 
these days.
Gordon: I’m not hungry, thanks.
Jack: Well, I’m glad to hear it. (Grins 
triumphantly at Gordon. Pause. To Sean.) 
Won’t be long, mate. (To Gordon.) Help 
yourself to the grog. Plenty more where 
that came from.
Jack goes out. Pause.
Gordon (calmly): All right son . . . What’s 
the game?
Sean: Look, I’m on your side. I’m not in­
volved with this.
Pause.
Gordon: He thinks you're fair dinkum, you 
know that.
Sean: I know . . .
Pause.
Gordon: Where’s your mate?
Sean: I dunno. I haven’t seen him since we 
were here last night.
Gordon (calmly): Aw yeah? Bit odd, I 
reckon. For blokes like you.
Pause. They confront each other.
Sean: Yes. It is. But then I don’t see that’s 
any of your business.
Gordon: I don’t care about your sex-life, 
mate. But if you're setting up Jack you’ve 
got me to deal with, for starters.
Pause. Sean sighs.
Sean: I'm not trying to set him up. And I 
don't think Hughie is.
Gordon: Well, either he is or he isn’t. 
Which is it?
Sean: I don't know. Hughie says these 
things, he has crazy ideas, he gets 
drunk . ’. .
Gordon: He looked sober enough when I 
saw him.
Sean: I promise you, the first we’d heard 
about Hughie and Jack being partners was 
when Jack told you. The whole thing was 
Jack’s idea. Hughie just . . . went along 
with him. I don’t know whether he’s 
serious. Maybe he is — at the moment. All 
I know is . . . (Stops.) Hughie courts trou­
ble. Even if he’s serious now, in two weeks 
he'll be bored; he'll walk out. It’s a novel­
ty-
Gordon: What are you gonna do about it? 
Sean: I dunno . . . Warn Jack, I suppose
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— if he’ll listen.
Pause.
Gordon: You know what I'd do?
Sean: What?
Gordon: Get out. Just find your mate and 
disappear. Jack won’t listen to you or 
anyone. The more you warn him, the more 
he'll go his own way. Na, take my advice. 
You disappear.
Sean: What about Hughie?
Gordon: What about him?
Sean: Well, he won't take any notice of 
me! If he would, we'd never have got in 
this mess in the first place.
Pause.
Gordon (ominously): I tell y’what, son. If 
you won’t persuade him, I will.
Pause.
Sean: Why are you so anxious to protect 
Jack?
Gordon: What’s that gotta do with you? 
Sean: Nothing . . . It’s just that . . .  I 
thought you two had split up, that’s all. 
(Pause.) None of my business, I s’pose. 
Gordon: You reckon we’re a pair of nancy- 
boys.
Sean (tersely): No, I don't, actually.
Pause.
Gordon (sternly): Listen, mate. What you 
see in Jack, now, is a drunk. A loud­
mouthed, worn-out old drunk. Well I knew 
him before that. I knew him when he could 
get up on a stage and have an audience 
eating out of his hand; when he’d walk into 
the poshest club in town — not knowing a 
soul — and talk himself into a job. You’d 
take him to a party and he’d have the 
whole crowd in stitches just pulling jokes 
outa the air. He walked into a room and it 
was . . .  it was alive. You don’t meet many 
people like that, people you’d . . .  He had 
something, I dunno . . . drive, power, per­
sonality — call it what you like — but he 
had it. He had it all right. And it destroyed 
him. (Pause.) So he’s finished . . . burnt 
out. Nobody wants to know. Well he won't 
land on the scrap-heap while I'm here. Not 
while I’m around.
Pause.
Sean: But. . .  he doesn’t want your help. 
Gordon: No he doesn’t . . . but he’ll have to 
take it. That’s what he’s gotta learn.
Pause.
Sean: What are you going to do?
Gordon: It's up to you. I'm not looking for 
trouble. If you can tell your mate to steer 
clear . . .  If n o t. . . I’ll have him.
Sean: You’d beat him up?
Gordon: If I had to.
Sean: You don’t understand. Hughie 
doesn't mean . . .  He gets caught up, he 
doesn’t know where he’s going .
The door-bell rings.
Gordon: Now listen. You eat your fish and 
chips and you go. You find your mate and 
you warn him off. Understand?
They stare at each other. Gordon goes out 
to answer the door. Re-enters followed by 
Hughie. Silence. Sean keeps his eyes 
downcast. Hughie stares at Sean with 
bitter amusement.
Hughie: Well. What’s this? The deaf-and- 
dumb Olympics?
Gordon (to Sean): You tell him.
Sean: Hughie, if you don’t give up this idea
of a partnership with Jack, there’ll be trou­
ble.
Pause. Hughie looks around quizzically. 
Hughie: Perhaps I should go out and come 
in again.
Gordon: Comic little bastard — aren't 
you?
Hughie (to Gordon): Well, would you 
mind explaining just what all this is about? 
Gordon: You listen to me chum . . .  If 
you’re making a fool outa Jack, just 
remember you’ve got me to deal with. 
Hughie: Oh yeah? What is it: Winchesters 
at noon?
Gordon: The best thing you can do is 
collect your ‘ friend” and go.
Hughie: I came here to do exactly that. As 
far as Jack is concerned, I shall do exactly 
what I please.
Sean (to Gordon): He doesn’t mean that. 
Look . . .
Gordon (to Hughie): Listen, mate, I’ve got 
better things to do than beat up little poofs. 
Hughie: Oh really? I'd have thought that 
was just your style.
Gordon (to Sean): You talk some sense 
into him, I can’t. Tell Jack I’ll drop back 
in a few days. (To Hughie.) I warn you, the 
longer this goes on, the worse it’s gonna 
be.
Pause. Gordon exits. Sean keeps his eyes 
downcast. Hughie opens the new bottle o f 
whisky, pours himself a drink.
Hughie: Ho-hum. The daily round of sex 
and violence. (Pause. Hughie regards 
Sean.) Well. Knew I'd find you here. Sup­
pose you're here to disenchant good old 
Jack.
Sean: Yes.
Hughie (sighing): Ah, clearing up after me 
again. Shameful episode last night. And in 
such terribly bad taste. (In clipped, jerky 
phrases.) “You see, we, in the movement 
are not only concerned to combat mis­
understandings about ourselves amongst 
the general public. We wish also to in­
crease tolerance and understanding of 
others amongst ourselves.”
Hughie flashes Sean a plastic smile.
Sean: Sam does a much better impersona­
tion of you.
Hughie: Ah yes. But then Sam does 
everything better than me — as you once 
so thoughtfully pointed out. (Pause.) Well, 
and did you enjoy your little chat with 
Sammy last night? That’s where you were, 
wasn't it?
Sean: I went straight to bed.
Hughie: Even better!
Sean: Of for God’s sake . . .  I couldn’t face 
going home last night, that’s all. There was 
nothing like that.
Hughie: Aw, come on! You can tell me! 
You always do. (Pause.) You coming 
home tonight?
Sean: I don’t know.
Hughie: Well now, where are we? “Sean’s 
indecision,” I think. So, now we go on to 
“Sean pleading” and “Hughie aloof’, 
followed by “ Hughie plays the buffoon” 
and “ Hughie’s graceless apology” . That’s 
right, isn’t it?
Sean: Wrong. “Hughie plays the buf­
foon” is usually followed by “Sean’s 
capitulation”.
Hughie is taken aback.
Hughie: Well, well, well! (Assumes a prize­
fighter's stance.) “Seconds away, round 
two!” (Hughie bobs around Sean, boxing.) 
“And it’s Hughie, Hughie on the offen­
sive!”
Sean (coolly): Jack's gone to get fish and 
chips. 1 think we should go before he 
comes back.
Hughie (still boxing): “And O’Sullivan is 
retreating! He is retreating. That fatal in­
decision is creeping in . . .”
Sean: Gordon isn't bluffing. If you're not 
worried about Jack, at least think of your 
own skin.
Hughie stops boxing.
Hughie: Sean. I am touched by your con­
cern. However, before I leave, I’d be 
grateful to know — just for interest’s sake 
— whose bed you'll be occupying tonight. 
I'm used to you disappearing spontaneous­
ly. I'm not used to you spreading your op­
tions.
Sean: Hughie, let’s get out of here, please. 
Hughie (calmly): I’m not moving till you 
tell me. Are you coming back or not?
Sean: I don't know!
Hughie (angrily): Well, decide! I take it 
this is some sort of turning point!
Pause.
Sean: Are you serious about this business 
with Jack?
Hughie: Oh I see, a trade-off. You or Jack. 
My feelings or the feelings of some obtuse 
old drunk.
Sean: He's not obtuse.
Hughie: Bullshit. He's totally egocentric, 
totally preoccupied with himself. Who else 
would have fallen for it!
Sean: Can't you pity him? Can’t you see 
he’s pitiful.
Pause.
Hughie (slowly and precisely): Yes. I can. 
He makes damn sure I can. He functions 
on pity. He uses it. “ 1 use me arm, I use me 
arm." Oh yes, he uses it all right. (Snorts 
ironically.) His whole career is based on 
the fact that an audience will pity a cripple. 
See any resemblances? Sam is even better 
at it than Jack, and that’s what you sub­
scribe to.
Sean (impatiently): Look, are you coming 
with me or not?
Hughie: The slave mentality! Sam’d be 
lost if legislation went through and at­
titudes changed! He’s in his element. All 
he’s got to offer’s his bloody martyrdom.
('Childishly spiteful.) And  his name’s not 
Sam — did you know that! (Sean gives a 
snort o f  exasperation.) I t’s Syd! (A 
triumphant crow.) Ha! Syd! “Aw, g’day 
Syd.” (Contemptuously.) Syd!
Sean (amused, disbelieving): Oh yes, and 
who told you that?
Hughie: Never mind who told me; it’s true. 
Sean (amused): Just what is it that gets 
you about Sam? His success? His sanity? 
Hughie: Aw, piss off and chain yourself to 
some railings.
Sean: Or is it plain old simple jealousy? 
Hughie: Look, do me a favour, Sean; stop 
trying to psychoanalyse me. Every time I 
fart you want a report in triplicate.
Sean: Must you?
Hughie: What, fart? ’fraid so, fact of life. 
Sean: Be so vulgar!
Hughie: Yes. Yes I must. Because I am 
vulgar. Vulgar, crass, bad-mannered, 
boorish — you name it. That’s right, isn’t 
it? Big, bad, insensitive Hughie. Well, for 
as long as you believe that, that’s what I’ll 
be. I’ve no doubt Sam impersonates me 
well. But nobody impersonates Hughie 
quite as well as I do.
Sean: So it’s all a game.
Hughie: On the contrary, it’s in deadly 
earnest. I’d hoped you’d be sensitive 
enough to work that out for yourself.
Pause.
Sean (angrily): What more can I do, 
Hughie? I’ve offered to reconsider doing 
the MA, chuck in my career. I’ve offered 
to talk things over, I’ve put up with 
insults . . .
Hughie (sarcastically): Aaaah!
Hughie mimes playing a violin, singing a 
sentimental tune, impersonates twittering 
birds, flutters his fingers to suggest 
butterflies, etc.
Sean: Well, tell me!
Hughie continues his antics.
Sean: Oh shut up!
Hughie stops.
Hughie (angrily): Be what you were.
Sean: What!
Hughie: Be what you were two years ago. 
Sean: In Tasmania?
Hughie: Yes, in Tasmania. The famous 
holiday in Tasmania. That’s about all 
we’ve got left, isn’t it? Aw, you’ve changed. 
Sean: I’ve changed . . . !
Hughie: You’re hiding, Sean. Since you 
got in with Sam and that crowd . . . Group 
therapy and tolerance and stone-ground 
bloody bread. Christ . . . it’s too easy. 
That’s the world out there — not some 
half-baked bloody text-book.
Sean: All of which means you’re jealous. 
Hughie: All of which means you’ve opted 
out. Nice, com fortable, easy, smug 
tolerance. Sociological excuses and 
arguments on both sides. (Sarcastically.) 
And you’re such a nice bloke; you’re all 
such nice, reasonable, considerate, brave 
blokes. Make up your mind for once,'can’t 
you! Commit yourself!
Sean (surprised, amused): To you? After 
that!
Hughie: Care about something! Do you 
really care about anything — apart from 
your bloody career?
Sean (quietly, coldly): Like, for instance, 
you?
Hughie (bitterly): Yes. For instance, me. 
Pause. Sean snorts ironically.
Sean (contemptuously): I give up. I can’t 
understand you at all.
Hughie, having hoped for some sort o f  
declaration, is hurt. Becomes frenzied, 
vicious.
Hughie: Only because I’m not a case- 
history. That’s it. That’s what I am, isn’t 
it? Poor confused, chip-on-the-shoulder 
Hughie Well I don’t want your prissy 
professional compassion . . .
Sean: No, you’ve got enough self-pity to 
last you a lifetime. (Pause. Dryly.) You're 
the martyr. You're the masochist. And you 
know what’s unforgiveable about it? It’s 
boring. It bores me to tears. (Pause.) Go 
ahead. Waste your life. Destroy yourself 
— fair enough; that’s what you want. But 
from now on you find someone else to 
watch the show. Because it’s no fun 
without an audience — is it? — to witness 
the tragic demise.
Pause. Hughie stares, poker-faced, at 
Sean, suddenly mimes stabbing himself, 
screams and dies an elaborate stage death
at Sean’s feet. Lies still for a moment, then 
raises his head inquiringly. Sean remains 
unamused.
Sean: Oh get up, you exhibitionist! 
(Hughie immediately re-assumes his 
death-pose.) H ughie, get up. (N o  
response.) Will you stop being ridiculous 
and get up.
Sean turns away annoyed. Hughie raises 
his head. Sean turns around. Hughie im­
mediately drops his head again.
Hughie (faintly): Oooo . . .  Oh God . . . my 
head . . .
Sean: Very funny.
Hughie: I’m not kidding, Sean; I hit my 
head.
Sean turns away unconvinced. Hughie 
remains motionless. Sean begins to get 
worried, finally walks cautiously towards 
H u g h ie 's  h ead . H u g h ie  re m a in s  
motionless. Sean begins to bend down. 
Sean: Where?
Hughie suddenly fastens himself, rugby- 
tackle style, around one o f Sean’s calves. 
Hughie: Ha!
Sean: Let me go.
Hughie (amused): Say you’ll come back. 
Sean: Let me go!
Sean attempts to break free dragging 
Hughie after him.
Hughie: Not till you say it!
Sean: Stop being so ridiculous.
Hughie: Say it. Come on, say it.
Sean stops struggling, stares petulantly 
ahead. Hughie remains fastened on to 
Sean's leg. Pause. Sean looks coldly at 
Hughie.
Hughie: Happy, darling?
Sean begins to struggle again.
Sean: You stupid . . .
Hughie: I’m not letting go until you say it! 
Come on . . . say it!
Sean stops struggling.
Sean: How can this make any difference? 
Hughie: Say it, come on! (Pause.)
Sean (coldly): I’ll come back.
Hughie releases Sean’s leg, gets up, dusts 
himself down, sighs contentedly.
Hughie (matter o f fact): Shall we go, then? 
Sean is at a loss for words.
Sean (in disgust): You have absolutely no 
scruples, have you?
Hughie: No, I was vaccinated as a kid.
Sean (coldly): What about Jack?
Hughie: Dunno. Prob’ly didn’t have it in 
those days.
Sean: Oh, grow up.
Hughie: Well, for God’s sake stop postur­
ing. Look, I'll put Jack off. Okay?
Sean: Is that all you can say!
Hughie: Well, what do you suggest? (With 
thick Australian accent.) “ Stiff shit, mate, 
you’re the victim of a poofter prank.”
Sean: Must you put on that stupid voice? 
Hughie: Oopsy! Your cultural cringe is 
showing.
Sean: Get stuffed.
Hughie (Groucho Marx style): It’s at 
moments like this that I know he cares. 
(Prancing around Sean and singing very 
fast with a Bronx accent and an imaginary 
banjo.)
You made me love you,
I didn’t wanna do it, 
etc.
Hughie concludes the dance with a toothy 
smile and outstretched arms. He remains 
fixed.
Sean: Hughie, I’m not playing any more 
games. (Hughie seizes Jack’s toupee; 
pretends it is a small vicious animal.) 
When you've finished being so childish, 
perhaps we can talk.
Hughie: All right, what do you want to 
talk about?
Sean: You and I.
Hughie groans.
Hughie: No more, Sean, please. I know. 
Let’s be silent. Let’s devote one minute to 
thinking about us. How about that?
Hughie sits in a yoga position, meditating. 
Sean: What I want to know is: Are you go­
ing to persist in getting involved with 
characters like Jack?
Hughie (mimicking Sean’s delivery): And 
are you, going to persist, with the 
macrobiotic intelligentsia? Ha?
Sean: Oh no. No you don’t. No conditions. 
Hughie: Ditto, my friend. And stalemate.
A door slams offstage.
Jack (off): All right, you packa bastards, 
I’m back. (Appears at the doorway, carry­
ing two cardboard pizza boxes.) Hughie! 
Ha ha! Ay, you want till you see what I’ve 
worked out'. (To Sean.) Had to get bloody 
pizzas — queue a mile long outside the 
fish-and-chip shop. (To Hughie.) Ah, y’old 
bugger! Na, it’s top-class mate, (Puts the 
boxes on the table.) top bloody class. First 
of all they introduce me, well us: “ Ladies 
and gentlemen, presenting the one-armed 
bandit, Jack Harvey” . All serious, y’know. 
Then I come in dressed in these real pansy 
clothes — maybe with a wig, y’know — 
and I start singing. (Singing and dancing.) 
“All the nice boys love a sailor, All the 
nice boys love a tar. All the nice boys love
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a sailor. Well, you know what sailors are.” 
I’ve got to work on the dance routine, but 
just give you the general idea, y’know. 
Then I go into the gags — jees, I’ve gotta 
beaut gag. See, I start talking about how I 
lost my arm. Every night I used to pray: 
“ Please God, make me like Nelson.” (He 
waits for a laugh. Sean and Hughie remain 
silent.) Well, come on! Whadya reckon! 
(Pause.)
Hughie (sarcastically): Terrific.
Jack: Terrific! It’s fucking fantastic. (Gets 
himself a whisky.) ’Course there’s still a 
lotta work to go into it, but it’s all there, 
it’s all there. Ay, where’s Gordon?
Sean (subdued): He said he'd be back in a 
few days.
Jack: Aw, did he? Well, he knows what he 
can do. Jees, the bloody pizzas. (Snorts in 
disgust, indicating the boxes.) Y’d never 
credit it. Three times I had to tell the 
stupid bugger what I wanted. And they’re 
stone-cold. Three times! “ Me no un­
derstandee.” Pretend they don’t unders­
tand you. Yeah, “No understandee.” 
“Well, cleanee fucking ears out,” I said. 
Understood that, aw yeah, no worries. 
(Picking up the boxes.) Tell y’what, I’ll 
stick ’em in the oven, warm ’em up. (Going 
out.) Yeah, “ No understandee” . . . 
Pause. Hughie smiles grimly at Sean. The 
following dialogue is sotto voce.
Hughie: Well. There you are. There, given 
half a chance, is poor old, sensitive, 
pathetic Jack. (Mimics Jack.) “All the nice 
boys. .
Sean: Stop it!
Hughie (in a frenzy): Face it, Sean. Face 
up to it. Go and talk to him, give him 
group therapy, he’s really such a pathetic 
case . . . !
Sean (angrily): Face what? What have I 
got to face up to? He really worries you, 
doesn’t he — Jack? Don’t project your 
hangups on to me, Hughie. You’re the one 
who has to face “facts” . You are gay. 
Pause. Sean begins to go.
Hughie: Oh yes, you’d love it to be that 
simple, wouldn’t you! File me away under 
“neurotic nancies” . . .
Sean stops. Stares coldly at Hughie.
Sean (coldly, quietly): Stop pestering me. 
Pause. Sean goes out, Hughie watches him 
go. Close to tears.
Jack (off): Ay! Sean! (Appears at 
doorway.) What’s the matter with him? 
Got the trots?
Hughie: A subject for the textbooks, I’d 
say.
Jack: Ay?
Hughie (bitterly): Ah, he’ll be back. He 
always comes back.
Jack (going out): Bit bloody temperamen­
ta l . .  .
Hughie is left alone on the stage thinking. 
Hughie: Jack!
Jack (off): Yeah?
Hughie: Jack, could you do the act on your 
own, if necessary?
Jack: What!
Hughie: Could you do the act on your 
own?
Jack appears at the doorway.
Jack (ominously): What did you say? 
Hughie: There’s a chance of a job on
Saturday at the uni . . .  I couldn’t be ready 
in time, but there’s no reason why you 
shouldn’t take it.
Jack (delighted): Aw, y’rotten bugger! 
Why didn’t y’tell me before? What is it? 
Hughie: It’s a cabaret job. At a dance.
Jack (crowing): Ha ha! I knew it, I knew 
you’d turn out lucky!
Hughie: It’s not fixed up y e t. . .
Jack: Well, fix it up!
Hughie: Can you be ready in time?
Jack: Ready! This is Jack Harvey!
Hughie: I’ll have to make a phone-call. 
Jack: Will y’get on that phone, y’mad 
bugger!
Hughie goes to the phone and dials a 
number. Jack wanders around, chuckling 
and excited, whistling snatches o f “All the 
Nice Girls Love a Sailor”.
Hughie: Hello? Is Ken there? Oh Ken, 
Hughie here . . . Fook, I phoned to 
apologise for not coming to help with the 
posters last night. Completely slipped my 
mind . . . Did you? . . . O . . . Oh dear . . . 
Yeah, well p’raps I can make up for it. 
What d’you think of having some cabaret? 
Yeah, I’ve got a friend who’s a comedian 
. . . Why not? . . . Nonsense. All he needs 
is a pianist.
Jack: I don’t need a pianist! I’ll do it 
without, no worries!
Hughie: Fook, he says he can even do 
without a pianist . . . Oh, don’t worry; I’ll 
see to that. How about it? . . .  (Im­
patiently.) Of course l a m . . .  It’s a sur­
prise. That’s the point . . . Fook, leave it 
all to me . . . (Impatiently.) Yes, I take full 
responsibility. Just get the guys on sound 
to clear a bit of space for him before they 
go off for their break.. . . Yeah, that’s all. 
Jack: What time?
Hughie: What time do they break? . . . 
Okay . . .  Oh and one other thing, Ken, 
keep this under your kaftan, will you? . . . 
’cause you’ll ruin the effect . . . Terrific. 
Yeah. Be seeing you.
Hughie hangs up, sighs stares at the phone. 
Jack: Ha ha! Beauty! Come on, we gotta 
celebrate. (Rushes to the table, opens the 
new bottle o f whisky.) Crack this old fella, 
eh? (Pours two drinks.) This is it! This is 
where the luck turns. Ha ha! No stopping 
us now, ay!
Hughie: No way!
Jack  (giving H ughie a glass): To 
partnership. (They drink.) Yeah, I’ll work 
that act up . . . Top class . . . What time 
d’you want me there?
Hughie: Ten. I’ll meet you at the gates at 
ten.
Jack (Elated): Na, these bloody agents. . . 
frightened a taking on something new. No 
imagination. It’s been Jack and Gordon 
for twenty-eight years, so when Jack 
decides to go it alone, it frightens the pants 
off ’em. I’ll show ’em I’ll show what I’m 
bloody made of. Here . . . what’s the 
matter with you? Your chin’s scraping the 
ground.
Hughie stares at Jack for a moment, 
suddenly moves into almost maniacal high 
spirits.
Hughie: Me? I’m all right. I’m fine. (Jum­
ping up.) Come on, show me that step 
again. What is it? (Dancing.) Tap, shuffle,
tap, shuffle, tap, shuffle . . .
Jack: No watch. Fike this. (They tap- 
dance.) Tap, Shuffle, tap, shuffle, tap, 
shuffle, tap. Faster. Ha ha. You’re getting 
it!
Hughie (dancing): No flies on this boy! 
Jack: Now your hands! (Banging his right 
arm against his hip.) Clap. And clap, shuf­
fle, clap, shuffle, clap, shuffle, clap. 
(Hughie is dancing, clapping his hands.) 
Faster!
Jack:
Hughie: And clap, shuffle, clap, shuffle, 
clap, shuffle, clap . . .
The dance becomes faster and more com­
plex as Hughie and Jack grow increasingly 
high-spirited — laughing, dancing round in 
circles and shouting encouragement to 
each other.
Hughie (still dancing): Music. Give me 
music!
Jack (dancing over to the record-player): 
Ha ha. We’ll do it to music.
Hughie: Tap, shuffle, clap, shuffle, shuffle, 
shuffle, shuffle, shuffle . . .
As Hughie dances, Jack turns on the 
record-player and selects a record sleeve 
displaying Winifred Atwell.
Jack: I'll put on some Winnie Atwell. 
Hughie (still dancing): Take it away, Win­
nie! (A 5 Hughie dances. Jack sets the 
record on the turntable, lowers the needle, 
recommences dancing.) And it’s — clap, 
shuffle, clap, clap, shuffle, shuffle, tap, 
shuffle, tap, shuffle, tap! Clap, clap . . . 
Suddenly, the voices o f Jack and Gordon 
as youths blare out from the record. 
Hughie stops dancing. Jack remains fixed. 
Gordon's Voice: Is it going yet?
Jack’s Voice: Course it’s going! Come on, 
the money’ll run out!
Gordon’s Voice: Aw, I can’t.
Jack’s Voice: Come on! Right — one, two 
three. (Singing.) “Aw, we ain’t got a barrel 
a money . . .”
Recovering himself, Jack lifts o ff the nee­
dle.
Hughie (amused): What was that?
Jack puts the record on the table and 
begins flicking through the stack o f LPs, 
looking for the record’s sleeve.
Jack: Just an old record — one a those do- 
it-yourself things.
Hughie: Aw, put it on!
Jack (evasively): You don't wanna hear 
that.
Hughie: Ah, go on. I'm interested!
Jack: Na.
Hughie (moving towards Jack): Come on. 
What’s this — modesty!
Jack: I'll find the Winnie Atwell.
Hughie [picking up the record): I’m going 
to hear this . . .
Jack: Put it down!
Jack snatches at the record.
Hughie [amused): What’s the matter with 
you!
Jack: I said to put it down!
They struggle over the record. It drops and 
breaks. Pause.
Jack [suddenly bitter): Best thing that 
could've happened to it.
Jack goes and picks up his drink. Pause. 
Hughie: Well, I’d . . . er . . . I’d better be 
off.
Jack [subdued): Yeah. I’ll see you Satur­
day.
Hughie: Yeah. [Pause.) Yeah. Well, be 
seeing you.
Hughie exits. Pause.
Jack [irritably, shouting): Ay, you forgot 
the bloody pizzas!
Sighs. Pause. Looks at the pieces o f 
broken record. Puts his glass on the table. 
Sits at the table in deep thought. He is 
thinking about Gordon and the possibility 
o f a reconciliation — his face registering 
sadness, loneliness, and bitterness. Absent- 
mindedly begins fitting the pieces o f 
broken record together like a jigsaw. 
Realises what he is doing and stops. Snorts 
irritably. Continues brooding, suddenly 
gets up, goes to the phone and dials a 
number.
Jack: Hallo? Is that Danny? . . . It’s your 
Uncle Jack here . . . Didn’t you? Well it’s a 
good few years since I saw you . . . How 
old are you now? . . . Listen, son, is Gor­
don, your Dad, there? . . . Aw. Will you 
give him a message from me? . . . Tell him 
. . . [Woundedpride begins to assert itself.) 
Tell him I'm rushed off m’feet with rehear­
sals at the minute, but if he wants to see me 
after the show I’m doing this Saturday 
night, I’m willing to talk . . . Yeah, that’s 
right — tell him to meet me at ten thirty — 
outside the main gates of the u n i. . . [With 
studied casualness.) Or if he wants, he can 
see the show. It starts at ten . . . Yeah . . . 
You got that? . . . Right . . . Don't forget, 
will you? . . .  Be seeing you, son.
Hangs up, stares at the phone, deep in 
thought. Blackout.
SCENE2
A moment o f silence. A pop record — o f 
the Tamla Motown type or suchlike
begins to play. In the darkness, the set is 
cleared and a scrim, constructed like two 
curtains is pulled across the stage in front 
o f the set. Coloured lights, gyrating with 
the music, are projected on to the scrim. 
Jack and Hughie enter stage-right in front 
o f the scrim, Hughie leading, showing the 
way. Jack wears the trousers and shirt o f 
the preceding scene plus a dinner-jacket 
and a large brightly coloured bow-tie — 
tied around his bare neck. He has put on a 
false red nose and a mop-like, yellow 
clown’s wig. In his right hand he carries a 
large, paper Jlower. His costume appears 
home-made, rough and ready. Jack and 
Hughie stop where the two parts o f  the 
scrim meet. Jack is nervous, Hughie devil- 
may-care.
Jack: Am I all right? Do I look all right? 
Hughie: Relax. You look terrific! 
Magnificent!
Hughie takes a quick peep through the 
crack in the scrim, withdraws, begins to 
dance to the music.
Jack [giving Hughie the flower): Here, 
take this. [Adjusts his wig, bow-tie. Hughie 
dances, incorporating the flower into his 
dance. Embarrassed.) Never played to a 
bunch a kids. Always played the clubs. 
Hughie [still dancing): Ah, you’ll kill 'em! 
You’ll be a sensation!
Pause.
Jack [irritably): Stop that, can’t y’.
Hughie [still dancing): Aw, come on! 
You’re not nervous! A professional like 
you!
Jack: Gimme that. [Snatches the flower, 
inspects it, muttering.) That’s all I need, 
lose my bloody props.
Music stops. Taped applause, cheers. 
Hughie stops dancing. The light-show 
stops, leaving the scrim dimly-lit from the 
front.
Hughie: Well, here we go. You ready?
Jack nods, petrified. Hughie winks broad­
ly, disappears through the curtains. A brief 
pause.
Hughie [through a microphone, over a 
burr o f crowd noise): And now . . .  (/I loud 
whine o f feed-back. Jack grimaces in an 
agony o f nerves. Jovial cat-calls, whistles, 
etc. from the crowd.) And now, folks, at 
great trouble and expense, we present the 
one and one-armed only — Jack Harvey! 
Jack pulls his shoulders back. Hughie 
comes through the “curtains", hands Jack 
a microphone. Jack, panicky and con­
fused, gives Hughie the flower, takes the 
microphone, and rushes through the cur­
tains. As Hughie looks in amused surprise 
at the flower, the lights change — to reveal 
Jack behind the scrim, his back to the 
theatre audience, poised and ready to 
begin his act. As Jack begins, Hughie 
shakes his head and laughs silently. Once 
Jack is a bar or two into his song and 
dance, Hughie, facing the theatre audience 
and holding the flower like a microphone, 
begins to mimic Jack’s routine, miming 
the song and dancing Jack's steps in time 
with him, so as to appear Jack’s reverse 
mirror-image.
Jack [singing): “All the nice boys love a 
sailor.” [Beginnings o f laughter in the
dance-hall crowd.) “All the nice boys love 
a tar.” [Laughter increases, Jack’s dance 
— and Hughie’s grows more bizarre, con­
fident.) “ For there’s something about a 
sailor. Well, you know what sailors are.” 
Jack, elated, continues the song and dance, 
going on to the second verse. Hughie does 
the same, though miming. The dance-hall 
crowd is in hysterics. During the last few  
bars, Sean, silent and furious appears in 
the front o f the scrim, stage left. Un­
noticed by Hughie, he watches him. As the 
song concludes, Hughie notices Sean. 
Hughie is delighted. They stare at each 
other.
Jack: Hallo, sailor!
Laughter.
Hughie: Hallo, stranger.
No response from Sean.
Jack: Been stuck on sailors since I was this 
high — oo, you are rude!
Laughter.
Sean [coldly): His partner's out there. He’s 
going to beat you up.
As Jack gives his next line, Hughie raises 
his eyebrows as i f  to say: “Is that so?" 
Suddenly holds out the flower in a comic 
placatory way.
Jack: That's what happened to my arm. 
Sean: Didn't you hear me? He’s looking 
for you — Gordon.
Jack: Every night I used to pray . . . 
Hughie: Come with me?
Jack: No it’s true! . . . Every night I used 
to pray . . .
Sean: Oh no. No more blackmail.
Jack: “ Please God, make me like 
Nelson.”
Long roar o f laughter. Sean begins to go, 
stops, astonished by the applause and 
laughter. Jack finishes his routine, unob­
trusively leaves the microphone behind 
the scrim and rushes through the scrim as 
taped applause and cheering begin. 
Simultaneously, the lighting changes so 
that the scrim appears solid and dimly-lit. 
Jack [to Sean): Ah ha! Ah ha! Did you see 
it! Did you see me! [To Hughie.) You 
bastard! You old bugger! Listen to it! 
Listen to 'em! I bloody killed ’em! I 
crucified ’em! Ha ha! [Dancing and 
singing.) All the nice boys! . . . Even forgot 
me bloody flower! [Throws flower down.) 
Ha! Did you see it! Did you see it! Did you 
see it when I said, “ Please God, make me 
like Nelson” ! [Unnoticed by Jack, Gordon 
appears stage right. Crowd noises have 
ceased completely and the stage is brightly 
lit.) Ha! Stone me blind, I massacred ’em! 
1 fucking massacred ’em! [Jack stops, 
noticing Hughie’s reaction to Gordon. 
Jack turns, sees Gordon, rushes over to 
him full o f  goodwill, almost tenderness.) 
Gordon! Ay, Gordon, did you see it! Did 
y’! [Looks away. To himself, smiling, yet 
almost tearful with gratitude.) Ah . . . ! 
I’ve still got it. Jesus Christ, I’ve still got it. 
[Laughs to himself. Gradually realises the 
others are silently staring at each other.) 
Well what’s the matter with you? 
[Affectionately punches Hughie on the 
shoulder.) Hughie!
Hughie makes no response. Jack looks 
from Hughie to Gordon and back to 
Hughie. Begins to panic.
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Gordon: He’s a poof. He set you up. 
They’re all poofs out there. They laughed 
’cos they thought you were some half- 
cracked old queen. (Jack is thunderstruck, 
suspects Gordon is lying. Pause.) Well, ask 
him, go on. Ask him whether it’s true.
Jack turns to Hughie. Pause.
Hughie: It’s true. But so what? I got what I 
wanted; you got what you wanted. You 
said yourself you slayed them.
Pause.
Gordon (moving as if  to hit Hughie): You 
bastard!
Jack (furiously, hurling himself against 
Gordon): You touch him and I’ll . . .  I 
don’t need you to fight my bloody 
battles¡(/Yiw.s'c. Turns to Hughie.) And 
you. Aw you . . . (Stops, pulls o ff the wig 
and the false nose, throws them on the 
stage.)
Pause.
Gordon: Come on, I’ll run you home.
Jack: Stay away from me.
Pause.
Gordon: Jack, this is nothing; forget it. 
Just a crowd of kids, bunch of bloody 
queers. (To Hughie.) S’pose you’re happy 
now. Made your day, you little bastard. 
Hughie: Aw, Gordon, you’re such a hero, 
such a good mate.
Gordon: Don’t push me.
Gordon stares furiously at Hughie, turns 
back to Jack.
Gordon: Jack. Look. Next week I’ve got a 
date. The big one. Curly’s coming, and 
he’s bringing some mates, fellas from the 
show. If it goes off all right, it’s the con­
tract with Curly, for TV. I can get you on 
at the club, easy, so they can see you, see 
your work. You could even do that . . . 
that stripper routine. (Pause. Jack nods his 
head bitterly.) Jack, it’s all I can do. (No 
response. Angrily.) Well, what else you 
gonna do? Spend the rest of your life play­
ing drag queen to little poofs?
Pause.
Jack: Maybe I’d just prefer that — to 
working with you.
Pause. Jack begins to go off.
Hughie (amused): I tell you what: you’d 
make a fortune.
Jack pauses for an instant, goes. Gordon 
stares after him.
Hughie: Well, you win some, you lose 
some.
Gordon: Aw, you’re one hell of a sm art. . . 
Hughie: Aw, come now . . .
Turns to Sean, silently pleads with him. 
Gordon: Aw yeah, you’re happy now. You 
poof. Made your bloody day. Destroying a 
defenceless old cripple . . .
Getting no response from Sean, Hughie 
begins to walk away, past Gordon.
Hughie: Don’t give me that, sweetheart. 
I’m not the one who walked out on him. 
I’m not the one who ditched him after 
twenty-eight years.
Gordon punches Hughie in the face. 
Hughie reels back, hand to his face. His 
nose begins to bleed.
Gordon goes o ff after Jack. Lights grow 
gradually colder and dimmer. Hughie 
stands motionless for a moment. Wipes 
blood from his upper lip, inspects the 
blood. Grows thoughtful, depressed.
Sean (coldly): Are you all right?
Hughie looks up, looks away.
Hughie (subdued): Not really, but I’ll 
recover.
Sean: D’you want a doctor?
Hughie shakes his head. Light is gradually 
fading. Hughie turns, looks wearily and 
questioningly at Sean. Pause. Sean turns, 
begins to go.
Sean: Well . . .
Hughie: Sean!
Sean stops. Sighs. Pause. Turns to face 
Hughie.
Hughie: Are you staying with Sam?
Sean: Yes.
Hughie: I was thinking, if I got a job, I 
could support you. Leave you free to do 
the MA.
Sean: You wouldn’t be any different, 
Hughie.
Hughie (still subdued): Well. I might have 
a broken nose.
They stare at each other. Blackout.
Gordon, in a follow-spot, apears on the 
other side o f  the stage, carrying a 
microphone and singing “Side by Side’’. 
Gordon: Thank you! Thank you very 
much, thank you! (Holds his hand up for 
silence.) Ladies and gentlemen, a lot of you 
will have recognised that song. It belongs 
to a very special bloke — a mate of mine. 
Ladies and gentlemen, I present the one 
and only Jack Harvey!
Jack enters through the doorway slightly 
drunk. Gordon leads the taped applause. 
Jack: Good evening, good evening, one 
and all.
Gordon: ’Ow y’goin’ mate, all right?
Jack: I’m right. Right as rain.
Gordon: Well, I’m gonna leave you to it, 
Jack.
Jack: Good on y’! Let’s have a big hand 
for Gordon Dobbs! (Gordon grins to 
audience.) Well, come on! Give him a clap 
— not give him the clap, dear. Stone me! 
Where d’you think yous are — the Opera 
House! (Jack urges the audience to 
applaud, Gordon slaps Jack on the back 
and runs off. Jack watches him go.) Yeah, 
he’s a good bloke, Gordon. A good bloke. 
It’s a big night for Gordon tonight, you 
know. A — very — big — night. Why? 
You ask me why? Because here in this very 
audience there are — talent scouts. My 
oath! Now, the next question you ask 
youself is: “ Why are there talent scouts?” 
Why are there talent scouts? Because, if 
this show goes all right, good old Gordon 
gets a TV contract. So let’s hear it for Gor­
don! A big hand for Gordon Dobbs! Come 
on, if you don’t wanna give him a hand, 
how about me! I could do with a hand, 
couldn’t I, dear! I could do with one! (The 
atmosphere grows uncomfortable. Jack 
stares round at the audience.) All right 
then; you don’t wanna clap? You don’t 
wanna clap. Your decision, an’ I wouldn’t 
wanna force you. None a you. Fuck you. 
That’s like the one about the vicar with 
three daughters, Faith, Hope and Charity. 
He ended up on an incest charge, ’cos 
charity begins at home. See, Gordon said 
to me, “Jack,” he said, “Jack, I want you 
to be in on this. I want you to be in on 
this.” Now, I dunno why. No point in ask­
ing me why. Because Gordon thinks I’m a 
no-hoper. You know that? A no-fuckin’- 
hoper. What he forgot was, I don’t take 
that. I don’t take that from anyone. 
(Looks up at the lighting-box, giggles. ) Sil­
ly bugger up there doesn’t know what to 
do. Go on! Black me out, I dare y’. Ah, 
dear. Na, but Gordon didn’t like being a 
poofter in our act, y’see. He thought . . . 
(Giggles.) He thought it wasn’t good 
enough for him. Thought it was (Screwing 
up his eyes and grinning at the audience.), 
thought it was a bit — too — blue. So he 
chucked it in. Chucked me in. (Giggles.) 
Pause. Gordon hovers at the doorway. 
Gordon: Jack, come on . . .
Jack: It’s Gordon. Let’s hear it for Gor­
don! Gordon’s who’s frightened of acting 
like a poof! (Pleasantly.) I warned you, 
didn’t I! You don’t play funny buggers 
with me, mate!
Gordon attempts to grab the microphone. 
Gordon: Jack!
Jack (to audience): Yeah. You know. I did 
a show for some poofs. For a little bastard 
who turned out to be a poof. (Smiles grim­
ly round at audience. Gordon comes 
forward and grabs the microphone. Jack 
struggles. Viciously.) An’ a course, Gor­
don couldn’t stay out of it. Could y’! Ah 
no, Gordon had to stick his bloody nose in, 
he had to fight my bloody battles. (Jack 
struggles free.) Him and his wife and 
(Looking at a man in the audience.) his 
bloody mate Curly Mason! (House lights 
go up.) That’s right, mate! You try and get 
me off!
Jack: You try and get me outa the way! 
That’s what they all do, don’t worry! (Gor­
don has dropped back.) You know what 
it’s like not be able to write your own 
name! You know what that’s like! To get a 
big contract and sign your name like a ten- 
year-old child! (A tape o f a three-piece 
band briskly playing “When You're 
Smiling’’ begins.) That’s right! Cut me off! 
That’s what you do to a professional! (To 
audience.) You bastards! I’ll stone you 
dead! I’ll slay you! I’ll massacre you! I’ll 
fucking massacre you!
Blackout. Silence.
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A director’
Noel Coward once said, “Never complain, 
never explain” or words to that effect. It is 
an adage that I have tended to remember, 
particularly when I am on the brink of go­
ing into print. When a production is work­
ing well, a chemistry often develops 
between director and cast. It is close and 
indefinable. I suppose it is based on a 
mutual respect, pleasure and trust. To go 
into print describing the intimate details of 
that chemistry seems like a betrayal of that 
trust. It probably is not; but it feels as 
though it is.
A theatre casebook is usually objectively 
written by a third person: a spectator out­
side the theatre of conflict. It is a surprise, 
then, to be writing one's own. How can I 
be objective? I cannot; so I won’t try!
HISTORY
My first encounter with The Fall Guy goes 
back to the 1976 Canberra Playwrights’ 
Conference, in which I was involved as one 
of the three directors publicly workshop­
ping new texts. The play was given a public 
reading only. It was not workshopped. It 
should have been. Nonetheless, I feel sure 
that the play would not have received a 
production, or at least not as readily or as 
soon, had it not been uncovered by the con­
ference. Theatre Board (Australia Coun­
cil) take note!
When I first heard the play, I recognised 
its (then) unrealised potential. I liked its 
guts and humour. I was particularly pleas­
ed when John Sumner asked me to direct
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returned to the theatre to direct The 
Crossing o f Niagara, again for the Mel­
bourne Theatre Company.
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a free-lance director in both Melbourne 
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Jack Hibberd’s A Toast to Melba for the 
Old Tote Theatre Company, followed by 
his own adaptations Arden and The Game 
o f Love and Chance for the Melbourne 
Theatre Company. He has just finished 
directing The Fall Guy in Melbourne and 
is currently working on a production of 
Wild Oats to be staged in the York 
Theatre of the Seymour Centre for the Old 
Tote in June. After that, he returns to 
Melbourne to direct David Rudkin’s 
Ashes.
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has had two plays performed in Melbourne 
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the play for the MTC, for I consider that 
over recent years that company has dis­
played an impressive record in uncovering 
new Australian playwrights and premier­
ing new Australian plays. I was delighted, 
too, because the play seemed to offer me a 
strong contrast to the work I had recently 
been directing (for example, my own adap­
tations of the classics, Arden o f Faversham 
and Marivaux’s The Game o f  Love and 
Chance). I relished the idea of working in 
depth with a small cast on a new play with 
an abrasively Australian setting.
CASTING
With The Fall Guy I felt that I already had 
some notion of the characters I was deal­
ing with: Jack, the embittered, bigoted, 
self-pitying, aggressive and loud-mouthed 
drunken refugee from the fast disappear­
ing world of vaudeville; Gordon, his ap­
parently henpecked, possibly saner, 
probably bigoted partner for 28 years; 
Hughie, the high-energy, cynical, vulgar, 
exhibitionist counterpart to Jack in a gay 
duo; and Sean, his quietly understated, 
“civilised” homosexual partner.
I first decided that Norman Kaye should 
play Jack. His was the original reading of 
the part in Canberra. I had sensed his un­
derstanding (even then) of the comic and 
tragic dimensions of the character and his 
own aggressive energy as a performer. 
Stephen Oldfield would take Sean. He had 
originally played the boy for me in Equus 
and I knew that he had a presence and
stillness on stage which could silently 
speak between the lines of the text. Un­
consciously, of course, I was already 
beginning to compensate for weaknesses in 
the writing of Sean, which became more 
apparent in rehearsal.
I found the other two characters more 
difficult to cast. Eventually I selected Mer- 
vyn Drake. He had a quality which I 
regarded as indispensable for anyone to 
play Hughie: an intense passion as an actor 
and a restless physicality on stage. It is 
that quality (shaped and developed in 
rehearsal) which has gained him such out­
standing notices for his performance. Gor­
don was the last and trickiest to cast, 
perhaps because he is the least specifically 
characterised in the script. I needed an ac­
tor who could, in performance, be physi­
cally threatening (“ the bruiser” Jack refers 
to) or warmly charming. Someone with 
song-and-dance experience would not 
come amiss, I thought. I found such an ac­
tor in Terry Donovan.
DESIGN
I made a conscious decision to design the 
play as well as to direct it. I wanted to keep 
the whole ensemble small (after all, it was 
a very small cast to begin with). By design­
ing and directing I could keep a totality of 
concept and also change the design im­
mediately and painlessly to accommodate 
what the actors discovered in rehearsal. I 
often think that we work back-to-front in 
that regard. The design should ideally
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‘Healthy mutual self-criticism and challenging of each other’s ideas’
emerge after a long rehearsal process, not 
be cut and dried before that process begins. 
But the conveyor-belt rolls on . . . Time 
and money seldom permit such creative 
luxuries.
Although the play contains naturalistic 
scenes, it is not in, and of, itself, 
naturalistic. I wanted no detailed and ex­
tensive naturalism in the set: merely a 
suggestion here and there in an otherwise 
empty space. I am tired of elaborate and 
expensive sets. As a director I now incline 
much more towards the empty stage and 
the bare board on which actors are 
creatively sculptured out of light and then 
left alone to play their part.
It was not surprising, therefore, that the 
set for The Fall Guy emerged as skeletal, 
even cryptic.
RESERVATIONS AND 
RE-WRITING
From the first time that I heard the play 
read in Canberra, I held certain reser­
vations. In particular, the characters of 
Sean and Gordon seemed too un­
derwritten. At times they were mere 
“ feeds” to the comedy of Jack and 
Hughie. Similarly, the end of the play, 
from the beginning of the scene at the gay 
dance, was, for various reasons, un­
satisfactory. In the altered draft which I 
subsequently read at the MTC, various 
cuts and additions had been made, in par­
ticular to the end of the play. I still, 
however, found the latter weak — and un­
workable in its new form.
This second draft had the Hughie/Gor­
don brawl and the Hughie/Sean confron­
tation occurring simultaneously with 
Jack’s gay-dance routine. More than 
anything, I was afraid that the divided 
focus would confuse the audience’s atten­
tion. I discussed the problem with the 
playwright, who then provided me with a 
third draft in which the various events at 
the end of the play occurred sequentially 
rather than simultaneously. It was a mark­
ed improvement, but I still had misgivings. 
Ultimately I decided to go into rehearsal 
with this third draft and to see what 
developed when the actors began to work 
on it.
REHEARSAL
The following is taken practically verbatim 
from my notes made during the rehearsal 
process.
DAY 1: Monday, 28 February 1977. 
Production meeting in the morning. I ask 
for follow spots in performance to create 
feeling of vaudeville and club acts and 
fluorescent-strip lighting over stage to con­
trast and give depressed air to interior 
scenes. I stress need to keep options open 
(particularly staging of last scenes) while 
actors discover script in rehearsal.
First read-through in afternoon, follow­
ed by discussion (playwright present). 
High level of enthusiasm all round and 
some good ideas floated. We begin to taste 
atmosphere of the play. Good start.
DAY 2: Tuesday, l March. Terry un­
available for rehearsal, so we start with
central pub scene. Good scene to take at 
random because we immediately discover 
character. I stress don’t want to “block” 
anything yet. Let’s just move through play 
and find out. Tackle sub-text and see what 
it suggests. Mervyn and Stephen take to 
dialogue immediately and spontaneously. 
Search for motives and reasons goes sur­
prisingly deep. Character pegs already 
emerging. Whole day goes much further 
than I expected so soon.
DAY 3: Wednesday, 2 March. Same 
process continues on last and first scenes of 
Act I. Slow, discursive movement through 
scenes. No attempt at shape. Agree to 
defer opening stand-up comedy routine un­
til Jon Finlayson has choreographed 
dances (delighted to discover he’s doing it), 
thereby giving it a context. Norman mak­
ing great headway into Jack’s drunkenness 
and crudity. We also recognise Jack’s 
vulnerability. Latent violence and aggres­
sion in all characters emerging and dis­
cussed. Energy and enthusiasm high. All 
looks promising.
DAY 4: Thursday, 3 March. We tackle 
long opening scene of Act II, moving slow­
ly, talking a lot, throwing up ideas. We run 
(amble!) through whole play up to end of 
Act II, Scene 1. Discuss glimmerings of 
overall shape and overall character 
development. We have peeled a number of 
layers off the text, probed motivation, ex­
posed what characters really saying to 
each other, identified where light and 
shade will be ultimately necessary in mood 
and pace. Agreement that script is ex­
cessively peppered with stage directions; 
they tie it down too much at this stage.
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Must sort out the fundamental from the 
fanciful.
DAY 5: Friday, 4 March. We extensively 
explore the last q uarte r of play. 
Unanimous feeling that gay scene lets play 
down. Up to that point everyone fairly 
enthusiastic about dialogue, characterisa­
tion and humour in play. From that point 
on, a feeling that the script changes style, 
becomes more filmic, even surrealistic. 
Too terse, too cryptic. Not convincing any 
more. Long discussion follows. We ex­
amine alternatives. Wouldn’t it make more 
sense if Jack was not cat-called off the 
stage by gay audience, but accepted, even 
applauded? What effect would it have on 
Jack? On the other characters? Only the 
playwright can answer that. We decide to 
return to working in detail on earlier parts 
of play while I contact the playwright 
regarding the last quarter.
DAYS 6-9: 7 to 10 March. We work in­
tensively on Act I and Act II, Scene 1. As 
character strongly emerges, so we make 
joint decisions on costume. (This is better 
than putting the cart before the horse). The 
dances are slowly (painfully at First) 
choreographed. This permits stand-up 
routine to be roughly worked. I am 
reminded of my own experience of playing 
pubs and workingmen’s clubs in England. 
Plans made to have Mervyn (an ac­
complished painist) put down on tape, in a 
studio, piano versions of the two songs.
A lot of hard work is done scene by 
scene, day by day. Progress slow but sure. 
I sense actors’ problem of not knowing 
final outcome of the play: hence a loss of 
direction. No light to be seen at the end of 
the tunnel. But still a reassuring ensemble 
feel to everything. Healthy mutual self- 
criticism and challenging of each other’s 
ideas. Mine too. Pub scene in particular 
takes on extraordinary natural air: slice of 
life where nothing is too significant or 
pointed. I know it’s boringly slow and un- 
dramatic (wouldn’t hold an audience), but 
it’s the right feel at this stage.
DAY 10: Friday, 11 March. Morning: 
Playwright flies from Sydney and joins us 
in rehearsal. We run (stagger) through all 
that we have rehearsed so far. We dissect 
and discuss it.
Afternoon: We sit down and discuss, for 
several hours, the problems of the last 
quarter of the play. We explain to 
playwright our misgivings and criticisms; 
she explains hers. Could Jack be applaud­
ed by the gay audience? Playwright resists 
the idea. Very negative at First. We try 
com prom ise . My w orry (and the 
playwright’s) is that it might become 
another play: a different play. The 
problem, it seems to me, must be solved 
within the parameters already established 
by the text. Gradually we all collectively 
feel our way towards the truth.
It’s exhausting, but immensely produc­
tive. I t’s then that I ’m glad we’ve 
developed such an ensemble in the past two 
weeks. Everyone retires worn out but not 
defeated.
DAY 11: Monday, 14 March. The half­
way m ark in rehearsal tim e. The 
playwright today provides us with another 
ending. We move, test and discuss it. It 
seems to work and overcomes most of our 
problems. Involves use of scrim (an idea 
suggested by one of the actors last Friday). 
I’m not keen on resolving a fundamental 
writing problem by production gimmicks, 
but at least it helps control focus of atten­
tion and provides chance for continuous 
action (rather than jerky, inter-cut scenes 
to tie up loose ends as in previous draft). 
DAYS 12 and 13: 15 and 16 March. We 
are now able to look closely at Jack’s Final 
monologue to the audience. This has 
remained largely unchanged from begin­
ning of rehearsal but left un-rehearsed 
because it arises out of events of gay scene. 
We discuss content and intention. Does 
Jack simply break down or is it a 
premeditated act?
DAYS 14 and 15: 17 and 18 March. In 
rehearsal, the resolution of Sean/Hughie
relationship strikes false note with me and 
the actors. They Find it awkward. We 
question the playwright. Is the audience to 
think the relationship will break up or 
continue at the end of the play? The play­
wright wants it to be ambiguous. Seems to 
me that if they exist together after their 
final line there is no ambiguity: we assume 
they stay together, if only briefly. I ask the 
playwright to think about it over the 
weekend.
Sunday, 20 March. Private recollection in 
tranquility: Three quarters of the rehearsal 
period has now gone. From making excep­
tionally fast progress at the beginning of 
rehearsal, we have now regressed to a 
snail’s pace. I feel restless and preoc­
cupied. We’re not as far advanced as we 
should be at this stage. Is it that so many 
changes and counter-changes in script and 
action have disoriented the actors? 
Nothing solid to hang on to? Outstanding 
problems must be resolved quickly now, 
and irrevocably, if we are to be ready for 
an audience in a week. The process of leav­
ing options open must now change to shut­
ting and bolting the doors. I decide on a 
radical change of direction, starting 
tomorrow.
DAY 16: M onday 21 March. The 
playwright gives us a fresh version of the 
Sean/Hughie sequence which involkes 
mention of Sam (with Myra, one of the 
two powerful off-stage characters of the 
play). After brief discussion, it is im­
plemented. It incorporates suggestions 
made by the actors. I ask the playwright to 
desert us until the following Friday so that 
we can forget, temporarily, about script 
and re-writes, and concentrate on winding 
up the performances to a public level.
We begin with a straight run-through. 
That immediately identifies where we are 
going wrong. We are too consciously stop­
ping to register the “signiFicances” of the 
script we have so carefully distilled. Pauses 
have become too indulgent. They are 
holding back the pace. The heavier aspects
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of the play are weighing us down; the irony 
and humour have all but gone. With them 
the lightness and shade. Everyone is play­
ing on one continuous note. No major and 
minor themes: no change of mood.
As technical exercise, I ask the actors to 
conduct a run-through at breakneck speed. 
“Just play the lines,” I say. “ Don’t stop to 
think about what it means.” The exercise 
almost works. It is thwarted only by the 
depressing atmosphere of working-lights 
and the yawning chasm of an empty stage 
where the voices boom up into the roof and 
are lost. It shows us how much the scenes 
can crackle when given attack and speed. 
The inescapable pauses immediately 
provide us with our changes of mood.
DAY 17: Tuesday, 22 March. Back in the 
rehearsal room, I begin at the top of the 
play and slowly move through it, restoring 
and developing the comedy and lightness. 
Instead of shouting lines at each other, the 
characters use the same lines to joke at 
each other's expense. Immediately we have 
potential audience laughter while retaining 
the significance of the jibes. Comedy is not 
frivolous but the most serious way human 
beings have of saying anything. I ask Mer- 
vyn to play a whole scene as though it were 
throw-away, laconic drawing-room com­
edy. The exercise works immediately: it is 
very funny, but also eminently easy to 
listen to. When actors continually shout, it 
is not easy to listen. The exercise points the 
way to what is now becoming a radical 
change of direction. Underplaying 
becomes the keynote. Suddenly, as a 
result, what each character says becomes 
clearer, more genuine and thus more 
“significant” in the true sense.
Similarly, I ask Norman to experiment 
with various levels of drunkenness for 
Jack. How drunk can be become without 
boring us or losing his own articulation as 
an actor?
DAYS 18 and 19: 23 and 24 March. The 
process goes on. Now it is a race against 
the clock. Will I have enough time to 
revise all the play in this fashion with the 
actors?
We ta k e  a n o th e r  lo o k  a t the  
Sean/Hughie final scene and make some 
alterations and minor cuts.
I stress to the actors that, from a 
technical point of view, they should always 
try to tag emotional reaction and verbal 
response together. To react, and then say 
the line, takes longer and produces more 
pauses. That in turn drags down the pace 
etc.
DAY 20: Friday 25 March. Despite 
sudden change in direction of past week, I 
sense that we all feel as though we’ve now 
finally emerged from that dark and 
irksome tunnel into the sunlight.
DAY 21: Saturday, 26 March. Final run- 
through. At the risk of mixing my 
metaphors, I feel as though we might have 
now turned into the home-straight. 
Production weekend. Over the weekend 
the production is helped, in particular, by a 
very astute understanding of the play’s 
needs and a creative lighting plot by the 
MTC’s lighting designer, Jamie Lewis.
Tuesday, 29 March. The production gets 
an enthusiastic response from its first 
public showing. They are a preview 
audience. I have asked the actors to play it 
tight and fast, relying on their own energy 
and adrenalin to push the evening through. 
They are surprised by the frequent 
laughter and don't have time to stop for it. 
Wednesday, 30 March. Post-mortem on 
the previous evening’s performance. Our 
change of direction in the past week has 
borne fruit. Go into the second preview 
performance relaxed and more detached. I 
say “ Play for every ounce of comedy that 
is legitimately yours, even at the risk of 
losing pace. Re-discover the play’s 
moments through performance tonight.”
They do so and, although slower, the 
production receives a much bigger and 
more postive response.
Thursday, 31 March. Tonight we officially 
open the play. The two previews have 
taught us a lot: we need a balance between 
tight and light playing and being confident 
enough to stop and enjoy the comedy, en­
tice the audience and firmly feel the 
dramatic moments, without losing pace 
and energy.
It’s the half-hour call and I feel that my 
job as a surrogate audience is now almost 
over . . . But the first performance is really 
only the beginning.
If we are to believe the criticis, our peers 
and the public, it seems the final product 
on stage worked exceptionally well. But I 
personally believe that there are still flaws 
in the script. The characters of Sean and 
Gordon are underwritten; they are only 
convenient adjuncts to the protagonists. 
The gay-dance and aftermath scenes are 
still insufficiently resolved within the terms 
established by the earlier part of the play. I 
am also inclined to think the actual 
homosexual relationship is too sketchy and 
implausible. The play was made to work 
for those people who performed in that 
production at that time. A group of 
dedicated actors overcame their problems 
with humour and resourcefulness.
The script is strong in its dialogue and 
vitality. It shows a playwright who is inex­
perienced but who has undoubted talent 
and promise. It would be a pity if such 
qualities were left unfulfilled. It would 
further be a pity if the playwright did not 
re-write the last 15 minutes of the play.
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Two hearty cheers 
for an exuberant 
QTC production
THE LAST OFTHE 
KNUCKLEMEN_________________
RICHARD FOTHERINGHAM
The Last o f the Knucklemen by John Powers. 
Queensland Theatre Company on tour. Opened 
Brisbane 22 June 1977. D irector, Joe 
MacColum; designer, Peter Cooke; stage 
manager, David Gration.
Mad Dog, Phil Moye; Horse, Johnny Johnstone; 
Pansy, Russell Newman; Tassie, David Clendin- 
ning; Tom, Peter Kowitz; Monk, Bruce Parr; 
Methuselah, Douglas Hedge; Tarzan, Don 
Crosby; Carl, Ron Layne; Understudy: Warren 
Meacham.
Hi folks! Welcome to the Wild West, 
where the craggy William Holden features 
of Don Crosby represent the ageing tin 
star, where his unruly deputies could fill a 
Grand Canyon with empty beer cans, and 
where a man’s donk is as big and as 
dangerous as a thirsty dingo. With 
Sylvester Stallions as the new scrapper
who’s out to depose the sheriff, and a 
cameo appearance by Bruce Lee who 
paralyses Sylvester with a neat karate 
chop, saves the day for old W.H., and 
takes the first plane out of town when the 
deputies find out about his big payroll job. 
Don’t miss The Last o f the Knucklemen, 
on tour throughout Queensland and then 
playing in Brisbane (rated R for lan­
guage).
There’s a serious point to that flippant 
opening. Knucklemen is a play by John 
Powers (presumably based on his own ex­
periences, since the character of Monk has 
similarities with his biographical note) set 
in the barracks of a mining camp in the 
north-west of Western Australia. Nine 
men, no women. The plot works towards a 
resolution which is pleasurably silly and 
along the lines of my first paragraph, but 
along the way it manages to make a 
number of deeper thrusts into the psy­
chology of Australian men-without- 
women. It’s been given an exuberant 
production by the QTC, which I saw in 
Gympie at the start of its country tour. 
The loud guffaws around me in the 
audience of 60 were exclusively male, and 
it’s the sort of play that needs incisive 
feminist criticism to give a necessary 
counter-balance to its indulgence of the
Australian male myths which such a milieu 
invoke. Such a point of view might well 
dismiss the play as the sublimated 
behaviour of adolescent cock-measurers. 
As one who has worked in such camps and 
who now spends much of the year perfor­
ming plays in them, I’d like, however, to 
pursue a different line of criticism by look­
ing at the play in the light of a reality I 
know.
Knucklemen, looked at from my subjec­
tive point of view, is not one play but 
many. The first act is realistic; delineating 
eight men who've chosen this life and mak­
ing shrewd comments on their reasons. 
The second act consists of three short 
scenes, at least the first two of which are 
puzzlingly irrelevant to the progress of the 
story. The play seemed to be moving 
towards an episodic scenes-from-the-lives- 
of narrative. But in the final act the 
characters are blown up to the mythical 
hero and villain proportions of my opening 
paragraph.
However, there is purpose in such 
methods. In retrospect, the second act 
which I found confusing was clearly in­
tended to involve us with the characters by 
enlarging on their lives, feelings and 
opinions in those shorter more intimate 
scenes, thus engaging our sympathies and
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blowing up the characters to epic propor­
tions. It’s a technique I'd question, for it 
all too successfully subverts the attitude of 
critical inquiry which any study of 
Australian men in this day and age ought 
to be encouraging. Needless to say, I found 
the first act the most exciting. It’s ground­
ed firmly in observable reality, and Powers 
knows that there are important reasons 
why these eight men are together in a 
remote part of the world — reasons which 
have nothing to do with big money or love 
of the outdoor life. When I worked in such 
places, my compatriots were petty crims, 
small-town boys who’d skipped the 
shotgun wedding, failed farmers. The old 
Australian myth — the rich get richer and 
the poor go mining — is long dead. 
Nowadays the transnationals get richer 
and the poor either toady to them (and get 
a little up the scale) or stay in town and 
lose their jobs. The men in Knucklemen 
are not free, and the one setting through­
out the play reinforces the idea of the 
barracks as a cage, the last refuge of men 
on the run from society and from 
themselves. There is no black man present, 
but otherwise Powers’s eight workers are a 
representative sample of such men. We see 
them drinking, playing poker and chiacking 
one another; and the hierarchy of power 
(mostly fist-power) is cleverly laid out 
before us. By the first interval we were 
chuckling steadily at their antics. It was, 
however, something of a surprise to me to 
sit down to the second and third acts and 
find that we were supposed to love them.
Joe MacColum's production for the 
QTC succeeds in drawing strong char­
acterisations from most of the actors, 
and it moves briskly and confidently in the 
first and third acts. TV has made us all 
more critical of “ stage” effects, and some 
coarse make-up and occasionally over­
theatrical dramatics were flaws which will 
no longer be flaws when the production has 
to cope with the larger SGIO Theatre. No 
one seems to have solved the problem of 
effective lighting on a touring act in any 
Arts Council production I’ve ever seen, 
and this was no exception, with the 
margins of the stage very gloomy indeed. 
Again, less variable stage conditions 
should minimise this.
The production seems to recognise the 
shift in style from reality to myth, and 
after a sparse, direct opening, the scenes of 
the second act are linked by music which, 
as well as covering the time lapses, gives 
a slightly ethereal atmosphere to the 
ensuing events. The effect was that of a 
piano accordion being played at a distance, 
and had both mythical and historical 
overtones. I ’m not sure it was an 
altogether successful device — its 
introduction comes as a shock after the 
raucousness of the action — but certainly 
by the third act the play had successfully 
made the transition to this larger-than-life 
conclusion, which was ridiculous only in 
retrospect.
Everyone, says Renoir in his film The 
Rules o f the Game, has his reasons. The 
best of the recent Australian dramatic 
writings have been illustrations of that
point, whether it be miners, tertiary lec­
turers, or Chidley. But the weakness in 
most of even the best of that best has been 
the inability to represent a pluralistic 
social perspective: to go beyond the con­
flict of reasons within the narrow circle of 
the principal characters to the larger 
conflicts with the world in general. In 
Knucklemen, the minor characters of Mad 
Dog and Tassie faintly suggest other lives 
and other values, but they remain minor 
and acquiescent to the play at large. And 
so in the end Powers succumbs to un­
critical character celebration and a well- 
made resolution, and what looked like 
being a masterpiece finished up as a 
better-than-average Come-In-Spinner 
yarn. Two hearty cheers nevertheless, and 
(to return to my filmic metaphor) three 
stars out of four.
A play that is 
‘unspeakably morbid 
and sentimental 
by turns’
ABELARD AND HELOISE__________
WtBBBHBSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
DON BATCHELOR
Abelard and Heloise by Ronald Miller. 
Brisbane Arts Theatre, Brisbane. Opened 19 
May 1977. Director, Ian Thomson; lighting 
design, Simon Brown; costume design, Jeff 
Hayes.
Peter Abelard, Ian Grealy; Heloise, Toni 
Pankhurst; Alain, Simon Hamlyn-Harris; 
Gerard, David Robinson; Phillipe, Michael 
Schodel; Pierre de Montrossier, Steve Philip; 
Guibert, Brian Brandenburg; Gilles de Vannes, 
Jeff Hayes; Jehan, Alex Kormandy; Fulbert, 
George Roberts; Alys, Robyn Fowler; Abbess of 
Argenteuil, Desoree Taylor; Sister Godric, 
Dorothy Bucknell; Alberic of Rheims, Patrick 
Power; Bernard of Clairvaux, Gus Guthrie; 
Denise, Gerowyn Harding-Smith; Hugh, David 
Robinson; Nuns, Jan Goebel, Janet Haseler, 
Lynette Kelso, Debbie Kerridge, Jacky Lewis, 
Andree Poulter, Susan Richards.
The impact as one entered the Brisbane 
Arts Theatre auditorium was a good one. 
On the stage, the setting was dark and 
forbidding — a series of angular slab walls 
jutting hard into the acting area with a 
raised ambulatory at the back. On such a 
dinky stage (the opening can be little more 
than 16 feet), the irregular spaces cleverly 
suggested the interior of those lesser 
medieval clerical establishments which 
must have subdued the flesh every bit as 
successfully as the gothic cathedrals 
elevated the spirit.
The effect was properly spare and cold, 
and set-pieces (tables, chairs, a bed and lit­
tle else) enhanced the primitive, functional 
feeling throughout.
Then the lights went down, and a cluster 
of minor technical fumbles jarred the 
opening, as they were to mar the perfor­
mance from time to time thereafter. I 
learned later that there was one re­
calcitrant dimmer causing a flutter in the 
lights; but this did not explain some ex­
ceedingly intensive lighting fades which cut 
across the mood on many occasions, nor 
did it justify some abominable switching of 
sound from speaker to speaker, or two un­
plotted blasts of music that intruded 
momentarily on the action. (This was not,
I might add, an opening night).
All this took its toll on a show that re­
quires a clearly established and well- 
sustained period atmosphere. The director, 
Ian Thomson, had gone a long way in this. 
(It is interesting to remark, by the way, 
how many historical plays he has chosen to 
do in recent years.) Specially effective was 
his handling of a brooding “ chorus” of 
monks and nuns who hovered in the 
background of almost every scene. They 
were as insidiously intrusive as the in­
fluence of Mother Church must have been 
in the Middle Ages.
Two things, however, seemed at 
variance with the necessary severity. One 
was the music. While dramatically ap­
propriate, it was a rag-bag selection from 
different periods — even this century — 
and occasionally grandly orchestrated, so 
that it worked against the atmosphere of 
austerity. The same can be said of the 
vibrant, Reckitt’s-blue and lolly-green 
light which alternately flooded the eye.
The costumes, on the whole, were well- 
conceived and made, though there was a 
garish moment when one character in 
mardi-gras red and another in bright-blue 
were backed by the lolly-green light. 
Generally, the gear was not lived-in. The 
monks and nuns sometimes looked more 
like refugees from a musical comedy 
chorus-line than individuals.
In the end, it was the performances 
which did not measure up to the demands. 
The responsibility for this lies partly with 
the director and partly with the actors. 
They simply failed to realise the momen­
tous and legendary passion of the two 
lovers, which should be archetypal not 
average. Nor did the surrounding 
characters do more than suggest the terri­
ble enormity of the sexually repressive 
society to which they fell victim.
For all this, Ian Grealy, as Abelard, ably 
conveyed the final agonies of a great mind 
and spirit grappling with the consequences 
of his reckless obsession for Heloise. Toni 
Pankhurst, as the 17-year-old lady, seemed 
rather taut where one might have expected 
something fresh, warm, and passionate. 
Jeff Hayes provided an ample and com­
passionate Gilles de Vannes — pity that in 
his quest for age he got a bit heavy with the 
make-up. One would have liked to see 
more of Dorothy Bucknell. As Sister 
Godric she had only one short scene, but in 
that brief span, she alone managed to give 
us a sense of the past in the present.
As to the play, it is unspeakably morbid 
and sentimental by turns, and sometimes 
just plain silly. It is clumsily episodic in 
construction, and the device of using a sex- 
starved man-servant to betray Abelard to 
castration in order to get money to finance 
his own lust is both unconvincing and 
crude — an example of the sick nature of 
the play. Hardly worthy of the careful 
attention it was given in this production. ■
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Wall, but what else can one say? (The 
thump, by the way, is where the play falls 
momentarily into a comatose condition in 
the latter half, during a boring harangue by 
Lenin on the relation of Art to True 
Socialist Society — a subject on which 
Stoppard’s Lenin is as singularly un­
enlightening as was the historical original.
In the May edition of this magazine, 
Bob Ellis reviewed the Nimrod’s produc­
tion of Travesties, and made some very 
judicious remarks about the play qua play. 
I find myself, after the Perth production, 
applauding heartily his assessment of this 
piece of Stoppardiana: champagne for the 
intellect it certainly is, and full of the most 
wonderful word-wizardry besides — which 
is perhaps only to be expected when James 
Joyce and the celebrated Papa of Dada, 
Tristan Tzara, are soft-shoe-shuffled 
through a cunning parody of Wilde’s The 
Importance o f Being Algernon (er, sorry, 
um, you know, the other one.)
In fact it’s only Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov 
who seems out of place in the Historico- 
Fantastics chorus line, striding solemnly 
across the pages of history-as-she-has- 
happened while Joyce, Tzara, Henry Carr 
— Henry Carr? well, yes, we’re coming to 
him — Henry Carr et al. mix high kicks 
and waltz turns with verbal pirouettes and 
patter oi a most elegant kind and come up 
with an entirely new theatrical cocktail a la 
Stoppard: frothy on the top, but packing a 
mind-scrambling and euphoric punch.
However, there has been enough well 
said by Bob Ellis about the play for me to 
be able to concentrate on the Perth 
production. At its centre (the eye of the 
comic storm, the bottom of the whirlpool 
of words) is Edgar Metcalfe, who plays both 
(and at once!) the ageing Henry Carr, 
whose unreliable memories of golden war­
time years in blessedly neutral Zurich are 
the matrix for the action of the play, and 
the young Henry Carr, minor consulate of­
ficial and amateur actor, a dilettante and 
dandy with a taste for well-tailored trews 
and an epigrammatic turn of phrase. Met­
calfe is superb both ways. He is the closest 
thing to a star-quality actor we have in 
Perth and I can think of no one else who 
could have handled this demanding role 
with more aplomb. His excellent perfor­
mance was complemented by that of 
Robert van Mackelenberg playing that 
prickly perpetrator of random poetry, the 
prince of the “cut-up” creators, Tristan 
Tzara. (I wonder, though, whether 
Mackelenberg’s facility in French accents 
hasn’t led to typecasting — he’s been zee- 
ing his the's and swallowing his r’s for 
three roles in succession now — from 
Napoleon to Blondin to Tzara.)
‘A wonderful place 
to take your wits 
for a refreshing 
evening walk’
TRAVESTIES 
CLIFF GILLAM
Travesties by Tom Stoppard. Hole-in-the-Wall 
Theatre, Leederville, West Australia. Opened
18 May 1977. Director, John Milson; designer, 
Graham Maclean.
Henry Carr, Edgar Metcalfe; Tristan Tzara, 
Robert van Mackelenberg; James Joyce, Gerald 
Hitchcock; Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov, Geoff 
Kelso; Bennett, Ivan King; Gwendolen Carr, 
Judy Nunn; Cecily Carruthers, Helen Hough; 
Nadezhda Krupskaya, Merrin Canning.
Pop, bang, pow, crackle, zap, whoosh, 
bubble, plunk, sputter, Fizzle, thump, rus­
tle, zoom, zing, tap-tap-tap, clap-clap, 
whistle CLAP-CLAP-CLAP . . . Excuse 
my poor attempt at an onomatopoeic 
word-picture of the experience of Tom 
Stoppard’s Travesties at the Hole-in-the-
Edgar Metcalfe as Henry Carr, Helen Hough as Cecily Carruthers
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Gerald Hitchcock played a myopically 
manic Joyce given to bursts of anti- 
climatic limerick and bouts of Oirish 
irrationality. He and Mackelenberg par­
ticipated in one of the high points of the 
evening, a scene in which Joyce catechises 
Tzara on the origins of Dada. The timing 
and control in this scene were faultless, but 
the same cannot be said of the ensemble 
work throughout the production. They 
play demands crispness of attack, and it 
seemed from the scorching pace of the 
opening (pop, bang, pow, zap) that we 
were going to get it. But, as the perfor­
mance wore on, the pace faltered (whoosh, 
bubble, plunk), slowed (sputter, fizzle) to a 
dead stop (thump), stirred (rustle), 
recovered itself (zoom, zing) in time for a 
neatly choreographed curtain call (tap-tap- 
tap) and well-deserved applause (clap, 
whistle etc.)
The minor roles were generally well- 
handled. Ivan King's lugubrious butler 
“with radical sympathies” was a delectable 
cameo. Helen Hough and Judy Nunn (a 
welcome return to Perth) played Cecily 
and Gwendolen, the “assistants” of Lenin 
and Joyce respectively, and both enlivened
‘One had the feeling 
that nobody has 
dared to break 
the glossy veneer 
of the play and 
rummage around 
in the innards’
OTHERWISE ENGAGED
MARGOT LUKE
Otherwise Engaged by Simon Gray. Playhouse, 
Perth. Opened 2 June. Director, Aarne Neeme; 
designer, Anna French.
Simon Hench, Dennis Miller; Dave, Ian Scott; 
Stephen Hench, Alan Cassell; Jeff Golding, Ian 
Nichols; Davina Saunders, Leith Taylor; Wood, 
Leslie Wright; Beth, Carole Skinner.
Otherwise Engaged, long-awaited winner 
of critical accolades, turned out to be a dis­
appointment.
The mechanics of Butley are here 
reversed: instead of a central character 
lacerating everybody within reach and thus 
triggering the action, we have a central 
character passive and pliant as a water- 
bed. He causes little ripples of reaction by 
means of comic and quirky pedantry in 
conversation, but mainly he is the butt 
of other people’s anger, fears and 
frustrations. Because he is so blandly 
passive he creates an emotional vacuum 
which must be filled with the pent-up 
feelings of all who come in contact with
their parts with a fine sense of comic tim­
ing. As Lenin and his wife, Geoff Kelso 
and Merrin Canning gave honest and 
creditable performances in two of the least 
satisfying roles.
Graham Maclean’s set, doubling as 
Henry Carr's elegant drawing-room and a 
Zurich library was tasteful and generally 
effective, though I did find the elaborate 
business made of shifting furniture to the 
strains of Ibert's Divertissements a trifle 
tedious, and wonder whether a sparer set 
might not have spared (Oh dear!) saved us 
from this.
The faltering in crispness and pace men­
tioned earlier cannot, I think, be held to 
the account of director John Milson, but 
rather to difficulties of “ settling in” that 
the actors must have early in the run of 
such a demanding piece. I did feel, 
however, that there was an occasional 
fussiness in the movement, which perhaps 
attests to Milson's undeniable talent for 
staging choreographed routines being 
allowed a fraction too much latitude. 
Taken all in all, the Hole’s Travesties is a 
wonderful place to take your wits for a 
refreshing evening walk.
him. As a device it is initially disconcerting 
until we have tuned in to the nature of the 
relationships that are gradually unravelled.
Simon, a publisher, is clearly successful, 
and at first glance even happily married. 
He has planned a self-indulgent day of rest 
listening to his new recording of Parsifal 
(even switching the phone over to 
answering-service.) He spends the entire 
two acts of the play being interrupted by a 
colourful assortment of antagonists, and it 
is their reactions to Simon that gradually 
create the figure of Simon for us. Even so, 
at the end we are still left with an enigma, 
and have the choice of regarding him either 
as a switched-off fugitive from reality, or a 
daunting sage who manages to transcend 
the world of human foibles.
The part of Simon needs an actor who 
can suggest hidden strengths, even some 
smouldering anger that is released in one 
or two unexpected and superficially trivial 
gestures. Dennis Miller is not a happy 
choice for the part. His style of humour 
is out of sympathy with the donnish 
quirkiness of Simon — one is constantly 
aware of the actor stifling his own style 
without having successfully mastered the 
unfamiliar mode. The dialogue ought to be 
crisp and flip, half thrown away — 
Coward with an Oxbridge education — but 
here it is delivered fastidiously, with ex­
pressive pauses; it might be T.S. Eliot.
There is throughout the production a 
feeling of being ill at ease, which extends to 
the visuals of Anna French’s set. The 
hideous three-piece lounge setting is 
straight out of the TV commercials for 
the workingman’s super-bargain. No 
publisher would be seen dead in it, certain­
ly not one who listens to Parsifal. It’s 
clearly unused, as are the over-neat books
decorating the shelves. Not a single per­
sonal touch or relieving splash of colour 
enlivens the scene. The same impersonal 
quality runs through the production, and 
one has the feeling that nobody has dared 
to break the glossy veneer of the play and 
rummage around in the innards. On the 
other hand, a mysterious hint is provided 
by the programme note outlining the story 
of Parsifal and presumably encouraging us 
to discover parallels: is the relationship 
between Simon and his odious friend Jeff 
to be understood as that between the dead- 
alive Amfortas and Parsifal with his heal­
ing spear? The mind is tempted to boggle, 
but it is food for thought.
The intellectual fringe-dwellers who 
attempt to batter down the stone wall of 
Simon’s imperturbability are choice 
specimens selected from each field. There 
is Simon's friend Jeff, a boozy critic who is 
wonderfully vitriolic about Australians, 
Simon’s school-teacher brother Stephen, 
who is aggressively downtrodden and 
energetically courts both insult and failure, 
and there’s strange Mr Wood, a seedy ex­
schoolmate, and Dave, a triumphantly 
awful student of the new generation, not 
to mention a sexpot writer who aims to 
transfer her charms from the friend to 
Simon in order to get her book published. 
In all this, as was the case in Butley, the 
figure of the estranged wife seems part of 
another, saner world, an intrusion and yet 
a reassurance.
It is perhaps significant that the most 
convincing of the men was Ian Scott as the 
student. The international style of militant 
bludging and studied uncouthness transfers 
with effortless ease from one culture to 
another. With the other characters a 
specific Englishness is demanded that 
leaves the actors hanging between the twin 
dangers of parody and un-English relaxed 
naturalness. The exception here is Leslie 
Wright in the mildly bizarre part of the ex­
schoolmate. However, having seen his 
urbane stockbroker in a previous produc­
tion, one couldn't help wondering why he 
was not cast in the central part.
The women were less obviously disad­
vantaged. Leith Taylor made a splendidly 
seductive Davina, who remained coolly 
glamorous regardless of whether her 
breasts were on show or elegantly covered, 
whilst Carole Skinner brought her usual 
intelligence and warmth to the part of the 
wife, though in some of the more histrionic 
lines tended to sound hollow.
One is left in a quandary about the play. 
Were all those enthusiastic London critics 
seduced by a first-rate cast and the for­
midable Alan Bates, or is it really a very 
good play dimmed here by lacklustre 
production? There were plenty of laughs, 
yes, but the interplay of the characters 
lacked electricity, and basically one felt 
only mildly interested in their problems. 
Has it come to us too late? Does the fact 
that we have seen both The Department 
and A Handful o f  Friends about the local 
scene blunt the edge for us?
The only way to have at least a few of 
the questions answered is to go and see the 
play again later in the season. ■
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Theatre/Victoria
John Walton as Geoff, Frank Wilson as Jock
‘Williamson is 
writing better 
than ever’
THE CLUB
GARRIE HUTCHINSON
The Club by David Williamson. Melbourne 
Theatre Company, Russell Street Theatre, 
Melbourne. Opened 24 May 1977. Director, 
Rodney Fisher; designer, Shaun Gurton.
Ted, Frank Gallacher; Gerry, Gerard Maguire; 
Laurie, Terence Donovan; Danny, Harold 
Hopkins; Jock, Frank Wilson; Geoff, John 
Walton.
A brave man goes to the football and 
barracks fiercely in the middle of a pack of 
opposition supporters. A brave playwright 
writes a play about a club with a long, 
honourable and sensitive history and gets it 
staged in Melbourne. The football is 
Australian Rules, the writer is David 
Williamson, and The Club is perhaps the 
Collingwood Football Club, more or less.
Football supporters, fortunately, are not 
one of the more obvious components of a 
theatre audience, especially those closely
involved with playing and administering 
the Victorian Football League clubs. If 
they were, the occasion would be rife for 
more participation. The football stories 
that Williamson has used are fairly well 
known, and the characters on which he has 
based them are as well. The real people, 
and what happened to them are about as 
legendary as you can get, but given the sen­
sitive nature of some of their deeds it’s best 
not to name them.
However, the legends of the game that 
Williamson has chosen have got away 
beyond mere reality, mere theatre. They 
are the sorts of things well mined in the 
football literature, both here and overseas. 
Locally, one thinks of Hopgood's And The 
Big Men Fly, and Oakley’s A Salute to the 
Great McCarthy, which used the metaphor 
of the boy from the bush who kicks bags of 
wheat 90 yards, and what happens to him 
in the complex city. There are other 
stories, of course: the stuff of conver­
sations in the pub about statistical feats, 
heroic deeds, magical moments, games 
written by the Great Playwright in the 
Sky. Impossible memories that cannot 
possibly work on the stage, perhaps 
because in their original performance and 
in current remembrance they were on 
stage: the working-man’s stage.
In the theatre, for an audience that 
Williamson has entertained seven times in
the last seven years, and which he knows 
better than any other person writing in 
Australia, a football club is a good place to 
hang his traditional concerns for the way 
relationships work inside institutions, 
whether they be a party, a college, a 
marriage or a club. As he knows quite well, 
the changes and methods and subject 
matter are quite dissimilar in any of these 
microcosms.
So The Club, while it is similar to the 
Collingwood Club, with bits of Richmond, 
North Melbourne and Carlton thrown in, 
and while the characters are recognisable 
to the cognoscenti, is not a play about foot­
ball. It’s not David Storey’s The Changing 
Room transferred to the Antipodes. This is 
a disappointment to the fans, who will miss 
the real tragedy and drama of the game. 
That kind of play is yet to be written. But it 
does mean that The Club will be able to 
play for long seasons in places where the 
Australian Rules game is like the Black 
Death.
The narrative is concerned with the 
coach of a club who has had little success 
in the past few years — got to the finals, 
but couldn’t go on with it; lost the past five 
games. Laurie, the coach, has handed in 
his resignation over a felt dispute with the 
president. The president, of the reform 
ticket, seems to be interfering with the 
team selection, and organising moves to
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oust Laurie. There are other snakes in the 
grass. Gerry, the well-paid administrator is 
all things to all men, and has a plan, which 
doesn’t involve many of the people 
currently extant. There’s Jock, who has 
played the most games, won a few 
premierships as coach, and while getting 
on in years, still sticks his bib into 
everything. He has a few schemes going 
too. What really got on the coach’s goat, 
though, was the buying of a $90,000 recruit 
from Tasmania. Coach thinks he could 
have done better because, although the lad 
has lots of talent, he’s not trying. The other 
players resent him. He’s stoned half the 
time. He spent one game watching seagulls 
while the ball passed him by. And there’s 
the captain, who is backing the coach, 
threatening a strike.
Lots of complications. Everyone is 
scheming. It’s a bit like The Revenger's 
Tragedy, except that the coach, the recruit 
and the captain finally get their act 
together to try to beat the machinations of 
the others by getting the club off the bot­
tom of the ladder.
What it’s really about, though, is a small 
bureaucracy and how it works: the shifting 
fortunes, lies, statements, hypocrisies, acts 
of principle, tradition, back-stabbings, all 
melded together most craftily in the fun­
niest play Williamson has written for some 
time. Nobody is what they seem.
The Melbourne Theatre Company 
production, directed by Rodney Fisher 
with Frank Gallacher as the president, 
Gerard Maguire as the administrator, 
Terence Donovan as the coach, Harold 
Hopkins as the captain, Frank Wilson as 
the old stager, and John Walton as the 
recruit, is a bit under-rehearsed and slow, 
but the basis for it is there.
One didn't get the feel of a football club 
very much, and perhaps the casting might 
have been more physically true to type, but 
the night was as enjoyable a night as I’ve 
had at Russell Street in some time. I think 
the public will like the play, too. The Club 
touches enough areas of concern for the 
Williamson audience, and is funny enough 
to run. Good luck to him! He’s got his 
territory clearly mapped out and he’s 
writing better than ever.
‘Real words from 
real people, 
convincingly 
performed’
YESTERDAY’S NEWS
GARRIE HUTCHINSON
Yesterday’s News by Jeremy Seabrook and the 
Joint Stock Theatre Group. Australian Perfor­
ming Group, Pram Factory, Carlton, Victoria 
Opened 29 April 1977. Director, Wirfred Last. 
Keith Jones, Greig Pickhaver; Stockbroker, 
Richard Murphett; Girl, Carol Porter; Roche,
Peter Green; Journalist, Claire Dobbin; Terry, 
Paul Hampton; Pete, Phil Motherwell.
Mercenary is one of the more pejorative 
words than can be applied to a person or 
deed. To be mercenary is not only to be in­
terested in money, but to do something 
merely for money. The implication is that 
one likes to do anything for money, 
however grubby. Doing something for 
money against one's will, on the other 
hand, is not mercenary. Fike working. Kill­
ing for money is certainly mercenary, and 
in m ost cases im m o ra l as w ell. 
Mercenaries, however often used in the 
defence of one's country, say, are not well 
liked. There is the idea that a country is 
only worth defending if you do it yourself.
Going to fight for a cause, however, if 
you agree with it, is not necessarily 
mercenary. The Spanish Civil War, for in­
stance. Going off there was an act of faith, 
courage, idealism etc. Getting paid was the 
least of it, if payment ever came into it. 
Mercenaries, in general, fight for causes 
they don't agree with. People who fight for 
causes they do agree with may get paid, 
but they fight for other motives. Angola, 
for instance. Many fought, but few were 
called mercenaries. Cubans, for instance.
Those who were recruited from England 
as mercenaries for Angola have been 
treated as scum. The evil Colonel Callan 
has joined the growing pantheon of 20th- 
century monsters.
But what of the men themselves? Are 
they “professionals” , crazy, naive, stupid, 
fascists, what? Where do they come from? 
What did their mums say? Who were their 
friends? What do their acts mean to the 
rest of the world? The Joint Stock play, 
Yesterday’s News, as performed by the 
APG, is about all these things, and more 
— yet is so simply conceived and per­
formed that it's like having a conversation 
(or monologue) with one in a pub.
Greig Pickhaver
Seven people are seated in a row in front 
of an audience. They, with one pair of ex­
ceptions, do not talk to each other. They 
speak to us. There’s a stockbroker, who is 
concerned in a naively “practical” way 
with the “implications” of Angola, its 
economic weight. There's the English end 
of the recruitment process, a professional 
who knows everything about weapons, 
lighting, survival. There’s a couple of 
British army graduates, been to Northern 
Ireland, went in as boy soldiers, not quite 
up to making the élite, brutal. There’s a 
woman journalist covering the human- 
interest angle of a returning mercenary 
and family. There’s the girlfriend of a 
recruit and her and his background. 
There's a young kid, naive, silly. They tell 
us their stories.
The seven of them take it in turns to 
talk, to explain themselves. What they say 
is an edited transcript of what they did say 
to Jeremy Seabrook and the Joint Stock 
Company in England. Real words from 
real people, convincingly performed.
In the end, the performance is about 
what life is like for these people, people 
like them, us. The most violent images are 
not those of killing, but of the soldier’s love 
for his weapons, where the professional 
describes what he knows about arms traf­
ficking, the jo u rn a lis t doing her 
professional thing by going after a story. It 
has the power of direct speech, of the truth 
as they see it. I don't think you get any 
closer to the truth of their motiviation, the 
psychology of the mercenary; how could 
you when these people are presented as not 
unhappy with their lot, as raconteurs of 
various experiences?
Yesterday’s News, in its smallness and 
simplicity, is one of the best things the 
APG has done for quite a while. It is 
soundly directed by Wilfred Last, and ably 
performed.
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The artist as victim 
of society
THE INTERVIEW
THE GREAT OSCAR WILDE TRIAL
SUZANNESPUNNER
Two Plays by Barry Dickens. La Mama 
Theatre, Carlton. Victoria. Opened 19 May 
1977
The Interview. Director, Lew Luton.
Interviewer, Howard Stanley; Barry Dickens, 
Barry McCaskell.
The Great Oscar Wilde Trial. Director, Peter 
Green.
Oscar Wilde, Ross Dixon; Prosecuting Attorney, 
Maz Hansord.
Melbourne writer and artist Barry Dickens 
has written two short plays which could 
be sub-titled “A Portrait of The Artist 
Persecuted by Society” .
In The Interview a straight three-piece- 
suit man interviews a scruffy jeans-clad 
roll-your-own “creative artist” , Barry 
Dickens — to wit, the author. The inter­
viewer (Howard Stanley) is seated defen­
sively behind a vast executive desk littered 
with the paraphernalia, of a busy man, 
while the interviewee (Barry McCaskell) 
commands a lonely chair and the yawning 
desert in front of the desk. On the wall 
behind the interviewer there is a large 
Australian flag and a pugnacious cameo of 
our leader, Malcolm Fraser.
From his first appearance, Howard 
Stanley is a study in perpetual motion of
the neurotic organisation man, a sort of 
Woody-Alien gremlin who manically 
sharpens pencils, lights cigarettes, pops 
pills, and leafs frantically through his 
papers. When he finally notices the inter­
viewee, he launches into a diatribe on the 
sins of such prima donna artist bludgers as 
Mr Dickens; or was it Mr Frickins? 
Throughout this blistering attack on his 
delicate sensibilities Mr Dickens/Frickins/ 
et al. remains unmoved and unspeaking.
The interviewer's mounting frenzy is 
punctuated by a succession of garbled, 
amplified phone-calls from Head Office 
threatening him with banishment to the 
firm’s branch in Bulleen. Eventually, 
though for no apparent reason save want 
of attention, the interviewee falls dramat­
ically from his chair and dies. With the 
characteristic indifference of society to the 
artist, this event passes almost unnoticed 
by the interviewer; however, soon after, he 
too takes his leave and shoots himself, 
perhaps inchoately realising that with Mr 
Dickens’s demise, light had gone out in the 
world.
The tightly enclosed hierachical world of 
The Interview is reminiscent of Ionesco’s 
The Lesson, but the strength of The Lesson 
is the counterpoise provided by the pupil, 
against whom we can measure the sadistic 
cruelty of the teacher. In The Interview 
there is no such balance, since the inter­
viewee, Barry Dickens, never speaks ex­
cept insofar as the “ real” Barry Dickens 
wrote the play. A clever conceit, but one 
that finally enfeebles the play, since the ar­
tist never shows his cards, nor brings the 
philistine interviewer into line. The direc­
tor, Lew Luton, set the play up completely 
as a fait accompli: the interviewer was so 
crazed and the artist so passive from the 
beginning that there was very little room 
for movement.
The Great Oscar Wilde Trial was more 
interesting and original, less self-conscious 
and content to amuse gently. The loose 
parameters of the play were the vilifying 
trials which Wilde endured in 1895 and 
which sent him to prison for two years with 
hard labour for homosexual practices. The 
legalistic formality of an Old Bailey trial 
becomes the excuse for a lively and witty 
excursion into the absurd excesses of defin­
ing abnormal sexual behaviour.
The specific charge laid at Wilde’s feet 
by the literal-minded barrister is of consor­
ting with a young bandicoot. The range of 
moral questions considered includes, 
kindness to animals, and the winning 
qualities of bandicoots over porcupines. 
Homosexuality,is never mentioned, so the 
tragedy of Wilde’s treatment is averted 
and we can gambol in a Wildean Beatrix- 
Potter world pondering whether, if Jack is 
Earnest in the country, is he a bandicoot- 
about-town, in the city?
Under Peter Green’s direction, both the 
wily prosecuting counsel (Maz Hansord) 
and Wilde (Ross Dixon) give precise and 
amusing performances that are beautifully 
paced and elegantly articulated. The play 
is a delightful trade in words by barrister 
and poet.W,EBBER S
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DANCE B O O K S !
SIBLEY & DOWELL
Photographs by Leslie Scott 
Text by Nicolas Dromgoole 
Collins $28.50.
This book records one of the most celebrated partnerships in 
the history of British Ballet. Original composition, 
describing the dancers’ careers through their own eyes (and 
in their own words) and also through those of the world that 
has watched them. Many photographic portraits.
ART OF MAKING DANCES
by Doris Humphrey 
Grove Press $5.50.
Miss Humphrey’s autobiography in art, a gathering together 
of her experiences in performance and a lucid and practical 
source book on choreography.
A LIFE FOR DANCE
by Rudolf Laban 
Translated by Lisa Ullmann 
MacDonald & Evans $12.50.
Laban tells of his experiences, thoughts and ideas, and 
relates them to his inner vision of dance.
DANCE B O O K S ! DANCE B O O K S !
A HISTORY OF BALLET AND DANCE
by Alexander Bland
Expertly illustrated. Ten full page portraits of very fine 
dancers, including a history of music, theatre and dance, and 
a chronological order of the most relevant events in the long 
history of dance.
Barrie & Jenkins $22.50.
DANCE IS A CONTACT SPORT
by Joseph H. Mazo
A season with the New York City Ballet — how the 
company works, from the corps de ballet to Balanchine and 
Robbins.
Saturday Review Press $13.50.
ANTHOLOGY OF AMERICAN JAZZ DANCE
by Gus Giordano 
Orion Publishing $37.00
Theanost powerful book to be printed on Jazz. Divided into 
3 sections, Anthology, the Jazz Dancers, and the Jazz Class. 
Brilliantly illustrated with drawings and photographs and 
photographs to show positions.
WRITE TO US FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF DANCE BOOKS
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Theatre/SA
‘Provocative plays 
by playwrights not 
ready to accept 
the old ways as 
the only ways’
I SAT WITH MY LOVE 
THE CRIPPLE PLAY 
HUNTING 
GLITTER
BRUCE McKENDRY
I Sat with my Love by Barbara Eite. Adelaide 
Theatre Group, Sheridan Theatre, Adelaide. 
Opened May 1977. Director, Helen Cun­
ningham; design, Greg and Sue Rogers; stage 
manager, Jane Henderson.
Tony, Jim Holt; Laurence, Laura Summerly; 
Vic, Michael Lester; Boss, Pat Kelly; Host, 
Margaret Ferris; Judge, Sue Formby; Secretary,
Mark Lawrence; Rapists, Police, Commercial 
Travellers, Rosie Lalevich and Christina Totos. 
The Cripple Play by Max Richards. Adelaide 
Theatre Group. Sheridan Theatre, Adelaide. 
Opened May 1977. Director, Helen Cun­
ningham.
Cripple, Di Chamberland.
Hunting by Veronica Sweeney. Adelaide 
Festival Centre Trust and Association of Com­
munity Theatres. The Space, Adelaide. Opened 
2 June 1977. Director, Martin Christmas; 
lighting designer, Jim Leahy.
John Bryan, David Flanagan; Roanie Blake, 
Julia Stokes.
Glitter by Peter Murphy. AFCT and ACT. The 
Space, Adelaide. Opened 2 June 1977. Director, 
Martin Christmas; set design, Robert Brown; 
costume design, Jonathon Smithies; lighting 
design, Jim Leahy.
Red Son, Michael Chisnell; Blue Daughter, 
Queen, Beverley Conroy; Blue King, Ian 
Moreland; Blue Queen, Jeanne Roberts; He, 
Gary Angel; She, Veronica Scott; Jester, 
Michael Ryan; Jester Queen, Eleanor Boyd; 
First Priest, Chris Lindisfarne; Second Priest, 
Robin Morgan; T hird  P rie s t, Mark 
Muggeridge; Reader, Pam Richardson; Red 
Guests, Ziggy Ross, Rodney Bender; Blue 
Guests, Elaine Golding, John McCreanor; Red 
Page, Helen Masikowski; Blue Page, Dianne 
Stapleton.
Four plays by two of Adelaide’s more 
prolific theatre groups: South Australian 
Creative Workshops performing Hunting 
and Glitter at the Festival Centre’s un­
derground Space and the Adelaide Theatre 
Group presenting The Cripple Play and I 
Sat With My Love at the Seridan Theatre, 
a converted house by the park. Though the 
geography was different, each play suited 
its space. Both evenings provided the 
audience with a bit of the goods; they were 
provoked to think a little, see a lot and 
hear what they chose to pick up.
One is reminded, on seeing the plays, at 
the differences of approach and aim open 
to the playwright. From nothing a situa­
tion can be made; if there is no situation 
. . . what does it become? An idea? An 
abstraction? It was interesting to watch the 
audiences; there were those who for 
moments were suspended in a sort of em­
pathy and others who were worried by 
what was being fed to them. Asked to wade 
through imaginations unfamiliar, spun 
yarns that just didn’t come together, and 
taken to regions just non-entertaining, the
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playgoer has to be committed to unravel­
ling.
A play that asks questions by mis­
stating truths, Barbara Eite’s I Sat with 
my Love has women playing men and men 
playing women. Graphically we are shown 
the travesties of role-playing. The ex­
model wife is raped, the husband in adver­
tising is typically ambitious; the story un­
folds in short scenes, filmic, almost 
documentary at times. An effective 
statement-making piece of theatre, its 
strength lies in paradox. Directed by Helen 
Cunningham, with a strong cast styled to 
an appropriate form, /  Sat with my Love 
saw actors involved with their roles. With 
the sex-change comes a certain distance 
from the norm and when presented with a 
supposedly usual situation, for example 
the wife’s attempt at gassing herself, it 
must always be short of believable and 
somewhere nearer graphic example. Bar­
bara Eite’s use of the stage and a good 
ensemble of actors is a credit to her. 
Though you don’t have to agree with the 
proportion of the problem, certainly men 
and women need a lot more eye-to-eye.
The first half of Miss Cunningham’s 
package is The Cripple Play by Max 
Richards. Written some years ago, this 
time performed by Di Chamberland in a 
controlled and winning manner, the play 
takes you into the very small world of a 30- 
year-old woman crippled in youth and 
bound to a wheelchair. It paints her 
madness as it does her gentleness; she gets 
angry with people, refuses to go on a 
cripples’ outing, recalls her love life, the 
shreds. Her mind is minute and sharp. She 
plays games with herself and the audience, 
as well as tricks on the wheelchair. There 
are moments during her perambulations 
when you wonder how far it goes; she’s an 
actress, all her words and events are 
known. Who is the cripple?
Over at the Space, the Association of 
Community Theatres has made possible a 
season of plays, the first of which are Hun­
ting by Veronica Sweeney, and Glitter by 
Peter Murphy.
Hunting is a play without a set, only 
light. It opens with a bang to reveal 
someone looking dead on stage who calls a 
halt to the action to apply Liechner blood 
in the appropriate area. In this play of an 
idea, an illustration of a plot within a plot, 
an actor will call for aid from the director 
sitting in the audience; the tragic moment 
is next a farce. The couple, played by Julia 
Stokes and David Flanagan, act out the 
hunter and the hunted. He shoots her by 
mistake — in fact, he meant to bring down 
his great symbol, the deer. Another play of 
roles, of not-so-tidy possibilities. At one 
point, as she’s dying, the lights fade slowly; 
Julia Stokes never looked so good. Tight 
direction by Martin Christmas made a dif­
ficult concept easier to accept.
The other play of the foursome by 
Melbourne playwright Peter Murphy, was 
Glitter. Using 20 members of South 
Australian Creative Workshops, Martin 
Christmas stages a piece of ritual theatre. 
Performed on a set that was too much an
afterthought to the play’s conception, the 
action depicts veneers and the veiled hate 
of many people. Here the exorcism is in 
language too big to suit the circumstance, 
bound by ideas and clu ttered  by 
declamations. Often it seemed that the 
dialogue did not support the physicality.
Summing up: a feast of provocative 
plays by playwrights not ready to accept 
the old ways as the only ways.
Much more than just 
a good show 
by Ruth Cracknell
JUST RUTH
PETER WARD
Just Ruth by Ruth Cracknell, Alexander Buzo, 
David Williamson. South Australian Theatre 
Company, Playhouse, Adelaide. Opened 5 May 
1977. Director, Colin George; designer, Rodney 
Ford; lighting design, Nigel Levings; dances, 
Michael Fuller; stage director, Peter Wal­
ton; stage manager, Gabrielle Bridges.
With Ruth Cracknell, Sybil Graham, Michael 
Fuller.
Just Ruth was just Ruth Cracknell, centre- 
stage or thereabouts, doing that most per­
sonally demanding thing for a performer: 
the one-person show. She was not entirely 
alone in this venture, however. To one side 
was Sybil Graham, at the piano, giving a 
kind of on-stage piano-bar performance; 
and generally round about was Michael 
Fuller the actor, who played foil, scene- 
shifter and an essential extra. Then there 
was Rodney Ford’s set: a central platform, 
a proscenium decorated with big show-biz 
paper roses, and all surmounted by an in­
tricate stretched-cord construction focus­
ing in on, and framing, Ruth; plus the 
lighting plot, the props, and the music. But 
after all was said, sung, carried, lit up and 
done, there was just Ruth.
She made a slightly hesitant start — it 
was a kind of testing the air for the 
audience’s mood — before she took its 
collective hand and led it through one of 
the happiest nights at the theatre it has 
been at least this member’s pleasure to 
have for years.
I was, in fact, a little transported — 
back to the days, 20-odd years ago, when 
she was performing in Sydney’s Phillip 
Street Theatre. The single-person sketch, 
the monologue, Sybil Graham indeed at 
the piano, and that sense of serious, off­
beat whimsy and comment that made 
review at times the stuff of theatrical art, 
and nearly always in that theatre at least, a 
very good show.
And Just Ruth, at Adelaide’s Playhouse 
was more than just a good show. Firstly, as 
a vehicle for Ruth Cracknell’s considerable 
review talents, it was ideal. She is a per­
sonality actor, a character in her own 
right, a voice, a style, a tragi-comic smile, 
a delicious angularity, and someone with a 
sense of the high-camp of it all. Simply, at 
that level, given the right material, some­
thing good was bound to happen.
But then someone had the good sense — 
it was probably director Colin George — 
to go two steps further. The first step was 
the inspired choice of Sybil Graham as the 
musical accompanist, about whom a little 
more later, and the second was to commis­
sion four “name” writers to write pieces 
for the show: Michael Cove, Peter Yeld- 
ham, David Williamson, and Alex Buzo. 
Michael Cove’s and Peter Yeldham’s 
pieces for some unexplained reason, did 
not make it; but David Williamson was 
there with two pieces, Miss Hertzel Lays 
Down the Law and Lady with the Watery 
Eyes, while Alexander Buzo contributed 
Vicky Madison Clocks Out. The third 
writer-developer was Ruth Cracknell her­
self. She contributed seven pieces and 
thus unwittingly said something about 
review material: writing it, and the light­
ness of touch its fragile sense of the 
comic requires.
In terms of the writing, then, it was 
David Williamson’s piece Lady With the 
Watery Eyes that brought the production 
to the edge of fine art, touching the 
perimeter of pathos lightly and glancingly, 
not sufficiently strongly to break the 
mood, but enough to give dimension and 
substance to the piece itself, and thus the 
production as a whole.
The piece is a monologue in which a 
woman begins to explain to her doctor that 
she has a minor ailment and ends by con­
fessing that she has murdered her husband. 
It is an intricately structured piece of 
writing of such psychological veri­
similitude that it left the audience dram­
atically becalmed, and led one practising 
and teaching psychiatrist to ask if it would 
be possible for the performance to be 
video-taped for use in class.
So much for the drama of the night, 
achieved as it was with taste and discre­
tion. For the rest, the fare was more solidly 
part of the ordinary traditions of post-war 
review, performed and illuminated by the 
lessons that have been learned in serious 
and light theatre over the past 25 to 30 
years.
The night opened with one of the old set- 
pieces, a teacher of ceramics getting her 
hand caught in a pot. There follows a more 
pungent piece, Edie Migrates, in which the 
lower-middle-class, mini-skirted, prejudic­
ed and racist English migrant is subjected 
to one of the most viciously telling pieces 
of Pommy-bashing that I think the 
Australian stage has seen. And about time, 
too: English migrants are as much fair 
game in this area as we are ourselves.
The first half finished with one of the 
most brilliant pieces in the production, 
Silvia Celebrates. Sylvia is decorated by an 
enormous picture-hat and she is the 
epitome of all the ladies you have ever seen 
in a South Yarra or Rose Bay luncheon 
restaurant. I think this sketch was an old 
Phillip Street one, and it was uproarious, 
as the lady lurches from one discreet 
culinary crisis to the next.
Other memorable moments in the fete 
were Williamson’s Miss Hertzel, the
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archetypal sports mistress addressing a 
parents' meeting; an ancient crone tight­
rope-walking in Just Celeste-, the oldest 
and most cynical Qantas air-hostess in the 
business, Wanda, explaining all about the 
747 you didn't need to know; and Buzo’s 
Vicki Madison, a 1930s woman journalist, 
who, in an absurdist piece is seen reporting 
an assassination she finds she has com­
mitted herself. It was not as successful as it 
could perhaps have been, or as relevant, a 
word Mr Colin George has hitherto 
criticised a critic for using. But I’m sure he 
would prefer its use to that of the alter­
native: irrelevant.
That possibly irrelevant snipe aside, 
there are three other things that seem to 
me to be worth saying about this enjoyable 
production. Firstly and simply, what a pity 
it is that it cannot travel. Secondly, its 
general success in Adelaide makes one 
wonder why the art of professional review, 
with its delicious blend of humour, satire 
and serious comment, has declined, at least 
in the English-speaking world. Is it, as 
Colin George suggests, that absurd 
theatre, in a sense, took its place? It didn’t 
in Europe; traditions of review are still 
healthy and politically active on both sides 
of the Curtain.
And thirdly, how much better could it 
have been had the tradition been main­
tained here and the techniques in writing 
and performance been thus further honed 
up and refined. It would have meant, for 
instance, that the delightful, generously 
husky, and entirely attractive chanteuse 
who is Sybil Graham wouldn’t have had to 
spend her life pounding out American 
ballads, but rather would have had some 
nice relevant stuff to pound out here at 
home, whether the Poms thought it irrele­
vant or not.
Much to admire, but 
lack of thrust in 
David Williamson’s 
production
ALL MY SONS
MICHAEL MORLEY
All My Sons by Arthur Miller. South Australian 
Theatre Company, Playhouse Theatre, Festival 
Centre, Adelaide. Opened 26 May 1977. Direc­
tor, David Williamson; designer, John 
Cervenka; lighting design, Nigel Levings; stage 
director, Peter Walton; stage manager, Peter 
Kaukas.
Joe Keller, Brian James; Kate Keller, Patricia 
Kennedy, Chris Keller, Kit Taylor; Ann Deever, 
Dorothy Vernon; George Deever, Craig Ashley; 
Dr Jim Bayliss, Edwin Hodgeman; Sue Bayliss, 
Daphne Grey; Frank Lubey, Leslie Dayman; 
Lydia, Rebel Russell.
What should an Australian production of 
All My Sons in the 1970s, seek to set
before an audience? Can we respond to the 
tale of Joe Keller, who allowed faulty 
cylinder heads to be shipped out of his 
factory to the Air Force, and then 
manoeuvred his partner into taking the 
blame when the planes crashed? The play 
itself is inseparable from the world of the 
1940s, with its anticipation of that per­
vasive disillusionment that sprang from 
post-war uncertainty, the alienation from 
family and society experienced by the 
soldier-from-the-wars-returning, whose 
rootlessness and search for meaning now 
seems — in the wake of numerous popular 
and literary treatments of the same theme 
— perilously close to cliché. What is there 
in Miller's dramatic working-out of his 
beloved theme of personal and public 
responsibility that will prompt the director 
and audience to respond? Theme, structure 
and characterisation make no attempt to 
conceal their total dependence on Ibsen; 
but what lifts the work out of the realm of 
sub-Ibsenesque pastiche, and how should a 
director tackle these questions?
Problems, problems and nowhere an 
answer in David Williamson’s production; 
or, rather, not the answer one would expect 
from a thought-through view of the play. 
The direction seems aimless, and at times 
positively sloppy; there is some quite un- 
forgiveable masking in the second act 
which nobody seemed interested in correc­
ting. Yet Williamson must have had some 
purpose in choosing the play, unless the 
audience was to receive nothing more than 
an experience akin to the sense of admira­
tion and satisfaction one has at the sight 
and sound of a smooth-running vintage 
Rolls-Royce, or at the colour and nose of a 
glass of vintage port. Not, of course, sen­
sations to be sneezed at; but hardly com­
plete.
Yet, given the lack of thrust in the 
production, given the lack of any sense of a 
director tackling the strengths and 
weaknesses of the text, there is much to ad­
mire in the perform ances. Patricia 
Kennedy, in particular, is outstanding 
as Kate Keller: from the moment she 
came on, the atmosphere tautened, the 
relationships started to come into focus, 
the world of the Kellers began to seem 
both real and relevant. Even when Miller's 
lines are at their most mawkish — as in the 
final soothing admonition to Chris: “ Don’t 
dear. Don’t take it on yourself. Forget 
now. Live.” — she gave them point, mean­
ing, weight. Although the character, 
because of Miller's writing, becomes less 
interesting as the play progresses, she held 
the attention throughout. Yet never was 
there the feeling that she was overplaying, 
hogging the centre-stage, pushing the other 
characters to the edges of the drama. Eas­
ily the best performance I’ve seen from an 
Australian actress, and we can only hope 
that Adelaide will get more opportunities 
to see her — soon.
But if her performance was the most 
notable, she was well supported by the 
other members of the Keller family. Brian 
James (of whom I have in the past been 
sharply critical) was far happier and much 
more persuasive as Joe, the middle-aged
businessman who can justify the larger 
crimes in terms of personal concern for the 
family unit. It was a characterisation in a 
similar vein to his recent appearance in a 
Moynihan episode, and on the evidence of 
both, he is better suited to such roles than 
to either Chekhov or Sheridan. If at times 
his affability was of the genuine, cosy 
variety rather than that false geniality 
which is the businessman’s stock-in-trade, 
he nevertheless made Joe a convincing, 
and, in his final moments, moving figure. 
And in the scene when he confronts 
George, the lawyer son of the man he has 
ruined, and tosses the young man’s ac­
cusations back in his face while doing a 
hatchet job on his former partner, he hit 
precisely the right note of coarseness and 
single-minded self-justification. With just 
a little more attention, this quality, so 
crucial to Miller’s view of Joe, could have 
been obliquely suggested throughout the 
performance.
Although Kit Taylor, as the returned 
soldier who finally manages to ask 
the question “What-did-you-do-during-the- 
war-Daddy?” , was occasionally uneven 
and uncertain, there was still much to com­
mend in his approach to a character whose 
knight-in-shining-armour postures might 
have become tiring and unconvincing. He 
effectively conveyed the gaucherie and un­
certainty in his approaches to Ann, and the 
scenes with Joe moved well from guarded 
affection to scorn and reproachful 
bewilderment. Excellent support also from 
the admirable Edwin Hodgeman as Jim 
Bayliss, giving a beautiful demonstration 
of how to underact without becoming 
faceless or uninteresting, and from a very 
well-controlled Daphne Grey as his wife. 
Displaying a good understanding of how to 
deliver her edgy lines without telegraphing 
them, she made the character a great deal 
funnier, more interesting and more credi­
ble than she appears on the page.
Dorothy Vernon was miscast and 
colourless as Ann, and Craig Ashley seem­
ed to think that Miller's stage direction 
“moving” (of George Deever) meant that 
he should prowl round the stage like a 
perambulating case of hyper-activity. The 
set was the now-familiar garish mistake. 
Looking like an exophthalmic’s night­
marish vision of a timberyard, it offered an 
unnecessary balcony, floating wooden 
shutters, a symbolic tree that resembled 
nothing so much as a splintered stobie pole 
surmounted by a crescent moon, the whole 
framed by curved, encircling posts. The 
effect was like viewing the stage through a 
fish-eye lens: no doubt significant for those 
who don’t suffer from vertigo or dizziness, 
and totally, triumphantly superfluous.
The strength of this All M y Sons is in 
the performances; and perhaps — to 
provide a partial answer to the opening 
questions — this is what the play still has 
to offer: the sight of actors working hard 
and, for the most part, to good effect, with 
lines and characters who are still suf­
ficiently well-crafted and well-conceived 
to strike several chords even in those who 
have become suspicious of the well-made 
play. a
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What do you do when your theatre blows 
away? Richard Creswick reports
Amateur theatre is alive and well in 
Darwin, although not without its dif­
ficulties. The two amateur theatrical 
groups in Darwin before the cyclone still 
exist and have been active since the dis­
aster, but both face problems with their 
theatres.
Cavenagh Theatre Incorporated suf­
fered worst at the hands of Tracy because 
its old, far-from-satisfactory corrugated- 
iron building was all but demolished. Left 
with a set of floorboards and the partly 
clad steel frame of its proscenium-arch 
stage, the company bravely bounced back 
to present the first post-cyclone live theatre 
performance — Richard Gordon’s Doctor 
in Love, in what it billed as an “open-air” 
performance.
The dry season weather of May 1975 
and the shortage of entertainment in the 
still devastated city ensured the success of 
the production. However, mounting 
problems associated with lighting, 
audience safety and theatre security soon 
put paid to hopes of staging further 
productions.
Theatre security was, in fact, a major 
problem even during the run of Doctor in 
Love because a tarpaulin stretched across 
the front of the stage was all that “locked” 
the theatre and it proved no deterrent to 
vandals who, on at least one occasion, 
entered the theatre and damaged the set 
with an axe. When squatters, desperate for 
housing, moved into the theatre’s shell and 
the “wet” descended, the Cavenagh Group 
switched to theatre restaurant and staged a 
very successful run of Jack Hibberd’s Dim- 
boola.
Although the group’s earlier perfor­
mances of Dimboola were marred by poor 
catering arrangements and perhaps in­
adequate attention to the venue, it became 
eventually a polished and worthwhile 
production that brought an entirely new 
type of theatre to Darwin. The combina­
tion of theatre with dancing, food and 
drinks seemed ideal for Darwin, where 
people are not am ong the m ost 
enthusiastic of theatre-goers even at the 
best of times. In fact, so good was the 
public response that the group staged an 
extended season of private showings at 
such places as the Darwin Hospital and the 
Navy Base. It also played to enthusiastic 
audiences in a three-performance season at 
Nhulunbuy, the mining town on the Gove 
Peninsula. This success prompted the 
Cavenagh Group to present the follow-up 
Hibberd play, Goodbye Ted, which, 
despite some strong acting, was less 
successful than Dimboola. Now the 
Cavenagh Theatre Group is considering 
doing Summer o f the Seventeenth Doll, 
which is undergoing a revival of interest.
DARWIN STAGES 
A REVIVAL
The group is also exploring avenues of 
getting a new theatre, but that, in itself, is a 
dismal enough prospect given the group’s 
limited finances, the present economic 
c lim a te  and the p resen t F edera l 
Government’s ambiguous attitude to the 
arts.
The story for Darwin’s other amateur 
group, the Darwin Theatre Group, has 
beenaDne of better fortune, although still 
not without its difficulties.
DTG operates out of a stone building. 
Brown’s Mart, which, as the name implies, 
is a former shopping emporium, and has 
also seen service as a police station. 
Brown’s Mart is administered by a board 
of trustees and is rated a historical building 
by the National Trust.
Although unroofed in the cyclone, it 
remained structurally sound and there 
were rapid and effective moves to have it 
rebuilt. While the work of rebuilding and 
strengthening the Mart to cyclone-proof 
standards was going on, the Theatre 
Group passed through a relatively quiet 
time theatrically, concentrating on street 
theatre and outdoor performances, in­
cluding an interesting gardens version of 
Twelfth Night.
Simon Hopkinson was brought to 
Darwin late in 1975 to write (with the help 
of local actors) and then produce, a play 
which, not surprisingly, turned out to be 
loosely based on the bureaucratic bungling 
and red tape that surrounded the early 
stages of Darwin’s post-cyclone recon­
struction. The play was called Occupied 
and was performed to enthusiastic aud­
iences at the open-air amphitheatre at the 
YMCA in Darwin. Hopkinson and the 
DTG scored a hit with Occupied because 
so many Darwin people knew the frustra­
tions of the central character in the play.
The re-opening of Brown’s Mart last 
year led to a revival of live theatre, with 
DTG staging a review — again loosely 
based on post-cyclone events — then a 
production of John Power’s Last o f the 
Knucklemen, which drew wide critical 
acclaim for the cast and the producer, 
Darwin barrister Tom Pauling.
And it was then that DTG met more 
problems. The cost of re-roofing the Mart 
and installing the air-conditioning that’s 
almost obligatory for Darwin, left the 
trustees without enough money to provide 
proper seating. Fire-control officers, 
pressing the need for fixed seating and 
other safety features, refused approval for 
a licence for live performances. A fund­
raising group calling itself Friends of 
Brown’s Mart was formed and is now well 
on the way to raising the $ 15,000 needed to 
bring the building up to scratch. But, until 
the work is done, Brown’s Mart is o u t.
However, what could have been a major 
setback for amateur theatre in Darwin 
became a triumph with the opening of the 
new Christ Church Cathedral, also built to 
replace a historic building destroyed by the 
cyclone.
The original Christ Church Cathedral 
was a small stone church and its destruc­
tion resulted in an Australia-wide fund­
raising campaign for the construction of a 
spectacular new glass-and-steel structure. 
The new cathedral, rising stark but im­
posing from the site of the original 
building, was consecrated in March in the 
presence of the Archbishop of Canterbury, 
Dr Donald Coggan. As part of the con­
secration ceremonies, the Anglican Church 
asked the Darwin Theatre Group to pre­
sent a production in the cathedral. A venue 
settled, the result was the group’s latest 
and most ambitious production, Robert 
Bolt’s A Man for all Seasons.
Finding experienced actors to fill the 
older male roles was not easy, but, to his 
credit, producer Ted Whiteaker, put 
together one of the best-produced plays 
performed by amateurs in Darwin.
A veteran of many on-stage appearances 
for DTG Whiteaker is relatively new to 
production but he brought to the position 
boundless energy and enthusiasm, as well 
as an unshakeable belief in the rightness of 
his own decisions.
Self-confidence inevitably causes some 
inter-production conflicts and it happened 
with A Man for all Seasons, leading 
eventually to the resignation of the set 
designer and the play’s production 
manager.
There were other problems too. Because 
the cathedral was still in the construction 
stage when rehearsals began, the set had to 
be constructed in Brown’s Mart and mov­
ed to the cathedral later. In fact, the move 
took place only two days before the 
production began and the final dress 
rehearsal was delayed until after 9 p.m. by 
other activities associated with the 
cathedral’s consecration and opening. 
Despite this, the play was presented to 
capacity audiences in a six-night public 
season.
Such problems haven’t been uncommon 
in Darwin’s amateur theatrics world in the 
two years since Cyclone Tracy, but the fact 
that A Man for all Seasons was presented 
on time and with a minimum of problems 
in performance is a good omen for live 
theatre in Darwin.___________________ ■
Richard Creswick is an ABC journalist in 
Darwin, where he has lived for just over six 
years. Since coming to Darwin, he has been a 
member of both the Cavenagh Theatre Group 
and the Darwin Theatre Group; he has acted in 
plays for both groups, most recently as Tarzan 
in Last of the Knucklemen.
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Theatre organisations
n U10 n
THE PEANUTS PROBLEM
Can the Elizabethan 
Theatre Trust hit 
that elusive jackpot?
The headquarters of the Elizabethan 
Theatre Trust in Dowling Street, Sydney, 
has the feel of a place coming down in the 
world. The truck-bays are empty, and in 
the board-room, looking north across 
Woolloomooloo to the harbour, the 
decorations are reduced to a branch of ivy 
in a Schweppes tonic bottle.
Jeffry Joynton-Smith, the trust’s general 
manager, is an exception to the impression 
of frugal shabbiness about the place. He’s 
as spruce as anyone can remember. It 
was he, the trust’s head of theatrical 
promotions, Jeff Kovel, and its publicity 
man, John Little, who asked Theatre 
Australia to talk about the erruption of 
criticism that followed the (unpublished) 
Coopers and Lyebrand report and the 
Peter O'Toole season. The trust wanted an 
opportunity to present its case side by side 
with ours.
Robert Page and I represented Theatre 
Australia. We were disappointed by unex­
pected stipulations from Joynton-Smith 
that he would not discuss trust policy (that 
was for the board, he said) and that he 
would, in general, be willing to be quoted 
only on the trust's entrepreneurial role. It 
was a blow softened by a promise that 
emerged later in the afternoon that 
Theatre Australia will be given an inter­
view when the Coopers and Lyebrand 
management consultants' report is settled, 
and all the issues can be discussed and all 
questions about the trust answered.
But, in any case, the entrepreneurial ac­
tivities of the trust require immediate ex­
amination. The central recommendation
of the Coopers report is that functions of 
the trust be pared, leaving it with only a 
national entrepreneurial role: foreign 
tours and interstate tours. An examination 
of their trust’s skills in that field is a first 
priority.
“ If we see a show anywhere in the world 
— it doesn’t matter where — it's our job to 
bring it to the Australian public, if the 
quality’s there,” said Joynton-Smith. 
“ And we endeavour to present Australian 
companies as widely as possible within the 
funds available, provided the quality is 
there.”
But the trust has only peanuts to play 
with: in 1975 it allocated itself an en­
trepreneurial fund of $46,000, but in 1976 
this was cut to $21,000. It’s not much more 
than half the general manager’s salary. 
Instead of allocating resources for the job 
the trust made the decision to earn them, 
and in pursuit of cash in the last 18
David Marr
DAVID MARR is an arts-law graduate of 
Sydney University where he was very active 
dramatically. Having decided not to pursue a 
legal career, he spent two years in Europe seeing 
theatre and festivals. On his return, he worked 
for three years on the B ulle tin  and acted and 
directed for Sydney University Dramatic Socie­
ty. He now edits the arts pages of the N a tio n a l  
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months, it invested in three Edgley shows, 
two Brodziak shows, and the shows im­
ported through the Sydney Theatre Royal 
— starting with Dead Eyed Dicks (Peter 
O'Toole) and continuing with The Two o f 
Us (Sheila Hancock), The Pleasure o f his 
Company (Douglas Fairbanks Jnr) and 
Lauder (Jimmy Logan).
To suggestions that the shows at the 
Theatre Royal were poor-quality goods, 
that they’ve damaged Australian light 
entertainment and that they’ve failed to 
make much money, the trust replies in 
much the way Jeff Kovel did that after­
noon: “There is the box-office potential — 
the potential is there to make $30,000, 
$40,000, $50,000.” The trust seems to have 
been banking on a jackpot.
Marr: Does the trust believe it’s free to 
raise its money any way it can? 
Joynton-Smith: Yes, I think so. Subject to 
any qualifications we would like to make 
ourselves in the way we do i t . . .  I wouldn’t 
suggest it could invest in a greyhound. But, 
provided it’s within the general parameters 
of the artistic world, it is.
Marr: Does the trust feel free to invest, 
even though the activities it becomes 
associated with are working contrary to 
what appear to be its own objectives? 
Joynton-Smith: I would think the trust 
itself would have to determine whether it is 
going to be working contrary to its objec­
tives, and if it is, I can't imagine that we 
wouldn't place a restriction on it ourselves. 
Little: May I come in? By whose objec­
tives? Who says what the objectives are?
We were circling the problem of Dead 
Eyed Dicks. It has been exhaustively dis­
cussed in the press, but the trust's rationale 
for involvement in that all-imported, all- 
unsuccessful venture remains at the heart 
of any public account, and the public
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defence, of the trust’s entrepreneurial role. 
Marr: It seems hard to square the import 
of shows such as Dead Eyed Dicks with the 
development of indigenous theatre. 
Joynton-Smith: Possibly, yes, on that par­
ticular one . . . but on paper it had as much 
— let’s call it “quality appeal’’ — as far as 
we were concerned as any of the activities 
from overseas: the Royal Shakespeare 
Company or anything else.
Kovel: It has to be one of the best casts, on 
paper, that's ever been seen in Australia on 
stage at one time. The actual product did 
not live up to the people on stage. I don't 
think that can be criticised. 
Joynton-Smith: We certainly believed 
[O’Toole’s standing in world theatre] was 
high when we arranged to do it. But I think 
that if that is considered to be a bad apple 
in the basket, and again that is a matter of 
opinion, I don't think the apple was 
anywhere near as bad by the time the show 
finished as possibly the time it opened. But 
going back, as I did this morning, over the 
shows we’ve done in the last seven years, I 
think that is really, by picking O’Toole, 
the exception because it goes along with it 
not having critical acclaim.
M arr: Who from  the A u s tra lia n  
Elizabethan Theatre Trust saw Dead Eyed 
Dicks performing in the provinces of 
England?
Joynton-Smith: Nobody.
Marr: Who from the trust read the script? 
Joynton-Smith: Nobody.
Marr: Who from the trust employed an in­
dependent cuttings agency to see what the 
reviews had been?
Joynton-Smith: Nobody . . . But I did say, 
if there is any dissatisfaction with our 
current situation with Dead Eyed Dicks, it
is that it is one of the rare occasions, 1 
believe, where we haven’t had the quality- 
control which we’ve always believed ex­
isted — being able to judge the product 
from the stable, or the script, or whatever 
it happens to be — and that we did not 
have that in the O’Toole situation. As 
against that, the O’Toole situation was 
something where I had to make up my 
mind within two days, as did the board. It 
was just one of those odd things. Now, if it 
was a mistake, and we’re just as capable of 
making mistakes as anybody else — I like 
to think we don’t make too many — but if 
it was a mistake, it was a mistake. And Em 
certainly not prepared to defend for hours 
and hours what can be considered a mis­
take and that's a matter of opinion at the 
time . . .
Kovel: I think the word mistake is being 
used too much. The public didn’t 
necessarily think it was a mistake; the 
critics certainly did, but the public didn’t. 
Marr: But the public did. I mean, as a 
commercial undertaking it failed.
Kovel: As a commercial undertaking, cer­
tainly, yes, you’re right, it failed. But the 
public that went to see it basically enjoyed 
the production very much . . .
Marr: You say this venture was a “one- 
o ff’. Is there a policy now that such a ven­
ture won’t be entered into again? Has a 
lesson been learned?
Joynton-Smith: If there is a lesson to be 
learned: quality. You must be able to check 
your quality, or to know that it comes 
from a quality stable. And that we did 
not have the opportunity to do, except we 
did get some overseas notices as quickly as 
we could.
Kovel: Which were good.
Marr: You didn't also get the critical 
slatherings from the English provinces did
you?
Kovel: We were given what we were told 
were the critics from the provinces where 
they’d played.
Page: On a point of information: were 
these full clippings?
Kovel: Absolutely complete from begin­
ning to end, which you can see.
The trust hasn’t struck the jackpot with the 
Theatre Royal series; over the four 
productions it thinks it will come out “a bit 
up or a bit down” . But the trust is ahead 
when you add up the results of commercial 
investment over the last seven years says 
Joynton-Smith. “ We have not actually 
spent, in the net, one dollar of government 
money on commercial investment. And 
that money has been used to pick up the 
losses in excess of these other shows. It 
probably sounds like an accounting exer­
cise, but that’s got to be done at some 
stage.’’
Any loss the trust incurs on a commer­
cial investment, he points out, is limited. 
Its loss on O'Toole he puts at slightly more 
than $2,000. “At all times, we restrict the 
amount [of the entrepreneurial fund] 
which can be used up, the amount of loss 
which we can incur in a commercial in­
vestment.’’
But in future the trust won’t publish 
these figures, which are about to go on the 
secrets list. Joynton-Smith explained: “ If 
Mr Edgley makes a profit or a loss, that’s 
his business, and the same with J.C. 
Williamson’s, and therefore we have taken 
a little bit of, I think genuine, comment 
that if we publish in our accounts which 
particular shows [of theirs] we lost 
money on as commercial investments and 
which we didn’t, we are giving away the in­
formation of the accounts of individual en­
trepreneurs.” The figures will be given, in 
confidence, only to the Australia Council. 
Marr: I' ve been fascinated by the trust’s 
[ambivalent] attitude to touring interstate 
theatre companies. I can’t think of a better 
function for the trust than breaking down 
the parochial barriers between city com­
panies in Australia.
Joynton-Smith: Right. I support that . . .
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but I went through our annual reports, 
which is the best way I can refresh my 
memory, to see the results of the interstate 
drama companies that we’ve toured since 
we started the programme in 1970, and 
every one of them did not break even, 
every one of them lost money. So therefore 
I believe one cannot approach a tour by an 
Australian drama company on the basis 
that it's at least going to break even. Now, 
I'm not suggesting for a moment that one 
shouldn’t still keep bringing them, because 
we're doing it, and we've got Tarantara! 
Tarantara! at the moment going into 
Melbourne and Brisbane. But you do it 
with the knowledge, surely the historical 
knowledge, that you’re not going to break 
even at the best.
Marr: Can these tours be purposefully dis­
cussed in terms of “breaking even”, in 
terms of cash? Aren’t we getting right to 
the heart of what subsidised theatrical en- 
trepreneuring is for, and isn't that precisely 
the function of something like the trust? 
Jovnton-Smith: Yes.
Marr: Well now, surely you can count as a 
great success a tour of Kid Stakes to 
Sydney, even if it loses money? 
Jovnton-Smith: Yes, certainly.
Kovel: But this is the very point why we say 
we must have other involvements because 
our involvements in more commercial 
theatre will enable us to do that more and 
more. But you can only lose so much 
money on an interstate company, and then 
the money runs out. So you can’t do any 
more, because you haven’t go any more. 
Page: We are concerned with your public 
image in Australia. Your public image at 
the moment looks to us rather bad and 
we’re trying to discover why it’s bad. We 
think it’s because you bring in overseas 
shows on the ground that there’s then sup­
posed to be money for indigenous shows, 
but when the figures come out you’re a lit­
tle up or a little down. It hasn’t happened. 
Kovel: Just a second. I think, in fact, if we 
go back over our figures, our investments 
have in fact shown profits over the past 
years. You’re isolating three activities at 
the moment.
It’s an account of what might be called the 
peanuts problem: the trust sets itself a 
national mission, but allocates peanuts to 
realise it. A confusion of activities is then 
probably unavoidable, with one set of 
priorities to promote Australian theatre, 
and another (frequently contradictory) set 
to raise the cash to do it. The way out of 
the bind is for the trust to hit a commercial 
jackpot — but the jackpot never seems to 
come.
If the Elizabethan Trust becomes the 
nation's official entrepreneur, it will have 
as a guiding principle of the business (in 
graphics on the walls of their new and in­
evitably more modest offices): “ Bide your 
time.” There is no limit on the loss the 
tru s t sustains on in te rs ta te , non­
commercial tours at the moment. The trust 
has never broken even. It is very cautious.
Joynton-Smith is in fundamental dis­
agreement with Wilton Morley (see 
Morley’s article in the June issue of 
Theatre Australia) over the prospects of 
taking critical and commercial hits from 
subsidised theatre and touring them 
successfully. You must bide your time, 
says the trust, give publicity and marketing 
a chance, wait for theatres that are just 
right for the show. The trust has turned 
down many possibilities to follow this prin­
ciple, and it might be right, but in seven 
years it hasn't broken even on an interstate 
promotion.
In private, others at the trust wonder if 
an entrepreneur can work within the struc­
ture of committees and boards imposed at 
Dowling Street, and lately the trust has not 
had much success securing the prizes it has 
been after. It lost Gordon Chater and 
Benjamin Franklin to Wilton Morley; yet, 
aggravating as it is for the trust, Morley 
appears to have got Chater on just the sort 
of terms the trust was fighting the Nimrod 
for.
By a quirk of internal organisation, the 
adm inistration of the Playw right’s 
Conference came under the trust’s en­
trepreneurial budget. No longer. In a 
general administrative budget of $250,000, 
there was not the money to help them any 
longer and they were axed this year. 
Joynton-Smith: I spoke to Jacquie Kott 
and said, “Well, look, if you're interested 
in us administering this sort of problem, 
I’m sure we can find a cubbyhole 
downstairs where you can bring your files 
in and get a filing-cabinet and if you want 
someone to do your minutes of meetings 
and that sort of thing and send them out 
. . . ” and then away we went. And ul­
timately we finished up by the time of the 
last conference; it was one person literally 
full-time downstairs for at least four 
months of the year, plus asking for an 
assistant . . .  In the end it was just not 
possible.
A small but highly significant boost to 
the nation’s theatre was cut off, inex­
plicably. It is these critical decisions of 
policy often so hard to understand, and 
frequently so damaging to the public im­
age of the trust, that Theatre Australia will 
examine in a second interview with the 
trust. With the results of the Coopers and 
Lyebrand report known, the trust will be in 
a positon to say where it goes now after 
these (as Jeff Kovel calls them) six 
“ interim years” since it lost the opera and 
ballet. ■
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William Shoubridge The Australian Ballet
Giselle saves the season
‘Never has the feel and smell of classic 
French ballet been so real’
For some people this year’s Sydney season 
of the Australian Ballet has been a disap­
pointment.
“ It's under-nourished,” they say. “Not 
enough substance.” Others have said there 
was too much “substance” and not enough 
entertainment. On the one hand, the 
season has been too experimental, and on 
the other, not experimental enough.
Well, for a start, the season is far from 
being thin: there is enough strong 
choreography within Serenade, Sebastian 
and Raymonda Act 3 to feed at least two 
or three other full-length ballets.
But the fatuous Sydney audiences do not 
want compactness, brevity and invention; 
the fatuous Sydney audiences want a full-
length ballet with lots of costumes, sets 
and a nice story . . . putting ballet on a par 
with the Australian Opera, which we all 
know hardly ever puts its nose around the 
door into the 20th century.
One would have thought by now that 
these people had realised the essential 
differences in both content and manner 
of ex ecu tio n  betw een b a lle t and 
theatre/opera. Ballet, dance, whatever you 
want to call it, can, if it wants to, add a 
new dimension to story-telling, but it can 
be “about” nothing at all except itself, if it 
wants to.
Such a proposition is well compounded 
in Balanchine’s masterpiece Serenade. 
Serenade is purity itself. Its language is in-
terior and complete. It is about nothing 
else but dance. It’s the sort of work that 
always challenges an audience’s imagina­
tion; it forces the audience to follow its 
argument and add drama if they feel so in­
clined.
Sydney audiences don’t like to exert 
themselves; therefore, the most commonly 
heard descriptions of this work are “too 
busy” , “confused” and “a lot of aimless 
wandering about” . I am sorely tempted to 
use bad words.
Now, I grant that the performance of 
this ballet by the dancers of the company is 
not the best, and that the conductor, Alan 
Barker, gave them no help whatsoever; but 
still, cannot these people see the sublime 
logic, the restrained, undefined emotions, 
the beauty and the exquisite mathematics 
of this work?
I can see why Balanchine is so wary of 
having his works performed by companies 
other than his own New York City Ballet. 
That company has been created solely by 
himself; his entire philosophy of the dance 
is personified in its dancers. They have to 
be light, quick, long and leggy, chic, and 
totally trained to make his density of con­
ception seem effortless and simple.
The Australian Ballet dancers have 
practically none of these qualities. On the 
opening night, Serenade was marred by 
spoiled lines, slow and sloppy team-work 
and a general ignorance of the geometry 
that sustains it.
Pinpoint accuracy is needed here. With 
entire corps de ballet entries intertwining, 
with trios, solos and duets that start and 
end within the onward rush of the music, 
the team simply must go like clockwork; 
one bad moment and the fabric is 
irreparably torn. With our dancers, the 
laziness, the confusion, the messy and 
poorly finished enchaînements made this 
beautiful jewel into a lumbering, boring 
dance class.
I thought that maybe the soloists would 
save the performance, but when Marilyn 
Rowe and Marilyn Jones went into their 
slow, supported fall to the ground with 
Kelvin Coe in the so-called “Angel of 
Death” trio, and fell on their backsides 
with an audible bump — that was the end.
I can see the point of having the work in 
the repertoire: no company should be 
without it; it is an acid test of pure dance 
technique in any dancer. But, the perfor­
mance does show that Miss Woolliams will 
still have an uphill climb to get this com­
pany to the standard of any other inter­
nationally known ballet company.
When it came to the second work on the 
third programme, my humour wasn’t im­
proved any by the sweaty steam-bath
Marilyn Rowe in Giselle
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callisthenics of John Butler’s Sebastian. 
This work has dated faster than Swan 
Lake and is just another repetition of 
Butler’s usual boringly over-muscular, 
over-sexed, “ grab-drag-and-quasi-cop- 
ulate” choreography.
Unlike Balanchine’s ballet, Sebastian 
has no affinity with its music; it goes its 
own over-blown way despite whatever 
piece of music is playing at the time. It's 
just the same with Carmina Burana, Les 
Noces and After Eden. But here, of course, 
the Australian Ballet’s dancers were more 
at home. If you did a step wrongly or 
didn’t do one at all, — well, just thrust 
your crotch out a little more and no one 
will notice.
Marilyn Rowe, in the lead part, looked 
downright embarrassed in all the fogged- 
up goings-on in this slim drama of for­
bidden love, decadence, lust and 
witchcraft. And Alan Alder, as Sebastian, 
looked perplexed and distant throughout, 
probably worrying about his body make­
up rubbing off on everyone else or his wig 
slipping.
With the last part of this programme, 
Raymonda, Act 3, things improved a little. 
Here, in this Petipa warhorse, the dancing 
was fiery, hieratic, well poised and 
arrogant — everything it should be.
There was a poor excuse for a set and 
once again little help coming from the con­
ductor, but the group work, the pas de 
deux and solos were driven with gusto and 
enthusiasm. It’s a totally mindless piece of 
choreogrphy though: one of those wedding 
celebrations that round off so many 19th- 
century Petipa works with a bang. And, it 
hardly needs to be said, just the sort of 
thing that an overfed and over-entertained 
audience loves — no effort required.
But the season, still had an ace up its 
sleeve, the van Praagh remounting of the 
Coralli-Perrott classic, Giselle.
Van Praagh won the Grand Prix du 
Paris for this interpretation and one can 
see why. Never has the feel and smell of 
classic French ballet been so real. Never 
has the implicit drama of this little maiden 
double-crossed by a philandering prince 
been so palpable.
Van Praagh has reinstated a lot of the 
original movement for the lead part, danc­
ed with exquisite restraint, freshness and 
delicacy by Marilyn Rowe. Yet she has in­
terpolated a few extra bits of dancing for 
the Prince and for the peasants, using some 
of the basic enchaînements of Cechetti, but 
always with a view to strengthening the 
period flavour, so that some of the 
moments in both the first and second acts 
look as if they have just stepped out of 
those mid-19th-century lithographs by 
Delacroix.
It is a superb interpretation. The 
dancers know this, and throughout the 
season it was danced with masterful 
assurance.
If the dancers can bring this same 
assurance of technique and poetic applica­
tion to Woolliams’ new production of 
Swan Lake later this year, the Australian 
Ballet will have another masterpiece to 
treasure in its repertoire. ■
Going Home
\  . . it is remarkably valuable to have 
a range of works published so 
reasonably in one volume’
I  Going Home
The Joss Adams Show 
Perfectly Ail Right
Going Home (and other plays) by Alma De 
Groen
Currency Press Pty. Ltd., Sydney 1977. 
Recommended retail price: $4.
We have become so used to Australian 
suburbia being treated satirically and 
abrasively in the theatre that Alma De 
Groen's recent major play Going Home 
bursts on to the scene with extraordinary 
impact. It is now published by Currency 
along with the more satirical Joss Adams 
Show and Perfectly All Right in a fairly 
straightforward edition of her plays. To 
the director working on any one of these 
plays it should be illuminating to compare 
them, and to the rest of us it is remarkably 
valuable to have a range of works publish­
ed so reasonably in the one volume.
The earlier two of these plays — one- 
acters Joss Adams and Perfectly All Right 
— work in a more restricted stylistic way 
that possibly looks back to De Groen’s 
The After-Life o f Arthur Craven. Perhaps
for this reason, it is easy to see The Joss 
Adams Show as a short thesis on the 
battered-baby syndrome, but within the 
framework of the television interview the 
playwright finds room to show the 
barrenness of sexual and domestic life 
which leads to the death of Joss’s baby. 
The interview implicates us, the audience, 
in the social callousness towards a 
pathetically desperate figure like Joss, but 
the flashes back and forward allow the 
husband's character to be presented with 
some sympathy. In the much shorter 
Perfectly All Right, a young boarder is 
confronted by a desperate landlady who 
compulsively moves things about his room. 
The sexual motivation is as obvious as the 
despair, but both are kept in balance by De 
Groen’s comic treatment of this situation.
Both the short plays almost look like 
preparatory works for Going Home, which 
dramatises a group of Australian ex­
patriate artists living and partly living in 
Canada. If one sees the wife Zoe, then De 
Groen's earlier women have developed 
considerably. Like Joss, Zoe is a com­
pulsive shopper, but guilty to the point 
where she smothers purchased potted 
plants by locking them away from her 
husband’s scrutiny. There is undoubtedly a 
sexual connotation in the obsession with 
furniture in this play too, but, as John 
Sumner warns in his introduction to Go­
ing Home, it is a mistake to see the play as 
a sociological account of wife-bashing, 
ugly people etc., and it is the loosely 
naturalistic form of this play which allows 
the playwright to move between comic and 
serious elements. Going Home works in a 
refreshingly non-condemnatory way — 
even the aggressive Tom has a sympathetic 
big speech which brings his wife back to 
him, and the playwright is not afraid of in­
timate moments between Zoe and Jim, the 
central pair, when the masks come down. 
All other things aside, Alma De Groen has 
written five superbly actable characters. 
Whether the characters are really in any 
sense “going home” remains for me one of 
the enigmatic aspects of this play, but, as 
Max Cullen says in his fairly controversial 
comments in this edition, it does constitute 
an attack on the trendy attitudes which 
lead artists to uproot themselves before 
they have any sense of identity. ■
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Who’s Who in the Theatre
. . one must realise the immense task 
facing the editors and applaud them 
for . . .  a magnificent result’
Who’s Who in the Theatre, edited by Ian 
Herbert, with Christine Baxter and Robert E. 
Finley. Pitman, London (15 pounds) and Gale 
Research, Detroit ($50).
One of the two most invaluable reference 
books for theatre buffs must surely be 
Who’s Who in the Theatre, the 16th edi­
tion of which has recently been published 
simultaneously in England and America.
Running into 1389 pages, it has been 
edited by Ian H erbert, assisted by 
Christine Baxter and Robert E. Finley, in 
association with an editorial board con­
sisting of actors Richard Attenborough, 
John Gielgud, Michael Redgrave and 
Dorothy Tutin and producers Alexander 
H. Cohen, Emile Littler and Peter 
Saunders.
First published in 1912, apparently only 
two people have figured in all editions: 
Cicely Courtnidge and Athene Seyler. The 
latest edition has been completely re-set 
throughout in a more modern and readable 
typeface, which also means that entries 
take up less space than previously.
Unlike most other kinds of Who’s Who, 
that for the Theatre never becomes entirely 
obsolete, since one constantly refers to 
previous volumes for details of artists who 
have died, cast lists and much other infor­
mation. The eighth edition (1936), for in­
stance, contained features long since
deleted: theatrical family trees, actresses 
who married into the peerage, Command 
Performances, roll-of-honour for the 1914- 
18 War and theatrical wills. The 14th edi­
tion (1967) included 12 pages of photo­
graphs from productions of the past.
Dropped from the current edition is the 
honours-in-the-theatre section and the 
general index to London playbills 1921- 
1965. This edition does, however, embrace 
London, New York, Stratford-upon- 
Avon, Chichester Festival and Ontario’s 
Stratford Festival playbills for 1971-5, and 
it repeats the London and New York 
long-runs list, provides details of London 
and New York theatres, plus openings of 
new ones, lists biographies from previous 
years now deleted, as well as obituary 
names for 1971-6.
Coming to the main body of the book, 
the biographical section which takes up 
946 pages, everyone is inevitably going to 
pick upon some notable absentees and 
others whom they consider should not be 
included. Questioned, too, may be the fact 
that entries are not confined to performers 
but also take in directors, producers, 
playwrights, designers and even in some 
cases critics and publicists.
IN THE
THEATRE
Edited by 
lan Herbert
Sixteenth
Edition
It is not difficult to light upon 
omissions and factual errors, particularly 
in dates. And it can be very irritating to 
find some well-known fact not recorded, 
particularly when the information must be 
available. As a minor example: Coral 
Browne’s current husband is correctly 
shown as Vincent Price, but the entry for 
Price indicates his wife is Mary Grant.
Disregarding such anomalies, one must 
realise the immense task facing the editors, 
and applaud them for what, after all, is 
really a magnificent result. Having inter­
viewed theatre folk for many years, I know 
all too well how frequently they can get 
their personal facts muddled, and these 
frequently have to be checked and re­
checked. Re-checking all the facts con­
tained in this Who’s Who is a chore I, for 
one, should not relish.
Most people will consider the Australian 
coverage totally inadequate. Perhaps here 
I may be allowed to add a personal note. 
In the previous edition, it seemed the only 
Australian featured currently living in the 
country was Ron Haddrick. I took it upon 
myself to point out this discrepancy to the 
editor and was asked to suggest likely 
names which could be put before the 
editorial board, keeping such a list ex­
tremely short. This I did, but, for some 
reason, not many of these people feature in 
the current volume.
I understand, however, that the next edi­
tion probably will contain more Australian 
entries. Lacking an Australian Who’s Who 
in the Theatre, it is to be hoped future 
volumes may even go as far as to include 
details of Australian theatres and playbills.
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International Theatre Institute (ITI) Australian 
Centre, 153 Dowling Street, Potts Point, 
Sydney; Box 137, Kings Cross, NSW, 2011. 
President, Robert Quentin; secretary, Marlis 
Thiersch; editor, Susan Paterson.____________
DIRECTORY OF CANADIAN 
PLAYS AND PLAYWRIGHTS
This very interesting directory contains 
synopses of more than 300 plays (including 
children’s plays), biographies of 100 
playwrights and an outline of the work of 
the Playwrights’ Co-operative, Canada’s 
“largest fulfilment centre for contem­
porary Canadian drama” .
The Playwrights’ Co-operative, launch­
ed five years ago, “publishes and dis­
tributes contem porary stage plays, 
provides a reading and consultative service 
for new and developing Canadian play­
wrights, and acts as an agency and service 
bureau.”
Scripts may be ordered from the co-op 
as long as they are prepaid, and discounts 
are available.
Copies of the directory are available for 
$1 (Canadian) each to cover postage and 
handling from: The Playwrights’ Co­
operative, 8 York Street, 6th floor, Toron­
to, M5J 1R2, Ontario, Canada.
MUSIC THEATRE 
TRAINING
The International Dance Section of the 
ITI has organised a 10-day seminar on 
music theatre training at the Roy Hart 
Theatre, Anduze, France, from 12 to 22 
August.
Practical work will consist of group ex­
ercises in movement and voice-training, as 
well as individual help in singing, acting 
and dancing. Instruction will mostly be 
given by members of the Roy Hart 
Theatre, although participants may take 
part in instruction.
No fees will be required. However, there 
will be a modest charge for accommoda­
tion. People interested in this seminar 
should contact the ITI Australian Centre.
THEATRE DES NATIONS
The festival of the Theatre des Nations,
1977, has been cancelled. Plans to arrange 
this ITI Festival in connection with the 
Nancy or Avignon festivals fell through 
because a subsidy was refused by the 
French Government.
The festival of the Theatre des Nations,
1978, will probably be held in Caracas, 
Venezuela, and the fifth world season, in
1979, in Hamburg. The 1975 festival was 
held in Warsaw, and the 1976 festival in 
Belgrade.
INTERNATIONAL THEATRE 
TRAINING
The International Theatre Institute has 
arranged a contact office for developing an 
information exchange about international 
theatre training. The office is part of the 
Belgian ITI Centre and can be reached by 
writing to: Bureau de Liaison, Inter­
nationale des Ecoles de Theatre, C/o 
Conservatoire Royal, 14 rue Forgeur, B — 
4000 Liege, Belgium.
BRITISH THEATRE 
INSTITUTE
The British Theatre Institute invites 
membership. Its newsletter, which goes 
free to members, “aims to report recent 
and forthcoming developments in the 
theatre arts in Britain” .
Membership rates are three pounds 
sterling for individuals from overseas and 
10 pounds for corporations, who receive 
five copies of the BTI Newsletter. Cheques 
should be made payable to British Theatre 
Institute and applications should be sent 
to: Membership Secretary, British Theatre 
Institute, c/o NCSS, 26 Bedford Square, 
London. WC1B3HU.
ACROSS FRONTIERS
A conference entitled “Across Frontiers of 
Theatre” will be held in Canterbury, 
England, at the University of Kent, from 
14 to 17 September 1977.
The aim of the conference is to explore 
popular drama and entertainment in its 
historical and contemporary forms. Other 
topics will include the inter-relationship 
between film and theatre, and political 
theatre.
For further information write to: Dr 
Louis James, Keynes College, The Univer­
sity, Canterbury CT2 7 NP, Kent.
THEATRE HISTORY
An annual course in Theatre History 
organised by the Istituto Internazionale 
per la Ricerca Teatrale is to be held in 
Venice from 8 to 14 September 1977.
The theme will be: “Aspects of Realism 
and Naturalism in the Theatre of the 
Second Half of the 19th Century in 
Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, the Nether­
lands, Poland and Hungary.”
For further information write to: The 
Director, Istituto Internazionale per la 
Ricerca Theatrale, Casa di Goldoni, S. 
Toma, 2794, 30125, Venezia, Italy.
TECHNICAL EXHIBITION
The second CISCO — International Fair 
of Cinema, Theatre, Convention Hall, 
Production Equipment and Related 
Materials — will be held in Paris at the 
Parc des Expositions, Porte de Versailles, 
from 3 to 7 October 1977. For an informa­
tion file and a personal invitation 
providing free access to C ISC O , 
professionals wishing to attend should 
write to: Marie-Christine Astruc, Inter­
national A ssistan t, C ISC O , Com- 
missariate General, 3, Rue Gamier, 92200, 
Neuilly, France.
1977 MUSIC A VIVA 
EUROPEAN TOUR
The general manager of Musica Viva, Mr 
Donald McDonald, wishes music-lovers in 
Australia “ bon voyage” for a tour from 16 
November until 20 December 1977 costing 
$2770, which includes air fares, hotel ac­
commodation, surface transport and 
tickets to 10 musical performances in 
Rome, Florence, Vienna, Salzburg, 
Munich, Zurich, Paris and London, as well 
as sightseeing in Italy, Austria, Germany, 
Switzerland, France and England.
Musica Viva’s administrative officer of 
international tours, Suzanne Gleeson, will 
accompany the group and will be glad to 
supply additional information at 69-70 
Clarence Street, Sydney, NSW, 2000.
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First in the National Po ll 
A ll Australia Agrees
N IM R O D
Theatre
Advance Australian Made/ 
Buy the EUREKA SeasonUckets
o q ugHofoe
AlrnadeGroen
JACK
Jim McNeil
David Williamson
3 O z plays for $12 (students $9)
Eureka Season Tickets save you up to $12 on a double 
ticket for the three Australian plays upstairs from late July to 
November — and give you a concession on Nimod 
Downstairs productions: Max Gillies in ‘A Stretch of the 
Imagination’ from the Pram Factory and David Hare’s 
‘Fanshen’.
T elep h on e 6 9 5 0 0 3
for a brochure
or call at Nimrod, 500 Elizabeth Street Surry Hills.
Join the Parade to the N im rod!
International 
A.B. Weiner
BUMPER SEASON IN NEW YORK
A.B. Weiner, formerly Professor of Theatre at 
the University of New South Wales, is Pro­
fessor of Theatre at the State University of New 
York, at Albany. He is the author of three 
books and many articles, mainly on Shake­
speare. He has also published several articles on 
the 19th-century Sydney stage. George Geog- 
hegan, one of Australia’s first playwrights, 
thanks him from the grave for having restored 
his tarnished reputation. In his spare time Dr 
Weiner directs plays, including recently a pro­
duction of A Streetcar Named Desire in 
Melbourne.
It happens every year around this time, 
and like the pains of childbirth, we forget 
that it was exactly like this last year. I am 
speaking of the vernal equinox in New 
York. It should have arrived on 21 March, 
but according to the polar blasts that 
tunnel up Seventh Avenue it is still winter. 
We have forgotten that we should have 
remembered that spring never comes as far 
north as New York; we go directly from 
winter into summer. We are waiting, then, 
for summer to arrive and signal the 
winding down of yet another New York 
theatrical season.
It is probably presumptuous for one to 
try to sum up everything that has opened 
or closed during the 1976-7 season, and 
conclude that this was a good or bad or 
average season, but from the financial 
point-of-view it was a bumper year. In the 
midst of what has been called a serious 
inflation/depression, one sees more 
Cadillacs, Lincolns, and Mercedes on the 
streets than ever before, and in spite of 
the skyrocketing costs of Broadway 
tickets, empty seats are rare. How come? 
American business ingenuity has once 
more triumphed in discovering a way to 
charge more for tickets than the market 
will bear, while at the same time not dis­
couraging the market. At present the price 
of a ticket for an ordinary, non-musical 
Broadway show is a bottom figure of 
$US10 to a top of SUS17.50. That is 
simply too expensive for many people, so 
the producers found a way to have their 
cake and eat it, to keep the theatres full 
without lowering their prices. There is a 
booth at Forty-sixth Street and Broadway 
where “twofers” are sold. “Twofers” of 
course, stands for “twoferthepriceofone” , 
an old American custom. An hour or so 
before curtain time people begin to cue up 
at the twofer booth where they can buy 
for half-price a ticket for almost any 
Broadway show that is not sold out. So, if 
you just want to go to the theatre 
regardless of what you see, and if you don’t 
mind queueing up, you can spend as little 
as $6 for a ticket. While this practice has 
enormously revitalised the New York 
stage, disasters still open and close. One of 
the most notable of recent closings was 
a draw n-and-quartered Caesar and 
Cleopatra, with Rex H arrison and 
Elizabeth Ashley. It closed after 12 per­
formances and sustained a loss of 
$US500,000. Now Mr Harrison can go 
back to what he most enjoys and does best: 
making television commercials for Amer­
ican cars.
I am afraid that the most exciting aspect 
of Broadway at the moment is the financial 
rather than the artistic. There is a kind of 
commercialism on Broadway that is, I 
believe, unique in the world. It really must 
be seen to be believed. And I am not argu­
ing that art must be kept pure from the 
money-changers. I think that the only ar­
tists who criticise money are failed artists. 
Money is as necessary to the theatre as 
actors, but this is not what I am talk­
ing about. The Theatre district is like a 
bazaar, a department store, a stock 
market; thousands of people buying, hun­
dreds of people selling. One doesn’t just 
buy a ticket, one makes a deal. Ticket 
agents — independent businessmen — in­
vest in tickets the way stockbrokers invest 
in shares of stocks. The ticket agents, who 
make their profit by tacking on a stiff sur­
charge to all tickets they sell, have first 
choice on tickets when they are first put on 
sale. If they believe that a certain show is a 
“winner” they will buy heavily. New York 
businessmen, who are visited by buyers 
from all over the world, keep a supply of 
hard-to-get theatre tickets to sweeten 
deals, to help them get orders. Supplying 
tickets or a fancy whore to an out-of-town 
buyer is de rigeur.
Only laymen refer to plays as plays or 
actors as actors. The industry refers to 
these as “properties” . Thus, an actor who 
has had wide exposure on television or the 
cinema, and who is expected therefore to 
attract a large audience, is a “hot prop­
erty” . Broadway producers, who must 
invest huge amounts to get a show on the 
stage, try to reduce their risks as much as 
possible by having as many “hot proper­
ties” as they can afford. Shows must, 
therefore, be packaged much like a tube of 
toothpaste or a box of detergent.
Here is a case. Back in 1971, Martin 
Charnin, a mildly successful Broadway 
lyricist, decided that a musical based on 
the comic strip “ Little Orphan Annie” had 
great promise. At this point he had not put 
pen to paper, nor did he have an artistic in­
spiration. He had only an idea to make 
money. It was not a naked idea, however, 
for there had already been successful 
musicals based on Li’l Abner and Charlie 
Brown. Charnin had to package his idea.
‘Shows must be packaged like a tube of toothpaste
or a box of 
detergent’
«9\
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He got a certain Thomas Meehan to write 
the book, and Charles Strouse, a mildly 
successful Broadway composer, to com­
pose the score. Charnin himself would 
write the lyrics. Five years later, there was 
a script of some sorts. A really hot proper­
ty was needed. They were able to sign one 
of the hottest properties around, Mike 
Nichols, to produce and direct Annie. Six 
years later, in 1977, the package was ready 
to be tied up with a pretty but absolutely 
necessary ribbon: media hype. Thus, for 
the past two m onths stories and 
photographs about Annie are prominent 
every time you open up the New York 
Times as well as many national magazines. 
The object of all this publicity? Annie 
must be made a hit even before it opens. 
Indeed, if by opening night — which is 
almost upon us — Annie is not sold out for 
the next three months, the show is ipso 
facto a failure and will probably close in 
a week or two. As any good manufacturer 
tries to package his product to make it 
appealing in the market place — quite 
aside from what is actually inside the 
package — Annie has been thoughtfully 
packaged. If it succeeds, it will make a 
fortune; not just in ticket sales, but from 
the cast album, T-shirts, dolls, future 
royalties, perhaps Film rights, etc., etc., ad 
nauseam. If it fails, perhaps $750,000 of 
other peoples' money will have been lost, 
but that is an income tax write-off.
I find this a good deal more interesting 
than most of the plays that are currently 
running. My greatest disappointment was 
a new play by Ronald Ribman, Cold 
Storage. It has received excellent notices, 
and I was able to get a ticket only after Mr 
Ribman graciously agreed to meet me at 
the box office and give me one of his house 
seats. Two of Ribman’s earlier plays — 
Harry, Noon and Night and Journey o f the 
Fifth Horse — I consider to be among the 
best American plays for at least the last 
decade. Indeed, I had the pleasure of 
directing the former of these plays and it 
was an enormously satisfying experience. 
But Cold Storage simply does not make it. 
It presents us with two cancer patients in a 
New York hospital, one a slovenly Arme­
nian greengrocer of advanced years, the 
other a sophisticated Jewish art dealer. 
For two acts these men discuss life’s 
problems, cancer, and Jewishness. No 
specific problem is posed and no solutions 
are offered. The acting by Martin Balsam 
and Michael Lipton is fine, as is the direc­
tion by Joel Zwick, and the set by Kert 
Lundell. Indeed, everything about the 
production is excellent except the play. In 
this case the parts are greater than the 
whole; the characters are strong and well- 
defined, and the dialogue is witty and even 
erudite. But Cold Storage is far closer to a 
continuing series on television than it is to 
a stage play. On writing a series of televi­
sion drama, the single unalterable rule is 
that the protagonist must be exactly the 
same at the end of the show as he was at 
the beginning, for next week he must begin 
all over again. In stage drama the opposite 
is true. The protagonist must have a 
change of fortune, or metabasis. Without
the metabasis the action cannot be com­
plete, for all actions that are complete 
must, by necessity, end in either success or 
failure. Cold Storage fails because it does 
not have a complete action; as one walks 
up the aisle after the final curtain, the 
process of forgetting what one has just seen 
is already well advanced.
I could make almost identical remarks 
about Simon Gray’s Otherwise Engaged, a 
London production that is still, for reasons 
I cannot fathom, running after one year. 
Tom Courtenay’s acting is all that one 
could wish, and Harold Pinter’s direction 
was superb. I have always thought that 
Pinter was a far better director than a 
p lay w rig h t, and th is  p ro d u c tio n  
strengthened that belief. In that Otherwise 
Engaged  has no m etabasis  — the 
protagonist is exactly the same at the 
beginning as he is at the end — it would be 
boring to retell the events that contrive to 
bring about this stalemate.
The best show in New York at the mo­
ment is Sly Fox by Larry Gelbart, which is 
based on Ben Jonson’s Volpone. It is 
masterfully directed by Arthur Penn, and 
wonderfully acted by George C. Scott, 
Jack Gilford, John Heffernan, Bob Dishy, 
and Hector Elizondo. Larry Gelbart’s 
greatest successes have been adaptations 
rather than originally conceived works. 
He is best known for his television series, 
M*A*S*H, which was based on the film, 
and A Funny Thing Happened on the Way 
to the Forum, which was based on scenes 
from Plautus. Mr Gelbart is a very funny 
man, or, to put that more precisely, he 
seems to have little difficulty in making his 
audience laugh. I think there is a nice dis­
tinction here. To state this in a paradox, 
Sly Fox gets more laughs a minute than 
Volpone, but Volpone is a better comedy. 
If we could rate comedies on a laugh- 
meter, then Jack Benny and Bob Hope 
would be funnier than Shakespeare and 
Moliere.
The art of writing comedy would seem 
to comprise two distinct talents: the ability 
to create funny jokes, and the ability to 
create funny characters. The latter is 
clearly the more difficult and elusive 
talent. Falstaffs and Malvolios are un­
forgettable; jokes are intrinsically forget­
table. Mr Gelbart’s talent seems to be that 
of taking an already-created character and 
putting in his mouth an embarrassing 
richness of jokes, one after the other. He is 
really quite dazzling along these lines.
I think, however, that Mr Gelbart’s 
triumph was less what he did to Volpone 
than what he didn’t do. Specifically, he 
left Jonson’s characters intact. He chang­
ed the locale and time to San Francisco 
in the late 19th century, and he changed 
the characters’ names: Volpone becomes 
Foxwell J. Sly, Mosca becomes Simon 
Able, Voltore becomes Lawyer Craven, 
Corbaccio becomes Jethro Crouch, and 
Corvino becomes Abner Truckle. (These 
are really unfortunate choices compared to 
Jonson’s wicked menagerie.) Further, 
Gelbart has written out all of the sub-plot 
material, and thus has changed Jonson’s 
highly complex plot into a very simple one.
The action of Sly Fox concerns itself only 
with the duping of Craven, Crouch, and 
Truckle. Gone are the characters of Sir 
Politic Would-Be, Lady Would-Be, and 
Peregrine and all of the plotty stuff they 
are involved in.
But Gelbart has done more than merely 
simplify Volpone; he has sentimentalised 
it. While Jonson savagely castigated vice 
and folly, giving them no quarter; while he 
created a world of animals representing a 
whole gallery of mankind’s most vicious 
characteristics, Gelbart seems to think that 
such behaviour is good, innocent fun. At 
the end of Jonson’s play, Volpone has his 
wealth confiscated and he is imprisoned in 
the hospital of the Incurabili. Mosca is 
whipped and then imprisoned in the 
galleys. In Sly Fox, Sly and Simon, hav­
ing sent their wealth on ahead of them, go 
off triumphant at play’s end, to set up 
business elsewhere and, presumably, 
duplicate their knavery on other unsuspec­
ting gulls. This, it seems to me, is the very 
antithesis of Jonson’s purpose in writing 
Volpone, and thus, as a play to be read and 
pondered, it is greatly lacking; as a 
stageworthy vehicle, however, it is superb.
The production is brilliant. I had never 
seen George C. Scott on the stage before. I 
had seen him only in films, and I had con­
cluded that he was a great actor, unques­
tionably America’s finest. Well, I must 
report that Scott is not a great actor. 
He lacks the transcendental imagina­
tion that separates great actors from the 
merely good. His own personality is too 
strong for him to submerge it to the degree 
where he actually becomes someone else. 
Yet he is a good actor, perhaps even a very 
good actor, and sometimes that can be 
more satisfying to an audience than to 
witness a great performance. While in his 
films he bestrides the rest of his fellow 
actors like a Colossus, in Sly Fox he was 
just one of an excellent cast. I concluded 
that his overpowering of his fellow cast 
members in the films is more of a com­
ment on the type of actor who works in 
Hollywood than it is of Scott. In the Land 
of the Blind, after all, the one-eyed man is 
king. In this production he was playing 
with a group of seasoned New York 
professionals, and they were not about to 
be overwhelmed. There was only one per­
son in the cast who was obviously out of 
her depth: Trish Van Devere. If one were 
unaware that she is the wife of George 
Scott, one might very well lose his sanity 
trying to figure out why she was cast. It 
has been announced recently that Scott 
will leave the company, but the production 
is so good that I do not think that that will
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Studyguide Don Reid
Peter Kenna s
Nimrod: Gloria 
Dawn as Aggie, 
Frank Gallacher 
as Paddy, Graham 
Rouse as Dan.
. in some ways a play . . . whose fine 
qualities have not yet been adequately 
acknowledged”
Since The Legend O f King O’Malley, 
which, they say, set the great ball rolling, 
goodness knows how many new Australian 
plays have been given an airing in our 
theatres. Looking back over the so-called 
“ renaissance” , one is beginning to feel 
confident about which handful of plays 
from the whole welter is going to stand the 
test of time, and will still be of interest to 
theatrical managements, not to say
scholars, come the year 2000. One such 
play, I suggest, is Peter Kenna’s A Hard 
God — in some ways a play, although cer­
tainly not neglected, whose fine qualities 
have not yet been adequately acknowl­
edged.
A Hard God stands out from the run of 
new Australian plays, so far as one can 
generalise about the run, in .a number of 
ways, and especially by avoidance of some
of its cliches and excesses. It eschews 
Ockerism, the intellectual middle-class 
trendies, historical pastiche, satirical 
revue, brave and blatant four-letter 
language, sexual daring. Rather than any 
of these obsessions, it has what good and 
great plays have always had: a grappling 
with the complex problems of living, and 
genuine feeling for human beings beset 
with life’s dilemmas. In lieu of cleverness it 
has sincerity.
A function of all worthwhile literature is 
the arousal of the sympathetic emotions, 
and A Hard God achieves this arousal. 
Peter Kenna has that quality which is not 
easy to find in so many of his colleagues,
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and which Katharine Brisbane has so 
rightly designated: compassion. He has ob­
viously a great affection for the pjsople in 
his play, and a deeply felt sympathy for 
their struggles in the coils of both religious 
faith and family relationships. The sen­
sitivity of the writing causes these feelings 
to be shared with the audience and the 
reader.
We sympathise with the characters’ in­
volvement with the play’s central issue of
the difficulty of maintaining faith in a lov­
ing God when he imposes a harsh life- 
experience and when His Church exacts 
severe duties and disciplines. We sym­
pathise with Dan’s huge tolerance and the 
unfairness of the strain placed upon him by 
unfeeling brothers. We understand Aggie’s 
love, her forthrightness, her essential 
toughness. We feel for Martin’s struggles 
with his guilts (because their source is so 
clearly and tolerantly explicated in the 
play) and his efforts to express himself in 
writing. We appreciate young Joe’s efforts 
to reconcile his sexual awakening and dis­
position with the “hard God” of his up­
bringing.
Our sympathies are sustained even in the 
comic scenes. Indeed, a real achievement 
of the writing is in its lovely and loving 
blend of humour and pathos. Dan’s 
reading of the paper on top of the table in 
order to be near the light is essentially 
comic, but is also moving because his fail­
ing eyesight is both a symptom of decline 
and another unfair burden for an already 
overtaxed man. Paddy and Monica are 
outrageously comic in many ways, but a 
sadness, too, pervades their peculiar 
relationship.
A Hard God is a good play because it is 
so vital. Its people live because they are 
realised so richly and ambivalently, but 
also conceived so simply and clearly. The 
playwright, like all good authors, has given 
each of them a discernible motivating drive
which is at the centre of his or her being, 
and on which depends, and which therefore 
explains, all of his or her behaviour and at­
titudes. Martin’s spinal action, for exam­
ple, seems to be “to atone”, Aggie’s “to 
put her family first” . This essential clarity 
and consistency of conception gives the 
characterisation a strong impingement. 
They are recognisably human.
The characters are, moreover, intrin­
sically A ustralian, exemplifying the
working-class stock from which so many 
of us — and our values — sprang. A Hard 
God is a good play because it justifies its 
characters’ attitudes and behaviour by 
showing them determined by strong, 
irresistible social, economic and religious 
forces. There are few pieces of Australian 
writing, let alone plays, which demonstrate 
so vividly the Irish-Catholic ethos in 
Australia, and which expose so potently 
the nature of the influence of the Depres­
sion on Australian families. (How ac­
curate, for instance, is the dispossession 
and migration of the Cassidy family, or, to 
take one more small example, the telling 
reference to the tin of Captain salmon!)
In a very real sense, A Hard God is a 
sociological document. It is a history play, 
or at least a play in which a period — its 
language, habits, values, mores — is as 
integral to the drama as the plot and 
character development. I am certain that 
this element in the play alone will 
guarantee the play’s survival. How essen­
tially woven into the fabric of the play, for 
example, is such language and social 
allusions as “He’s got the miseries on 
him”, “ Reffos” , “Paddy was coining it in 
the bootmaking business” , “a bulging 
chaff-bag” , “Have you ever gone all the 
way with a girl?” , “ I’m going up to Woy 
Woy” , “bloomers” , “Cyril Angles” , and 
“Saturday night dances” !
The play also touches on other themes of 
more than ephemeral interest, matters of
life and living which are intrinsic to its ac­
tion: the problems of middle and old age 
(physical slowing down, dimming eyesight, 
loss of the marriage partner, dislodgement 
from one’s home, an unstable marriage 
relationship which has gone on all too 
long, abrasive brother and sister relation­
ships); the “generation gap” problem; the 
problem of sex in adolescence and in par­
ticular that of homosexual attachment. 
There is, furthermore, the great universal 
theme of the burden of Time, which is so 
beautifully coherent in the play.
In summary, the characters in A Hard 
God are all victims of forces beyond their 
control; this has always been the stuff of 
tragedy in literature.
One should also comment on the struc­
ture of the play. It attempts a degree of ex­
perimentation within the naturalistic mode 
— parallel actions. It was perhaps this 
aspect of the play which attracted harshest 
critical comment at the time of its first 
production at the Nimrod Theatre, 
Sydney, in September 1973. H. G. Kippax, 
for one, asserted that there was a serious 
flaw in “a lack of linkage” between the 
family scenes and the scenes between the 
two boys, Joe and Jack. This was too 
severe. Linkage was there if one attended 
closely, but I think one has to concede that 
there was a need for a greater clarity in this 
regard, a somewhat stronger linkage. 
When the play was published by Currency 
Press, Peter Kenna had added the first five 
speeches of the text, and shown Joe in the 
domestic circle. This economic measure, I 
believe, resolves the problem adroitly.
Some critics made remarks such as “the 
play is a trifle windy” , and saw some of its 
long speeches and lack of overt action as a 
blemish. These responses failed to 
recognise the tone of the play and its essen­
tial theme in regard to time. As Susan Der- 
mody said in Showbusiness, “The family is 
found at that moment when the threats are 
more remembered than pressing, and there 
is the possibility for working over them 
and even understanding  them , in 
quietness.” Part of the Cassidy pathos is in 
the fact that time is very much grinding to 
a standstill for the older members of the 
family (who indulge in the long bouts of 
talk), yet for young Joe oscillates between 
a rapid tick-tocking speed on the one hand, 
and a slow meandering pace on the other. 
Thus Katharine Brisbane in the Australian 
perceived that, among other things, the 
form of the parallel actions of the play, by 
juxtaposing these speeds, represents “an 
experiment with time” .
There are many other observations 
which could be made. Suffice it to repeat 
that A Hard God is a damned fine play, 
and that one day it will be given a critical 
analysis at a depth of appreciation which is 
proportionate to its merits, and which has 
not really been possible here. ^
Resource material for students and teachers, 
with photos, excerpts from reviews, study 
questions, essay questions and comments by 
Peter Kenna and Don Reid, is available from 
Currency Press, 87 Jersey Road, Woollahra, 
NSW, 2025.
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George Mulgrue
‘THE CRYSTAL PALACE’ 
STARTS ANEW LIFE
‘It has to be significant when a movie 
house changes to live theatre’
Some sort of theatrical history must have 
been made in April when Nancye Hayes 
and Graeme Blundell opened the Regal 
Theatre in Perth with Bernard Slade’s 
Same Time Next Year. With theatres 
closing in all directions, it has to be signifi­
cant when a movie house changes to live 
theatre. And that’s what happened at the 
Regal.
The Regal was built as a movie house in 
1937 (it opened in April 1938) by a man 
called Coade, who was grandfather to 
playwright-poetess Dorothy Hewett. In 
fact, Dorothy’s father, Tom Hewett, was 
manager, and it’s the Regal that figures so 
prominently as the Crystal Palace in 
Dorothy Hewett’s play Bon Bons and 
Roses for Dolly.
I sat close to Dorothy at the Hollywood- 
type gala opening on 15 April this year. It 
had all the trimmings: marching girls 
prancing in a closed-off street under the 
enormous spotlights, a band playing, 
policemen in all directions, radio and TV 
personalities driven up in large cars hired 
by the organisers, and half the population 
of Subiaco crowding round to see the free 
show and watch the celebrities walk up the 
red carpet. In fact, you couldn’t see the
carpet because the celebrities were stuck in 
a bottleneck, trying to swap their fancy in­
vitations for seat tickets. But it was all 
good fun, and — to coin a phrase — a 
good time was had by all; particularly at 
the champagne supper later.
I asked Dorothy how it felt to be back. 
Just a little nostalgic, she admitted. She 
was with her sister, Dr Dougan, of Perth, 
and for both of them it brought back a lot 
of their adolescence that had centred round 
the place. And surely the Dolly of the play 
must have a great deal of Dorothy herself.
The Regal’s interim history has been in­
teresting. It is owned by 80-year-old Pat 
Baker, a Western Australian counterpart 
of the leading figure in Joan Long’s recent­
ly released film The Picture Show Man. 
Baker began in films at the age of eight, 
turning the hand-cranked projector at 
Sandstone, a goldfields town, now in the 
ghost category but then a prosperous place 
with a population of well over a thousand. 
His father was a travelling miner. Pat got 
fourpence a night — “three nights for a 
bob,” he explains — and eventually work­
ed his way up until he owned his own 
travelling show. “ Baker’s Photo-Play De 
Luxe” , it was billed. “ I never mentioned
cinema,” Pat says. “After all, a picture 
show is just a filmed play!” He worked 16 
hours a day for seven days a week, and 
visited just about every outback town in 
the State.
He ended up a rich man, a notable 
property owner in Subiaco, where the 
Regal stands. And eventually he gave up 
his travelling show and started opening 
drive-in movies. He now has six or seven 
of them scattered around the State. He 
also had an open-air movie house just 
across the road. He bought the Regal 
from his friend Tom Hewett in 1946.
He’s very proud of the Regal. “ It was 
the finest theatre in the Southern Hemis­
phere when it was built,” he claims. “And it 
was the first with air-conditioning.” This 
last isn’t quite accurate by modern stand­
ards, but it did have a splendid air-cooling 
system which could blow in cold and ex­
haust hot air in the summer, and heat it 
during the winter. It wouldn’t be difficult 
to convert this to modern air-conditioning.
Although he’s still going to show movies 
on Sundays, he’s also very pleased that the 
theatre has gone over to stage plays. “ I've 
got all the money I need,” he says. “So 
I’m not going to charge high rents.” In 
fact, the rent he’s asking is minimal by 
Perth standards, where the rental of Her 
Majesty’s makes local productions there 
almost impossible. And he’s never going 
to let the place be bulldozed or turned into 
a warehouse.
The success of the Hayes-Blundell show, 
followed by an equally successful Gordon 
Chater in The Elocution o f Benjamin 
Franklin, makes it likely that it will never 
revert to being a movie house. John 
Thornton, Western Australian represen­
tative of Parachute Productions, and a 
director of Interstar, said that he has 
several other shows lined up. There is talk, 
too, of Bon Bons and Roses being produc­
ed again in the theatre that played such a 
part in it.
If all this takes place, live theatre in 
Perth might have a new lease of life. The 
possible deepening of the stage would 
mean that the WA Ballet — starved of a 
proper frame at the moment — could hope 
to put on shows at a profit, which is almost 
impossible in places like “The Maj” and 
the Playhouse. The vast Entertainment 
Centre is quite impossible for anything but 
Edgley extravaganzas.
One can only hope that Parachute- 
Interstar keep on being as successful at the 
Regal as they have been up to now. Be­
cause the foyer will no longer be “sobbing 
with silence” and there won’t be mildew on 
the roses any more. ^
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THE OLD TOTE THEATRE COMPANY
at theYORK THEATRE
SEYMOUR CENTRE
j i m ; 22 to JULY 2 6 ,MON to THUR a tS15p.n i. FRI & SAT 5*30 & 8-30p.m .
OR THE STROLLING GENTLEMEN
by JOHN O’KEEFFE
Directed by MICK RODGER D esigned by ANNE FRASER
The Company w ill include:
ABIGAIL,ROBIN BOWERING,TERRY BADER 
ANNE GRIGG, RICHARD MEIKLE,GARTH MEADE.
ALL BOOKINGS NOW OPEN • BOOK AT
Seymour Centre (Cnr. Cleveland St. & City Rd. Chippendale) 692 0555, Parade Theatre (663 6122) and agencies.
ALL SEATS $7.30 (eves), $6.30 (mats). Pensioner & Childrens concessions available.
FOR E XC ELLENT PAR TY  CONCESSIONS'PHONE JENNIS McKENZIE 692 0555 or The P&rty Organiser 663 6122.
PARK,DINE &SEE THE SHOW
One stop entertainment at the Seymour Centre. Enquiries 692 0555.
Elizabeth Riddell Films
The Picture Show Man 
The FJ Holden
Contrasts in ‘style and content — and 
possibly in aim . .
It must be taken as a plus for our 
minuscule film industry that it can in the 
same week present two films as dissimilar, 
in style and content — and possibly in aim 
— as The Picture Show Man and The FJ 
Holden.
I don’t say that one is “better” than the 
other, though I tend to think that, with 
everything that’s the matter with it, The FJ 
Holden will last longer in our conscious­
ness.
To take The Picture Show Man first, it 
is set shakily in good old Nostalgialand, 
where the countryside looks as city- 
dwellers think it should look, or as they 
remember it looking when they were 
barefoot kids fishing in a creek. Assuming 
they ever fished in a creek. Once on the 
track towards Nostalgialand, the accom­
panying images proliferate embarrassing­
ly. Anyway, in this country a doggish John 
Meillon, wearing a worried frown, 
moustachios and a tweed coat with a velvet 
collar which might have been more 
suitable for Broadway, shows films in 
mechanics’ institutes and church halls 
while a companion bangs out tunes on the 
borrowed piano. His territory is invaded 
by someone to whom he actually taught 
the business, in the person of Rod Taylor, 
presumably hired to interest overseas 
audiences. The plot is: who will survive?
Between the beginning, which is pretty, 
and the end, which is jolly, there is a series 
of modified variety turns in which John 
Ewart, Judy Morris, Lenore Whiteman, 
Garry McDonald, Yelena Zigon, Patrick 
Cargill and other perform ers with 
recognisable names take part. One inci­
dent merges with the other, seen through a 
golden haze of recollected cute commercial 
deals, bumpkin intrigue and innocent sex­
ual encounters. When John Meillon pur­
ports to make a midnight pass at the 
beautiful Yelena, you know he doesn’t 
mean it and would be appalled if she 
accepted his advances. The character’s 
strongest quality is bluff — moustachios to 
hide a timid lip, bluster to disguise fear, a 
velvet collar to distract attention from 
frayed cuffs. John Meillon does this 
character very well, but the character itself 
is a stereotype.
So what is the point of The Picture 
Show Man! Presumably films are made 
for commercial gain, or to say something 
the creator thinks should be said, or to 
change people’s habits and opinions, or to 
preach a political sermon, or to realise per­
sonal ambition, or . . . the list is a long one.
Miss Joan Long produced The Picture 
Show Man from the recollections of Lyle 
Penn, whose father was one in the same 
period and landscapes. I should say that 
she hoped the film would succeed commer­
cially without having to pander to the 
coarse tastes of the lowest common 
denominator, wherever he pays his $3.50 
for a seat. But while nostalgia can be pick­
ed up and put aside in the pages of a book, 
in a film it needs support, such as a real un­
derstanding of inevitable changes in the 
human condition and their tragic oc­
currence in time and place. If there was a 
glimpse of this in the film, it came fleeting- 
ly in Judy Morris’s performance as one of 
those dedicated, scatty but ironwilled 
ladies who pursue culture in country
towns. The film has been described as 
“disarming in its simplicity” . I find it sim­
ple, but not disarming. And, quite often, 
boring.
There is not much of The FJ Holden 
that is boring, but a good deal of it is 
repetitive, scenes go on too long and are so 
badly delineated that characters, vehicles 
and interiors are all too easily confused. 
Not that this could be said about the FJ 
Holden itself once its faded and splotched 
paintwork has been covered in canary- 
yellow Duco. The car is, as Michael 
Thornhill no doubt intended, the one thing 
you won’t forget.
Thornhill, sometime lecturer on film, 
sometime film critic, maker of Between 
Wars, is producer, director and writer of 
The FJ Holden, and this may be the reason 
why it doesn't really work very well. He is 
possibly aiming at becoming an auteur, the 
kind of film man who gets his name above 
the product and the performers. In that 
case, he has a fair way to go, although I 
don’t believe for a moment that he will not 
get there. If Thornhill has faith in his 
future, so have a lot of other people.
The FJ Holden is set in Sydney’s 
western suburbs, of which photocopies ex­
ist in other big Australian cities and in 
miniature form right across the Com­
monwealth, and is about a couple of oafish 
young men and a shop assistant they pick 
up one night and copulate with in the FJ 
Holden.
She attaches herself to the best bet of the 
two, as is the way of girls in suburbs other 
than western, and in no time they are “go­
ing together” , showing one another a mix­
ture of fondness and antagonism and hav­
ing it off not only on the back seat of the 
car (zip down, squeak, grunt, zip up) but in 
her bedroom while her father is at the foo- 
ty. The first rift, as the Victorians used to 
say, comes when he lets his mate watch. 
There is then a punch-up at a Satt’y night 
party, neg. driving charges and fadeout.
Thornhill as writer — his weakest role 
— dodges the issues of the relationship 
between parents-and-police and the central 
lovers, if that’s the term for them. Here the 
writing is shapeless, flabby. It reminded 
me of parts of the script in the television 
series Certain Women where the writing 
was presented to the audience as slice-of- 
life honesty — a literary confidence trick.
Thornhill gets good performances from 
his near-amateurs, Paul Couzzens and Eva 
Dickinson, and none of the rest of the cast 
is actually bad.
It is hard to say where the audiences for 
this film will come from, or if there will be 
any after the first curious wave. ■
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Roger Coveil Records
Vespers: the great Monteverdi enigma
‘Fortunately, we now have more than one 
recording of this astounding music which 
can give us a very fair idea of what an 
ideal performance of it might sound like’
Of all Monteverdi’s works the Vespers of 
1610 is the most mysterious. It is not cer­
tain whether it represents music conceived 
as a single work or merely as an anthology 
of Monteverdi’s range and capacity for 
church music. If the music was intended to 
constitute a single work, why are there two 
Magnificats? And why are all the pieces 
linked, as a kind of appendix, to the six- 
part Mass in traditional style which stands 
at the beginning of the published music? 
Dates and places of pre-Venetian perfor­
mances of the music have never been es­
tablished, although it seems fairly certain 
that all or part of the music was performed 
at Mantua as well as at Venice. If, as 
seems likely, Monteverdi put the collection 
together in order to improve his chances of 
getting a more congenial job in Rome or 
Venice, his plan was successful in the long 
run. The Vespers would have commended 
him to the procurators of St Mark’s, 
Venice, as the master musician of his age.
When we have said that, however, we 
have to admit that the music itself is oc­
casionally enigmatic to the point of 
mystery. Concerted solos such as the Duo 
Seraphim and the Audi coelum are so 
overwhelming in their demand for the 
highest skills of vocal agility and ornamen­
tation as to transcend any passage in the 
surviving Monteverdi operas in this 
regard. The use of cantus firmus in many 
of the extended pieces seems curiously old- 
fashioned in music which is obviously 
intended to demonstrate Monteverdi’s 
complete mastery of the aesthetic and tech­
nique of the early baroque. The complication 
of metre and proportion, the finickiness 
and wilfulness of some of the part writing 
are unusual for a composer whose work is 
almost always calculated at exactly the 
level of complexity needed for a particular 
performance. Some of the music seems in 
texture as though it would need a far drier 
acoustic than would likely to be available 
in any of the churches used by the com­
poser for this music.
The published layout of the Vespers has 
long misled performers and would-be per­
formers in their approaches to it. Because 
it seemed like a major ecclesiastical set 
piece, something to be put alongside the 
Bach Passions or the Missa solemnis, the
early arrangements and realisations of it 
before and after World War II made it 
sound far too thick and grandiose. The 
tradition began of viewing it as a work for 
choral societies; and to this day such bodies 
tend to assume that a choral group can 
muster the necessary additional forces to 
perform the work without falsifying its 
nature. The truth is usually the reverse. 
The impetus to perform the Vespers should 
begin with solo singers and skilled in­
strumentalists. Choral resources ought to 
be the last and least important element to 
be considered. Much of the Vespers, in­
cluding many sections of the psalm set­
tings, consists of writing for concerted solo 
voices. The choral share in the proceedings 
is relatively small and is certainly not 
enough by itself to ensure the realisation of 
the work in a satisfactory manner.
It was a failure to realise this that made 
the 1976 Adelaide Festival performance of 
excerpts from the Vespers so unsatisfac­
tory. The psalm settings had obviously 
been thought of in the first instance as 
choral settings and the search for enough 
skilled soloists, vocally and instrumentally, 
had never come within hailing distance of 
success. I learn that the Vespers is due to 
be performed at an inter-varsity choral 
festival this year. I cannot think of any 
work less suitable for a large body of 
singers to attempt at such a gathering.
We must at least give thanks to those 
pioneers such as Walter Goehr who es­
tablished a tradition of performing the 
Vespers, even if they often misrepresented 
them. The work is still extremely difficult 
to prepare for the concert hall or the 
festival church performance. Fortunately, 
we now have more than one recording of 
this astounding music which can give us a 
very fair idea of what an ideal performance 
of it might sound like.
The first set of this kind came out on 
Telefunken (SAWT 9501-02; 2 discs) and 
offered some excellent instrumental per­
formances on the original instruments (or 
faithful copies of them) specified in the 
score. It also offered incomparable agility 
from the tenor, Nigel Rogers, as one of the 
soloists and the familiar lustre of the Vien­
na Boys’ Choir at suitable moments of the 
work, notably in the treble reiterations of
the Sonata sopra Sancta Maria, which 
soar with such lucid buoyancy above the 
complicated variations for instruments. 
The Monteverdi Choir of Hamburg left 
something to be desired in intonation; and 
the clarity of the recording was below the 
level of many of Telefunken’s later recor­
dings of Monteverdi and his contem­
poraries.
A more recent Decca recording of the 
Vespers, under the direction of John Eliot 
Gardiner in London, uses modern in­
struments for the instrumentally important 
parts and, therefore, achieves a much less 
authentic realisation of the sound world of 
the work. On the other hand, Gardiner’s 
forces as a whole handle the music with far 
more assurance and relish; and in that 
respect his recording is preferable to the 
Telefunken version.
Another version, involving a vocal and 
instrumental ensemble in Lausanne under 
the direction of the experienced Montever­
di conductor, Michel Corboz, has become 
available again in a World Record Club 
reissue (R 01920; three discs). This is un­
usual in offering not only the first and 
longest Magnificat, but both Magnificats: 
a quite satisfactory arrangement for 
records, as the listener retains the choice of 
playing either or neither of these pieces. The 
decision to include both Magnificats push­
ed the recording on to three discs, but the 
low-price reissue of the discs balances to a 
large extent the disadvantage of having to 
buy an extra record. Corboz uses some 
traditional instruments, including the 
wooden cornetts of the period, but his in­
strumental forces are far less rich or keenly 
focused than those of the Telefunken set. 
His tenors, Eric Tapy and Hugues 
Cuenod, certainly possess character and 
piquancy; but their more elaborate 
vocalisations do have a resemblance to the 
bleating of sheep. The Corboz version 
would be very acceptable in a concert per­
formance; on disc it lacks the refinement 
of instrumental work and the quality of 
solo singing that we expect from discs of 
such music. But it does offer the extra 
Magnificat.
Up to now, the choice has been between 
vigour, flair and limited authenticity from 
the Gardiner version and authenticity 
coupled with a certain flatness of direction 
from the performance directed by Jurgens 
on Telefunken. A newer version, directed 
by Philip Ledger for EMI (HMV SLS 
5064; 2 discs) offers a happy resolution of 
this difficult choice. Ledger’s recording, 
based on an edition prepared by him and 
Denis Arnold, is even more brilliant in its 
use of historically appropriate instruments 
than the Telefunken version (compare, for
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example, the much greater stylishness and 
accuracy of intonation of the cornetts, 
even when the tempo is considerably 
faster), and a thoroughly vital control of 
rhythm, some very fine soloists and 
genuine flair in realising the contrasts of 
proportion and metre in the score. 
Anthony Rolfe Johnson and Robert Tear 
are not as truly fluent in the difficult tenor 
solos as Nigel Rogers is for Telefunken; 
but they make a better match for each 
other than Rogers and his second tenor. 
Tear is inclined to growl a little in his florid 
passages; and there is one section of the 
Audi coelum where he and Rolfe Johnson 
sound like a pair of dogs worrying a bone. 
Of their competence, however, there is no 
doubt; and they have some fine associates
Ray Stanley’s
WHISPERS
RUMOURS
It was the usual story when Tarantara! 
Tarantara! opened in Melbourne to a far- 
from-full Princess Theatre — lack of 
publicity by the Australian Elizabethan 
Theatre Trust, which was presenting the 
show. Several potential box-office 
successes have been ruined through the 
trust’s inefficient publicity machine. Pity 
JCWs didn’t take up the show . . . The 
Pleasure o f His Company, with Douglas 
Fairbanks Jnr, Stanley Holloway and 
David Langton, made such a hit with the 
blue-rinse ladies of Melbourne, it could 
return in a few months . . . It’s on the cards 
Australia could see a commercial produc­
tion of Sly Fox, the current Broadway 
smash-hit based on Ben Jonson’s Volpone 
. . . Shall be surprised if Jill Perryman is 
not in the Australian production of Side 
By Side by Sondheim.
Those “doctors” Robin Nedwell and 
Geoffrey Davies are packing ’em in again 
in a play even worse than Doctor in the 
House (if that’s possible). Why can’t such 
people tour in something worth while? 
They would retain their self-respect, 
introduce new good plays to Australia, 
attracting new audiences who would be 
surprised they actually liked something 
they otherwise would not have seen, and 
then everyone all round would be happy. 
Why not? . . .
in Elly Ameling and Norma Burrowes (in 
the two solo soprano parts), Charles Brett 
(alto), Martyn Hill (third tenor) and Peter 
Knapp and John Noble (basses). The speed 
of the instrumental playing in the opening 
Deus in adjutorium is breathtaking when 
the listener bears in mind the difficulty of 
playing the cornett parts (taken from the 
opening toccata for Monteverdi’s Orfeo)\ 
but Michael Laird and Iaan (sic) Wilson 
never falter. The late and much-lamented 
David Munrow leads the Early Music 
Consort of London with some of the ad­
ditional instrumentalists; and the choral 
lines are taken with characteristic accuracy 
and with not quite so characteristic zest by 
the choir of King’s College, Cambridge.
The basis for the overall success of this
series, however, is the performing edition 
itself and the conducting of Ledger. On the 
evidence of this performance Ledger’s 
regime at King’s may prove to be even 
more distinguished than that of his 
predecessors, Boris Ord and David 
Willcocks. Although the reverberation 
period of the sound of some of the final 
chords reminds us that the recording was 
made, presumably, in King’s College 
C hapel, the m icrophone technique 
employed ensures that we hear the in­
tricate detail of vocal and instrumental 
parts well enough. No recording of a work 
as full of textural difficulties as the Vespers 
is ever likely to be wholly successful. This 
one comes as close to success as I can 
imagine happening at the moment. ■
Who is a young Cyril Ritchard? After 
seeing him on stage in Sydney, Darrell 
Hilton, according to Joyce Grenfell, who 
should know, as she was in Coward's revue 
Sigh No More with Ritchard . . .  A one- 
man show on tour which sounds interesting 
is Leonard Teale in The Legend o f Henry 
Lawson.
Although they did poor box-office 
business, I’ve heard good things about 
Hunter Valley Theatre’s touring produc­
tions of Hibberd’s The Les Darcy Show 
and Buzo’s The Roy Murphy Show, both 
directed by John Tasker. Tasker is going 
to direct Don’t Piddle Against the Wind at 
Jane Street, (see Quotes and Queries), with 
John Paramor in the cast . . . The original 
cast album of The Twenties And All That 
Jazz should be out soon . . . Understand 
Lynn C urran  is re tu rn ing  to the 
Melbourne stage in the MTC’s production 
of David Rudkin’s Ashes . . .
Remember Barbara Angell who used to 
be in the Mavis Bramston Show on telly 
and in revues and musicals around 
Melbourne? Apparently she’s taken the 
Arts Theatre Club in London for a 
summer season of lunchtime plays written 
and acted by Australians. First up is a one- 
woman play by Max B. Richards with the 
lady herself, followed by a double bill by 
James Norman: Substitutes and There’s a 
Meeting Here Tonight, and later Miss 
Angell’s own The Final Announcements. 
Other members of the company are Penny 
Stehli, Charles Pemberton and John Turn- 
bull . . . Recently I was sent programmes 
for the South Australian Theatre Com­
pany’s first three 1977 productions. To me 
they appear the most informative and best 
designed of any of the subsidised com­
panies . . . Andrew Guild, right-hand-man 
to Michael Edgley, will soon chalk up his 
40th visit to the Soviet Union . . . Glad to 
see that fine actress Julia Blake is once 
more treading the boards, playing Madam 
Ranevsky and Elizabeth Proctor in Peter 
Oyston's productions of The Cherry 
Orchard and The Crucible for the Alex­
ander Theatre Company.
A well-known personality in Melbourne 
showbiz circles is branching out as an en­
trepreneur and trying to bring Bobby 
Short to Australia. Maybe Greta Keller
too . . . Tipped by some for future stardom 
is actor Tom Considine, said to be in the 
mould of Peter Finch . . .  It must be dif­
ficult, and perhaps a little embarrassing, 
for a theatre director whose wife is an ac­
tress. Take Colin George, for instance, of 
the South Australian Theatre Company. 
Wonder how many of the other actresses 
around are happy about her being given 
the plum roles of Lady Teazle, Varya in 
The Cherry Orchard and, in August, the 
lead in Annie Get Your Gun. Bet tongues 
are wagging in Adelaide . . . Overheard at 
a performance of A Chorus Line: “ I simp­
ly must see the show again, Maude. I want 
to see who the director chooses for his 
musical next time!” y
A FAMILIAR FACE TO ALL 
THOSE INTERESTED IN THE 
THEATRE
AND ONCE AGAIN
pitman publishing pty ltd
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE 
PUBLICATION OF A 
COMPLETELY REVISED AND 
ENLARGED EDITION OF
UP TO DATE AT THE 
BEGINNING OF 1977
The new, sixteenth edition is available now 
from booksellers or direct from Pitman 
Publishing, 158 Bouverie Street Carlton, 
Victoria 3053 (with a 10% discount and 
postage free to all members of the theatrical 
profession). $42.50 RRP.
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David Gyger Opera
Melbourne gets a break
‘Victorians have been vouchsafed . . . two 
thoroughly rewarding opera experiences’
Melbourne opera-lovers have been com­
plaining — often quite justifiably — in re­
cent years that the national opera com­
pany gives their city a raw deal. Certainly, 
the only premiere of a new production 
vouchsafed them by the Australian Opera 
last year was a rather unexciting re­
creation of a Glyndebourne original 
(Janacek’s The Cunning Little Vixen) and 
all five of the new AO productions for 1977 
will first be aired at the Sydney Opera 
House.
But I can state unequivocally, on the 
basis of a two-night Melbourne stand in 
May, that Victorians have been vouchsaf­
ed, this year, two thoroughly rewarding 
opera experiences that will not be available 
in Sydney. Both productions involved — 
M ozart's  M arriage o f  Figaro and 
Beethoven’s Fidelio — were revivals of 
John Copley originals, Figaro from 1971 
and Fidelio from 1970, but neither was 
wearing its age badly.
Indeed, the Copley Figaro, which was 
widely acclaimed when it first saw the light 
of day and had improved on its original 
high standard so much that the Sydney 
music critics singled its revival out as the 
most significant music event in the city last 
year, was almost as good at this year's 
Melbourne opening as it has ever been. 
John Pringle (Count Almaviva) and 
Ronald Maconaghie (Figaro) were both in 
magnificent form, continuing to refine 
their interpretations of roles they made 
their own long ago. Neil Warren-Smith 
(B a r to lo )  and R o s in a  R a isb e c k  
(Marcellina) continue to give superb 
readings of their demanding supporting
ro les. R obert G a rd ’s B asilio , as 
dramatically strong as ever, showed 
remarkable vocal improvement in the 
aftermath of his recent study sojourn in 
Germany: he is now producing by far the 
most pleasing sounds I have ever heard 
from him, and it is a thorough pleasure to 
see him again in a character role he does so 
superbly. And Cynthia Johnston’s Susan­
na — always a pleasure — was a pure 
delight on this occasion.
Only Nance Grant’s Countess and Jen­
nifer Bermingham’s Cherubino were dis­
appointing — the former for her unin­
volvement on the acting front and her oc­
casional vocal harshness, particularly in 
her first big aria, “ Porgi Amor", the latter 
for her occasional overstepping of the ad­
mittedly hard-to-draw line between high- 
spirited comic acting and the sort of ex­
cessive clowning-about that reduces 
Cherubino to a mere adolescent buffoon. 
But favorable, if passing, mention must be 
made of Melinda Sharman (the only new 
face in the cast), whose Barbarina was 
most pleasingly sung and presented.
Perhaps it was only to be expected that 
this Figaro would be vocally good — 
though clearly Michael Beauchamp, who 
rehearsed it for Melbourne, deserves a 
good deal of credit for ensuring that, most 
of the time, at any rate, the production 
retained its original tautness and freshness. 
The big surprise, though, came on the 
orchestral front where the conductor, 
Peter Robinson, was able to inspire the 
Elizabethan Melbourne Orchestra to give 
nearly as good a performance as we have 
come to expect of its Sydney counterpart.
This may sound condescending, but it is 
emphatically not; for it is common 
knowledge that the EMO has been through 
a very difficult period in the past year or so 
and has simply not been able to achieve the 
same general level of excellence as the 
Elizabethan Sydney Orchestra. It would be 
wrong to claim it is the equal even now of 
the ESO, but most of the time one is not 
unduly conscious of that fact: it is only 
when the strings lose their unanimity or the 
woodwind ensemble falters for an instant, 
or where some exposed virtuoso demand of 
the score is not quite coped with, that one 
feels marginally let down.
The opening Melbourne performance of 
Figaro on 12 May — which was enthus­
iastically received by the audience 
— was a good deal more satisfying all 
round than the following night’s Fidelio 
under Carlo Felice Cillario. Largely this 
seemed to be an orchestral problem, for 
the EMO had much more trouble coping 
with the demands of the Beethoven score. I 
am not quite sure about the merits of 
Cillario’s untraditional reading of the 
score — in particular by exaggerating 
variations in tempo between numbers; and 
I have never really warmed to Fidelio as an 
overall work of art, much though I love 
practically every note of the music. 
Perhaps the basic problem lies in the way it 
seems always on the verge of reducing its 
characters to dehumanised symbols in a 
political tract: only in the very best of per­
formances can one really believe in the 
human individuality of the characters. At 
any rate, the inbuilt flaws were ex­
aggerated by this particular performance.
The orchestral playing was a good deal 
less effective than it had been the night 
before, perhaps an inevitable low following 
the pinnacle of the last opening of the 
season; but the stage performers also 
seemed to be suffering from a malaise even 
the inspirational baton of Cillario was un­
able to counteract. Even the prisoners’ 
chorus, an inbuilt moment of high drama 
that almost cannot possibly go wrong in 
performance, was tame, almost boring, on 
this occasion. Only Ronald Dowd’s 
Florestan — an electrifying aria followed 
by a more than convincing realisation of 
the rest of the role — really measured up, 
in the final analysis, to the full potential of 
the role.
Lone Koppel-Winther was a dramatical­
ly strong Leonora/Fidelio, but was quite 
disturbing at times vocally, particularly in 
her big aria in the second scene. As Piz- 
zaro, John Shaw was inclined to gabble his 
spoken dialogue and his singing was as un­
focused, as if he had the proverbial plum in 
his mouth. Beryl Furlan’s Marzelline was
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as pleasant as Graeme Ewer’s Jacquino, 
but the only tenuous dramatic point of 
either of them being there — the hint of a 
transvestite amorous attachment between 
her and the mock-youth Fidelio — was 
completely lost. Neil Warren-Smith, doing 
yeoman service after his considerable stint 
as Bartolo the night before, was a 
reassuringly uncomplicated, upstanding 
figure of a Rocco w ho acted and sang very 
well indeed; and Robert Allman was in his 
usual fine form as the late starter of the 
opera, Don Fernando. But finally the 
strong points of this Fidelio did not 
altogether counterbalance its weak ones, 
and it all added up to a disturbingly un­
inspiring evening at the opera when Fidelio 
ought never to be that. Even so, it was an 
experience worth the having, and one 
which Sydney opera-lovers will not be able 
to savour this year.
The first 1977 offering of Canberra Opera, 
on its home ground after pre-seasons at 
Orange and Wagga, was a superb produc­
tion of Donizetti's Don Pasquale that near­
ly foundered on the acting inadequacies of 
the principals.
Costs were kept to a minimum by a 
further example of the sort of resource­
sharing among regional companies that 
has become a welcome feature of the 
Australian opera scene in recent years; the 
modular sets, mounted on casters so they 
could be rolled into place for each 
succeeding scene in full view of the 
audience, were borrowed from the Western 
Aus t r a l i an  Oper a  Co mpa ny  and 
supplemented by costumes designed local­
ly by Graham MacFean that blended 
perfectly to add up to a visually excellent 
evocation of the light-hearted mood of the 
piece. Ken Healey's production reinforced 
this visual start right from the beginning of 
the overture, during which he had the prin­
cipals mime out the skeleton of the plot
behind a scrim.
The main trouble with the Canberra 
Pasquale was that the principals, once the 
action got going, were not, by and large, 
capable of living up to the admittedly 
stringent acting demands of the piece: had 
they sparkled enough to enhance their set­
ting, the result would have been a resoun­
ding success. Once again, this Pasquale 
proved that it is a good deal harder to 
bring off the bubbling effervescence of comic 
opera, in performance, than to convince an 
audience of the credibility of even the most 
monstrously improbable chain of tragic 
events. Tragedy seems to generate its own 
peculiar unreal standard of willing suspension 
of disbelief; comedy performed at less than 
the most expert level is terribly prone to fall 
fiat on its face.
Fran Bosly’s Norina lacked a measure 
of the vivacity that makes this character as
Don Pasquale: Colin Slater and Fran Bosly
captivating and desirable in the first in­
stance as she proves herself capable of 
being shrewish when it suits her later in the 
piece. Colin Slater’s Malatesta, too; did not 
exude quite the full measure of good-natured 
intrigue inherent in the part. Keith Hemp- 
ton’s Pasquale was a little too wrinkled and 
wiry not only of stature but also of at­
mosphere; and Robin Donald's Ernesto was 
a little too wooden in stage presence and 
vocal line to be as lovable as this romantic 
hero ought to be. But James McCarthy got 
an excellent musical result from singers 
and orchestra alike; overall, the evening 
was an enjoyable one, despite the reser­
vations I have detailed above.
Brief mention must be made too, this 
month, of two other recent double bills — 
one coupling two of the lesser known 
Gilbert and Sullivan pieces, the other very 
short works by Bizet and Hindemith.
The G. and S. double bill, at suburban
Sydney’s Rockdale Town Hall, presented 
Trial By Jury  and The Sorcerer with less 
than the usual success we have come to ex­
pect of this company. Robert Hatherley 
played both the title role in The Sorcerer 
and the Judge in Trial By Jury, but was not 
at his best in either part on opening night. 
Most of the other leading roles were taken 
by the G. and S. stalwarts of the suburban 
circuit — Roslyn Dansie, John Wirth- 
Finquist, Mary Blake, Patrick Donnelly, 
Damon Beck all appeared and were never 
less than adequate. But Brian Phillips’s 
productions lacked conviction, and con­
ductor Cedric Ashton was prone to rush 
things along relentlessly instead of allow­
ing the text and lyrics to achieve maximum 
impact of their own volition.
The other double bill, a joint effort of 
the School of Opera and Music Theatre at 
the New South Wales Conservatorium and 
the Australian Opera Studio, coupled 
little-known works by well-known com­
posers: Dr M iracle , by Bizet, and Hin und  
Z uruck  (There and B ack) by Hindemith.
Dr M iracle  has a plot line that almost 
makes it seem derivative of two great 
Donizetti comic operas combined, The 
Elixir o f  Love  and Don Pasquale; though it 
hardly has the musical or dramatic merit 
of either of them. John Germain, of the 
Australian Opera, played the tyrannical 
father of the piece, who also happens to be 
Mayor of Padua; Kathleen Moore his 
wife, Judith Saliba his daughter, and Eddie 
Wilden the daughter’s lover Silvio, who 
woos her in various disguises before finally 
winning her hand.
Wilden and Moore also played leading 
roles in the Hindemith piece, which literal­
ly progresses forward to halfway point and 
then reverses itself line by line to end up 
where it started, musically and dramatical­
ly; Jennifer Findfield, Colin Gill, Geoffrey 
Crooks and Geoffrey Harris also appeared 
in this very brief opera.
Simply staged, well if not outstandingly 
sung, and presented in a slightly extended 
lunchtime or mid-afternoon format, as 
these two works were, they have a good 
deal of merit both as class exercises for 
student opera singers and as sheer enter­
tainment. And this particular double bill 
was equally welcome for the long-overdue 
spirit of co-operation it demonstrated 
between the student branch of the national 
opera company and the opera branch of 
the New South Wales Conservatorium. 
Such ventures should become a staple 
feature of the Sydney musical scene: if they 
did, no doubt audiences would soon come 
to appreciate their merit and patronise 
them much better than they did on this oc­
casion.
(An even more meritorious venture off 
the beaten track was made early in May, 
when the director of the Con, Rex Hob- 
croft, conducted two modern music- 
theatre pieces — Down by the Greenwood  
Side  by Harrison Birtwistle and The 
Em peror o f  A tlan tis  by Viktor Ullmann — 
in tnree performances at the recording hall 
of the Opera House; unfortunately, this 
brief season coincided with my sojourn in 
Melbourne and I was not able to attend.) ■
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THEATRE OPERA DANCE
A.C.T.
CANBERRA OPERA (47 0249)
Hansel and Gretel (Humperdinck) in English. 
(Continuing on tour of A.C.T. primary schools, 
involving child participation.)
See also Canberra Theatre.
CANBERRA PLAYHOUSE (49 6488) 
Marcel Marceau. (18-23 July.)
Marionette Theatre of Australia: Roos written 
and directed by Richard Bradshaw; and Hands 
devised by the company and directed by 
Richard Bradshaw. (25-29 July.)
CANBERRA THEATRE (49 8211)
Australian Ballet: Les Patineurs, Billy the Kid, 
Monkeys in a Cage. To 2 July. Ballet 77 (5-6 
July.)
Berioska Dance Company. (13-16 July.) 
Canberra Opera: The Merry Widow (Lehar) in 
English. Conductor, David Cubbin; producer, 
Nina Cooke; set designs, Paul Kathner; 
costumes courtesy Australian Opera. With 
Lorraine Haase, Colin Slater, Gary Walbrook, 
Di Smith, Phil O'Brien.
THEATRE THREE (47 4222)
Canberra Repertory Society:
How Does Your Garden Grow? by Jim McNeil, 
directed by Ross McGregor. (To 16 July.) 
Tempo Theatre: Once Upon A Mattress. 
Musical directed by Joyce MacFarlane. (17 
July-6 August.)
NEW SOUTH WALES
ACTORS’ COMPANY (660 2503)
The Naked Hamlet, by William Shakespeare, 
adapted by Joseph Papp; and 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead, by 
Tom Stoppard. Directed by Rodney Delaney, 
designed by Cedric Learning, In both plays: 
Peter De Salis, Maree D'Arcey, Kate Fergusen, 
Michael Rolfe, Scott Lambert, Les Asmussen, 
Alan Faulkner. (Playing in repertory to end of 
July.)
ARTS C O U N C IL  OF NEW SO UTH  
WALES (31 6611)
The Bull n Bush Show, from Frank Strain’s 
Theatre Restaurant, William Street, directed by 
George Carden, with Red Moore, Leighton 
Watts, Donna Lee, John Barnes, Julie Godfrey.
(Touring north coast and north-west of NSW to 
31 July.)
The Earl and the Page Boy, from Dirty Dick’s 
Theatre Restaurant, St Leonards, directed by 
Coralie Condon, with Max Height, Jackie 
Harris, Nicholas Lush, Christopher Pain. 
(Touring south coast, Riverina and western dis­
tricts to 31 July.)
The Dale Woodward Rod Puppet Workshop 
(Continuing primary schools tour of NSW 
south coast and Riverina.)
Hello, I ’m Gerry Atkinson, folk singer and 
mime artist. (Continuing primary schools tour 
in Sydney metropolitan area.)
Modern Mime Theatre, devised and performed 
by Michael Freeland. (High schools tour of 
metropolitan area, north coast and north west 
to 8 July.)
Dr Ozo's Medicine Show, devised and per­
formed by Frank Cufone and Jeffrey Manning. 
(Primary schools tour of north west and north 
coast to 29 July.)
Bennelong Players, chamber music trio directed 
by Brian Strong. (Primary schools and adult 
performances in central west to 1 July.)
New England Ensemble, chamber music trio 
comprising Andrew Lorenz, Robert Harris, 
Janis Laurs. (Primary schools and adult perfor­
mances, south coast, 4-15 July.)
AUSTRALIAN OPERA (26 2976)
Sydney Opera House (2 0588)
Opera Theatre: Les Contes d ’Hoffmann (Offen­
bach) in French: 1, 9 July (eve), 15, 23 July 
(eve), 28, 30 July (mat). Conductor, William 
Reid; producer, Tito Capobianco; designer, 
Jose V arona; resident p roducer, Elke 
Neidhardt. With Marilyn Richardson, Jennifer 
Bermingham, Heather Begg or Margreta 
Elkins, Henri Wilden, Raymond Myers, 
Graeme Ewer, Gordon Wilcock, G rant 
Dickson.
The Barber o f Seville (Rossini) in Italian: 2 July 
(mat). Conductor, Richard Bonynge; producer, 
John Cox (rehearsed by Michael Beauchamp; 
designer, Roger Butlin. With Huguette 
Tourangeau, Mary Hayman, John Pringle, 
Paul Ferris, Alan Light, Clifford Grant.
Fra Diavolo (Auber) in English: 2 July (eve); 7 
July, 30 July (eve). Conductor, Richard 
Bonynge or Peter Robinson; producer, John 
Copley; designers, Michael Stennett (costumes) 
and Henry Bardon (sets); resident producer, 
Elke Neidhardt. With Robert Gard, Dennis 
Olsen, Heather Begg, Anson Austin, Donald 
Shanks or Grant Dickson, Isobel Buchanan, 
Graeme Ewer, Neil Warren-Smith.
Lucrezia Borgia (Donizetti) in Italian: 5 July 
(conference) 8 July (TV). Conductor, Richard 
Bonynge; producer, George Ogilvie; designer, 
K ristian Fredrikson; resident producer, 
Michael Beauchamp. With Joan Sutherland, 
Robert Allman, Margreta Elkins, Ron Stevens 
or Paul Ferris.
Carmen (Bizet) in French: 6 July, 9 July (mat); 
13, 18, 20 July, 23 July (mat). Conductor, 
Russell Channell; producer/designer, Tom 
Lingwood; resident producer, M ichael 
Beauchamp. With Huguette Tourangeau, 
Dolores Cambridge, Donald Smith or Ron
Stevens, Raymond Myers or Pieter van der 
Stolk.
Suor Angelica (Puccini) and Pagliacci (Leon­
cavallo) in Italian: 16, 19, 22, 26 July. Conduc­
tor, Richard Bonynge; producer, Moffatt Oxen- 
bould; designer, Desmond Digby. In Suor 
Angelica, Joan Sutherland, Rosina Raisbeck, 
Heather Begg, Elizabeth Fretwell, Lesley 
Stender, Cynthia Johnston. In Pagliacci, Sergei 
Baigildin, Beryl Furlan, Robert Allman, John 
Pringle, Graeme Ewer.
A U ST R A L IA N  T H E A T R E , Newtown 
(51 3841)
The Glass Menagerie, by Tennessee Williams. 
An Opus Theatre Group production produced 
by Frank Hahn, directed by Bill Aitken, design­
ed by Paul Nikotin. With Barbara Marcot. 
(Continuing.)
AUSTRALIAN THEATRE FOR YOUNG 
PEOPLE (699 9322)
I Suppose I ’ll Have 7o . . . .  by Michael Cove, 
directed by Raymond Omodei; The Advance, 
by John Mulligan, and Doolan, by Richard 
Tulloch, both directed by John Wregg; all 
designed by Yoshi Tosa. Plus Mime Your Own 
Business, devised by the company. (Continuing 
on schools tour of north-west NSW to July 16.)
BALMAIN BIJOU (827 3652)
Wonderwoman, by Reg Livermore, directed by 
Peter Batey. (To 10 July.)
BONAPARTE’S THEATRE RESTAURANT
(357 2555 or 357 2596)
Nothing until September.
BONDI PAVILION THEATRE (30 7211 or
29 8335)
Six Australian plays from the National 
Playwrights’ Conference in repertory, with as 
many of the original cast members as possible. 
(To 16 July.)
CIVIC THEATRE, Newcastle (21 977)
Boeing, Boeing, by Marc Camoletti, adapted 
from the French by Beverley Cross, directed by 
Doug Fisher, designed by Bill Dowd, starring 
Richard O'Sullivan; with Doug Fisher, Shirley 
Cameron, Kate Sheil, Judith Woodroffe. (16-27
July-)___________________________________
CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC (27 4206 
or 27 9271)
The Bartered Bride (Smetana) in English: 2 
July (mat). Director, Ronal Jackson; musical 
director, Eric Clapham; set designer, Michael 
O'Kane. With Amanda Thane or Jennifer Lind- 
field, John Main or Geoffrey Harris, Geoffrey 
Crook, Jonathan Hughes, Colin Gill, Ber­
nadette Cullen, Clare Ford, Gary Horne, Sylvia 
Clarke, David Watson.
ENSEMBLE (929 8877)
Boy meets Girl, by Bella and Samuel Spewack, 
directed by Hayes Gordon, designed by Doug 
Anderson (To 31 July.)
GENESIAN (827 3023)
A Man For All Seasons, by Robert Bolt, 
directed and designed by Colleen Clifford, with 
Michael Bowie, Elizabeth Sarks, Laurie Butler, 
Dennis Allen. (Continuing.)
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HER MAJESTY’S (212 3411)
A Chorus Line, original production conceived, 
choreographed and directed by Michael 
Bennet; co-choreographer, Bob Avian; book by 
James Kirkwood and Nicholas Dante; music by 
Marvin Hamlisch; lyrics by Edward Kleban; 
choreography and direction recreated for 
Australia by Bayyork Lee and Jeff Hamlin. 
Cast of 30. (Continuing.)
INDEPENDENT (929 7377)
Hamlet, by William Shakespeare, directed by 
Graham Dixon. With Tony Hayes, Carole 
Cranwell, Peter Whittle, Charles Moody, Lucy 
Clifford, Robert Kinnane, Raymond O’Reilly. 
(To 2 July.)
K IL L A R A  680 C O F F E E  T H E A T R E
(498 7552)
Hallo London, devised by John Howitt, with 
John Howitt, Peter Parkinson, Cherrie Popp. 
(Continuing).
MARIAN STREET (498 3166)
The Happy Hunter, by Georges Feydeau, 
directed by Alastair Duncan, designed by Brian 
N ickless. W ith Lynn R ainbow , M ark 
Hashfield, Phillip Hinton, Marion Johns, A1 
Thomas, Kenneth Laird, Damien Parker, Gay 
Poole (to 9 July.)
C o n fu s io n s , a new com edy by A lan 
Ayckbourne, directed by Ted Craig, designed 
by Brian Nickless (from 15 July.)
M A R I O N E T T E  T H E A T R E  OF 
AUSTRALIA (357 1638)
Roos, written and directed by Richard 
Bradshaw; and Hands, devised by the company 
and directed by Richard Bradshaw. (Schools 
tour, Sydney area, continuing.)
MUSIC HALL THEATRE RESTAURANT
(909 8222)
Lust for Power: or Perils at Parramatta, written 
and directed by Michael Boddy, with Alton 
Harvey, John Allen, Anne Semler. (Con­
tinuing.)
MUSIC LOFT THEATRE RESTAURANT
(977 6585)
Once More With Feeling, by Peggy Mortimer 
and Enzo Toppano, directed by Peggy Mor­
timer, with the Toppano Family and Lee 
Young. (To 23 July.)
The Gloria Dawn Show, produced by William 
Orr, with Bryan Davies, W.P. Brennan, David 
Gilchrist. (From 27 July.)
NEW THEATRE (519 3403)
Enter A Free Man, by Tom Stoppard, directed 
by Paul Quinn, designed by Andrew Blaxland. 
With Marty O’Neill, Betty Milliss, Antoinette 
Blaxland, Dominic Scott, Brian Hinselwood, 
Rikki McDonald, Dick May, Stan Ross. 
(Continuing.)
NIMROD (69 5003)
Upstairs: Much Ado About Nothing, by 
William Shakespeare, directed by John Bell, 
designed by Larry Eastwood (sets) and Kim 
Carpenter (costumes). With Robert Alexander, 
Maggie Blinco, Peter Carroll, Drew Forsythe, 
Ivar Kants, Deborah Kennedy, Tony Llewellyn- 
Jones, Gordon McDougall, Dennis Scott, Tony 
Sheldon, Alan Tobin, Anna Volska. (To 23 
July.)
Going Home, by Alma de Groen, directed by 
Richard Wherrett. (From 29 July.)
Downstairs: A Stretch o f  the Imagination by 
Jack Hibberd, an Australian Performing Group 
production starring Max Gillies. (From 2 July.) 
OLD TOTE (663 6122)
Drama Theatre, Opera House: The Three 
Sisters, by Anton Chekhov, directed by Bill 
Redmond, designed by James Ridewood. With
Jacki Weaver, Jennifer Claire, Monnica 
Maugham, Elizabeth Alexander. (From 13 
July.)
Parade Theatre: Unspeakable Acts, by Colin 
Free, directed by Peter Collingwood, designed 
by Yoshi Tosa. With Ron Haddrick, Shane 
Porteous, Reg Gillam, Don Pascoe, Brian 
Blain, Catherine Wilkin. (To 19 July.)
Big Toys, by Patrick White, directed by Jim 
Sharman, designed by Brian Tomson. With 
Kate Fitzpatrick, Arthur Dignam, Max Cullen. 
(From 27 July.)
York Theatre, Seymour Centre: Wild Oats, by 
John O’Keeffe, directed by Mick Rodger, 
designed by Anne Frazer. With Abigail, Terry 
Bader, Robin Bowering, Anne Grigg, Garth 
Meade, Richard Meikle. (To 26 July.)
Q THEATRE, Penrith (047 21 5735)
A Hard God, by Peter Kenna, directed by 
Kevin Jackson, designed by Arthur Dicks. With 
Doreen Warburton, Ron Hackett, Ric Herbert. 
(At Railway Institute, Penrith, 1-3 July and 20- 
24 July; Civic Centre, Bankstown, 6-10 July; 
Marsden Rehabilitation Centre, Parramatta, 
13-17 July.)
O S C A R ’S H O L L Y W O O D  P A L A C E  
THEATRE RESTAURANT, Sans Souci 
(529 4455)
Connelli at the Palace, staged and choreographed 
by Ross Coleman, with Judi Connelli, Jan 
Hogan, Grant Pomeroy, Pam French, Terry 
Mahboub. (To 2 July.)
The Glitter Sisters, directed by John Finlayson. 
(From 5 July.)
R O C K D A L E  M U N I C I P A L  O P E R A  
COMPANY (587 4813)
Robinson Crusoe (Offenbach) in English: 20, 
21, 23 July, 24 July (mat). Conductor, Cedric 
Ashton; director and designer, Robert 
Hatherley; choreographer, Ross Hutchison. 
With Robert Gard, Doreen Morrow, Judy 
Glen, Petah Burn, David Goddard, Margaret 
Winkler, Peter Avery.
ST JAMES LUNCHTIME PLAYHOUSE
(232 8570)
From Bad to Wurst, by Tony Ralph, directed 
by Peter Williams. With Bill Bader, Duncan 
Newman, Jo Hunter. (To 8 July.)
Don’t Go Near the Fridge, Miss Jenkins, by 
David Bateson, directed by Peter Williams, 
with Kay Eklund. (From 11 July.)
SEYMOUR CENTRE (692 0555)
Downstairs: Measure for Measure, by William 
Shakespeare, directed by Neil Armfield, 
presented by the English Department drama 
studies unit. (To 15 July.)
SPEAKEASY THEATRE RESTAURANT, 
Kensington (663 7442)
The Big Bang Show, conceived by Hugh Rule 
and Bryan Brown, directed by Hugh Rule, with 
Peter Corbett and Ross Sharp. (Continuing.)
SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE (2 0588) 
Reception Hall: The Sydney Experience, an 
audio-visual adventure devised by Mike Shirley. 
(Continuing.)
THEATRE ROYAL (231 6577 or 231 6111) 
Funny Peculiar, by Mike Stott, directed by Jef­
frey Campbell, designed by Patrick Robertson. 
With George Layton, Bruce Spence, Katy 
Wild, Henry Szeps, Wendy Gilmore, Lynne 
Murphy, John Benton, Brian Harrison, Gordon 
Glenwright. (To 27 July.)
Boeing, Boeing, by Marc Camoletti, adapted 
from the French by Beverley Cross, directed by 
Doug Fisher, designed by Bill Dowd, starring 
Richard O’Sullivan; with Doug Fisher, Shirley
Cameron, Kate Sheil, Judith Woodroffe (from 
30 July.)
WH I T E  H O R S E  HOT E L ,  Newt own  
(51 1302)
The Billie Collie Follies, by Rick Maier, 
Malcolm Frawley and Foveaux Kirby; conceiv­
ed and directed by Ian Tasker and Hugh Rule; 
with Jennifer McGregor. (Continuing.)
QUEENSLAND
ARTS THEATRE (36 2344)
The Shifting Heart by Richard Beynon. Direc­
tor and designer Jennifer Radbourne. 30 June- 
30 July.
Dick Whittington and His Cat Devised and 
directed by Gordon Shaw. (Saturdays.)
CAMERATA (36 6561)
Easter by August Strindburg. Director, Shirley 
Lambert. Avalon Theatre. (29 July-31 August.)
HER MAJESTY’S (221 2777)
Yamaha Music Festival (3 July).
Melanie in Concert. Presented by Australian 
Concert Entertainments (8-9 July).
Tarantara! Tarantara! by Ian Taylor. Director, 
Ted Craig; designer, David Brisson. With Jon 
Ewing and John Faassen. Presented by 
Australian Elizabethan Trust. (12-30 July.)
LA BOITE (36 1932. 36 2296)
Seneca’s Oedipus by Ted Hughes. Director, 
Rick Billinghurst; designer, Bill Haycock. With 
Michael McCaffrey, Pat Thomson, Doug 
Anders. (1-2 July; final performances.)
The Gift by Michael Cove.
QUEENSLAND BALLET(229 3355)
Ballet for Pleasure presented by Arts Council of 
Australia (Queensland) and Queensland Ballet 
Company.
Idyll. Choreographer, Charles Lissner.
Games out o f  Court. Choreographer, Peter 
Darryll.
The Visitor. Choreographer, Garth Welch.
La Ventana (The Window). Choreographer 
August Bournoville. (Innisfail, 1 July; Cairns, 
11 and 12 July; Ingham, 13 July; Charters 
Towers, 14 July; Ayr/Home Hill 15 July; Bun- 
daberg, 19 and 20 July; Mundubbera, 21 July; 
Nambour, 22 July; Gold Coast, 23 July; 
Lismore, 25 July.)
QUEENSLAND OPERA COMPANY (221 
7749)
Cavalleria Rusticana by Pietro Mascagni. 
Producer, John Thompson; designer, James 
Ridewood; conductor, Graeme Young.
I Pagliacci by Ruggiero Leoncavallo. Producer, 
John Thompson; designer, James Ridewood; 
conductor, Graeme Young. City Hall, (15 and 
16 July.)
QUEENSLAND THEATRE COMPANY
(221 3861)
The Last o f the Knucklemen by John Powers. 
Director, Joe MacColum; designer, Peter 
Cooke. With Don Crosby, David Clendinning, 
Douglas Hedge, Johnny Johnstone, Peter 
Kowitz, Ron Layne, Phil Moye, Russell New­
man, Bruce Parr. (22 June-9 July.)
St Joan by George Bernard Shaw. Director Joe 
MacColum, designer, Peter Cooke. (Opens 20 
July.)
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TWELFTH NIGHT (52 5889)
Mrs Warren's Profession by George Bernard 
Shaw. Director, Joan Whalley; designer, Jen­
nifer Carseldine. (13-30 July.)
TASMANIA
T A S M A N I A N  P U P P E T  T H E A T R E
(23 7996)
Civic Centre, Burnie: Momma (3-5 July.) 
Princess Theatre, Launceston: Momma (7-9 
July.)
THEATRE ROYAL (34 6266)
Tarantara! Tarantara! Marian Street Produc­
tion. Gilbert and Sullivan revue, directed by 
Ted Craig. (To 15 July.)
Tasmanian Ballet (18-23 July.)
Tasmanian Opera Company: Cosi Fan Tutti. 
Directed by Michael Lanchbery. (From 26 
July.)
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
ARTS THEATRE (87 5777) 
Workshop production to 2 July.
FESTIVAL CENTRE (51 2292)
Festival Theatre: Australian Ballet. Merry 
Widow, with Dame Margot Fonteyn, Marilyn 
Jones, Marilyn Rowe, Gailene Stock, Alan 
Alder, Walter Bourke, Kelvin Coe, Jonathan 
Kelby, Gary Norman. (9-23 July.)
Space: ACT 3 Season. Food, musical by Tony 
Strachan. Director, Malcolm Blaylock. (30 June- 
9 July.)
For Playhouse see SATC.
THE JAM FACTORY 
The Trial by Franz Kafka. Director, Andy Doe. 
Flinders University Drama Centre. (29 June- 
2 July.)
LITTLE THEATRE
I Don’t Know Who to Feel Sorry For by John 
Romeril. Director, Andrew Bleby. AUDS. 
(Continuing to 6 July.)
Globe: Killing Game by Eugene Ionesco. Direc­
tor, Steve Brown. (13-16 and 20-23 July.)
Q THEATRE (223 5651)
The Golden Years by Bill Munro and Betty 
Quin. Director, Bill Munro. (6-30 July.)
STATE OPERA (352 3738 or 352 3366)
The Playhouse, Adelaide Festival Centre 
(51 2291)
The Coronation o f Poppea (Monteverdi) in 
English. Conductor, Myer Fredman; director, 
Adrian Slack; designer, John Cervenka. With 
Eilene Hannan, Gregory Dempsey, Angela 
Denning, Thomas Edmonds, Daphne Harris, 
Patsy Hemingway, Keith Hempton, Norma 
Knight, Kevin Miller, John Wood, David Bren­
nan. (18, 20, 22, 23, 25, 27, 29, 30 July.)
and Ron Blair. Director, Colin George; 
designer, Rodney Ford. (To 16 July.) New 
season opens 15 August with Annie Get Your 
Gun.
SOUTH AUSTRALIA DANCE COMPANY 
Country Jour. (25 July-13 August.)
UNION HALL
Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare. 
Director Jim Vile. University of Adelaide 
Theatre Guild Ensemble. (6-9 July; 13-16 July.)
VICTORIA
ALEXANDER THEATRE (543 2828)
The Cherry Orchard directed by Peter Oyston 
for the Alexander Theatre Company. (To 23 
July.)
The Crucible directed by Peter Oyston for the 
Alexander Theatre Company (From 27 July.)
AUSTRALIAN PERFORMING GROUP
(347 7153)
Pram Factory: Front Theatre. The Cranium 
Show by John Romeril, directed by Carol 
Parker
Pram Factory: Back Theatre. The Stasis Group 
(To 31 July.)
COMEDY THEATRE (663 321 1)
Doctor in Love by Richard Gordon. Produced 
by Gary Van Egmond and Paul Dainty. With 
Robin Nedwell and Geoffrey Davies. (To 30 
July.)
HER MAJESTY’S THEATRE (663 3211) 
The Twenties And All That Jazz. A musical 
recollection with John Diedrich, Caroline 
Gillmer and John O’May. Musical director, 
M ichael Tyack; choreography, Ji l l ian 
Fitzgerald; design, Trina Parker. Presented by 
J.C. Williamson Productions Ltd. and Michael 
Edgley International Pty. Ltd. (Continuing.)
LA MAMA (347 6085)
Tenth Anniversary Festival. (Details not 
available.)
LAST LAUGH (419 6226)
Waiter, There's a Circus in My Soup, directed 
by Tim Robertson.
MELBOURNE THEATRE COMPANY (645 
1100)
Athenaeum: The Wild Duck by Henrik Ibsen, 
adapted by Ray Lawler. Directed by John 
Sumner; settings designed by Richard Prins, 
costumes designed by Maree Menzel. (To 23 
July.)
The Merchant o f Venice. Directed by John 
Sumner. (From 28 July.)
Russell Street: The Club by David Williamson. 
Directed by Rodney Fisher; designed by Shaun 
Gurton. (To 23 July.)
Theatre in Education: Life It or Leave It. 
Scenario by Jonathan Hardy. The Reluctant by 
John Powers. Director, Greg shears. Man Fri­
day by Adrian Mitchell. Directed and designed 
by Robert Lowe.
Companies A and B: Metropolitan areas.
production presented by Parachute Productions 
(From 1 July.)
PRINCESS THEATRE (662 2911)
Victorian State Opera: L'Orfeo (Monteverdi) 
Conductor, Richard Divall; director, Robin 
Lovejoy; designer, Maree Menzel. With Ian 
Cousins, Halina Nieckarz, Kerry Brown, Janet 
Dawson, Joan Thomas, Ariel Saltmarsh, John 
Marum, Hartley Newnham, Jack Lunn. 
Orchestra, Concentus Musicus of Melbourne. 
(2, 8, 9 July.)
Marcel Marceau. Presented by Michael Edgley 
International Pty. Ltd. in association with 
Derek Glynne. (From 25 July.)
ST. KILDA PALAIS (94 0651)
Nureyev and the London Festival Ballet in 
Romeo and Juliet. Presented by Michael 
Edgley International Pty. Ltd. (25-30 July.)
TOTAL THEATRE (663 4991)
Let My People Come. A musical celebration of 
sex by Earl Wilson Jnr. Directed by Peter 
Batey; presented by Eric Dare. (To July 23)
VICTORIAN STATE OPERA (41 5061) 
Paper and Flowers and Things; or, The Three 
Lives o f Penelope Paper, by Peter Narroway. 
(Continuing on schools tour, metropolitan 
area.) Sed also Princess Theatre.
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
CIVIC THEATRE RESTAURANT (72 1595) 
The Five Past Nine Show with Joan Sydney. 
THE HOLE IN THE WALL (81 2403)
Inner Voices by Louis Nowra. Director, John 
Milson. (29 June-22 July.)
Martello Towers by Alex Buzo. Director, Aarne 
Neeme. (27 July-August 20.)
PLAYHOUSE (25 3344)
Downstairs: Treats by Christopher Hampton. 
Director, Aarne Neeme. (30 June-23 July.) 
H.M.S. Pinafore, by Gilbert and Sullivan. 
R.S.V.P. by Offenbach. Double bill presented 
by Gilbert and Sullivan Society. Director, John 
Milson. (28 July-6 August.)
Greenroom: Going Home by Alma de Groen. 
Director; Andrew Ross. (1 July-23 July.)
T.I.E.
Winners by Brian Friel. Director, Andrew 
Ross. Second Term: available for booking.
On Tour (country): Double Edge by Leslie Dar- 
bon and Peter Whelan. Director, Andrew Ross. 
Cupid in Transit by Simon Hopkinson.
REGAL (81 1557)
My Fat Friend by Charles Lawrence. Presented 
by Australian Stage Productions, with Tim 
Brook-Taylor and Judy Nunn. (30 June-23 
July.) _______________________________
WEST AUSTRALIAN BALLET (35 6188) 
Octagon Theatre: A Season of excerpts in­
cluding Set Point and Love Match by Leigh 
Warren. (20-23 July.)
WEST AUSTRALIAN OPERA (71 1945 or
71 6333)
In recess.
WE S T  A U S T R A L I A N  T H E A T R E  
COMPANY
In recess for building alterations.
S O U T H  A U S T R A L I A  T H E A T R E  PLAYBOX THEATRE (63 4888) 
COMPANY (51 5151) Gordon Chater in The Elocution o f Benjamin
Playhouse: Too Early to Say by Michael Cove Franklin by Steve J. Spears. Nimrod Theatre
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Coming in August: ten 
years of Carlton theatre, 
Marvellous Melbourne 
by Jack Hibberd and other 
leading goal-kickers. 
Including Patrick White 
by Dorothy Hewett and 
Max Gillies by John Larkin.
Surface mail 
By air
New Zealand, New Guinea AS45.00
U.K., U.S.A., Germany, Greece, Italy AS50.00
All other countries AS70.00
Bank drafts in Australian currency should be 
forwarded to Playhouse Press Pty. Ltd.; 114 
Cremorne St., Richmond, Victoria 3121, 
Australia.
Credits
Photos: G. Harrisson 17-18; Peter Drummond 
20; David Parker 42-46; G. Mulgrue 70; Bobby 
Le Brun collection 8-13; and the theatre 
companies
Information services: M & L Casting Pty. Ltd.
Overseas subscription rates 
AS25.00
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